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P AR T I. 

T1-2 PLACE OF 

PLEASURE - UN PLEASURE 

IN 

C ONS CI CUS PR OCESS CR 

IN 

PSYCH CL CGICAL CLASSIFICATI CAN. 
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 

pleasure- unpl.easure or pleasure -pain is s o die- 

tinct, familiar and e o ultimate a coneci ous state t o us 

that it can hardly be given a special definition. It can 

only be felt. However it may psychologically be explained 

and described by making clear its relati on to other c on- 

scious processes and by making inquiry into its causes or 

c ondi t i one . 

As to the place cf pleasure- unpleasure in conscious 

ocesscc ar in psychological classification there hae been 

much disputation even at the present day . S one hold 

pleasure -unpleasure as a fundamental process from which all 
mental life Bevel cps, cr s orne maintain pleasure- unpleasure 

is the only superficial part cf our feeling life. Some 

regard pleas ure- unpl.easure as one kind of serrati on; cr an 

attribute cf sensation; or a function of sensation rx the 

secondary f orm of s erne sensation; or a functi on of ideation 
-al or intieilectua.l ac tivity; or a primary element of emot- 

i on; or general tone of feeling; or a production of c cna- 

tive activity; etc. 

For rry present purp ose, that is, the place cf pleasure 

-unpleasure in c ono ci ous processes or in psychological , class- 



ification, I group three types of various views regarding 

the ques ti on, namely: - 

First - that pleasure- unpleasure ie; a certain kind of 

sensation or an attribute or aspect of sensation; 

Sec ondly - that pleasure- unpleasure is the general name 

or general tone of feeling or emoti on in which there are the 

one dimensi on the cry, the bidemens ion theory, and the tri- 
dimension theory, or only a simple kind of feeling; 

Thirdly - that pleasure- unpleasure is the quale or tone 

co!nmcn to all. conscious processes. 

Regarding the relation of pleas ure- unplca.sure to sen- 

sa ti cn and em oti on, there has also been s cme disputation. 

In the first chapter I shall make inquiry into the 

vari GUS views in the three types ab eve menti oned, and in 

the sec and chapter examine which view is Psychologically 

acceptable. I will further consider regarding the relation 
and the distinction between pleasure- unpleasure and sen- 

sati on in general, especially between pain sensati cn and 

unpleasur e, and the relation between pleasure- unpleasure 

and emoti on. Then the relation of pleasure- unpleasure to 

these other c onsci cus pr ocess es will be made clear, and 

the psychologically pr oper place of pleasure- unpleasure 

radar ding the cues tì an will be shown. 
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The question concerning the cause or condition of plea - 

sure- unpleasure will be considered in detail in Part II. and 

the relation of pleasure- unpleasure to oonative tendency 

will also be considered in more detail in Part III. 

Furthermore in this part I shall go on to consider some 

of the closely related problems regarding the question, 

such as !indifference! or the neutral states; the dynaemic 

or impulsive aspect cf pleasure-unpleasure in coned casts 

pr ocess or activity; and pleasure- unpleasure in the recurr- 
ence or in the anticipation. 
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Clr-T TER I. 

VER'I CU S VIEWS 

Section 1. Pleasure- Unpleasure as 

Sensati on or Sane thing of Sensati on. 

(1) Nichols identifies pain -pleasure with a certain 
kind of sensation by stating that "we place pleasure and 

pain on common footing with our other senses as fundamental 

elements of mind, and as being based upon separate specific 
neural activities or energies, and under both aspects, 

psychic and physical, we hold pleasure and pain to be as 

separate fr cm each other and from other sense elements as 

are the latter from one another . "1 

Thus his sensational view is cal the gr ound of his as- 

sumption that pain and pleasure each has a specific nerve 

as do other sensations . He fur ther states: "A considerable 

amount of proof first and last makes specific pain nerves 

and separate bodily sensations cf pain pretty certain. In 

one or two regions or processes specific sensations of plea- 

sure seem probaole. There is likelihood of them in many 

places, and no final proof against them anywhere. "2 Such 

1. Nichols, H. "The Origin of Pleasure and Pain ", Philosoph- 
ical Review. Voll. 1892. (pp, 4C3 -432. 518 -534) p.4C4. 

2. Op. cit. pp. 431 - 2. 
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an assumption has often been tried by Physiologists and 

Physidlogica.l Psychologists but still remains no more 

than an unresolved hypothesis. 

(2) Stumpf seems to hold pleasantness and unpleasantness, 

as attributes of the sensations in attempting a special 

sense department 'Gefühlsemfindungent. Thus Stumpf class- 

es together, as "Gefuhlsemfindungen ", "first, the purely 

bodily pains, whether they are set up from within or from 

without the organism; secondly, the feeling of bodily well- 

being in its more general and in its more special forms, the 

latter including the pleasure- component in tickle, the feel- 

ing produced by itch, and the sexual feelings; and lastly 

the agreeableness and disagreeableness that may be connect- 

ed, in the most various degree of gradation, with the sen- 

sations of all ox nearly all. the 'special a senses, with 

temperatures, odors, tastes, tones, colours." 1. 

Stumpf +s Gefúhlsemfindungen (or algedonic sensations, 

translated by Titchener) thus fall into two groups. The 

list embraces, on the one hand, cutaneous and organic pains 

and cutaneous and organicpleasures; and, on the other, the 

i. Stumpf, "Weber Gefühlsempfmndungen." 
Z4itschrift f r Psychologie. 44, 1907. P. 1 ff 

cited by E.B. Tìtchener, "Profess cr Stumpf's Affective 
Psychology". Amer. Jour. of Psychol. 28, 1917. PP 265-6. 
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'affective tones' of the sensations of special sense. This 

attempt has already been shown by Titchener, and many writers, 

to be unsuccessful. 

(3) Moore presents some sensational view in attempting 

three types of pain, Surface pain, bodily distress and 

unpleasantness; and ce responding to these, three types 

of pleasure, Surface pleasure (or tickling), Gratification 

and pleasantness. 

Under the dead of Varieties of pain he summarizes as 

follows: - 

"Our review of painfulness has brought to attention 

three fairly distinct types. 

The first type.- surface pain,- is distinguished by sharp 

clearness, exactness of location, and well -co- ordinated 

reaction. 

The second type - bodily distress - is characterized by 

obscure dullness, difficulty of exact location, and a quite 

general and somewhat aimless bodily reaction. 

The third type - unpleasantness - is marked by such obscur- 

ity that it is commonly spoken of as feeling; it has no par- 

ticular location, but seems to pervade the whole body; 



and its corresponding bodily reaction, with the exception 

of a few special habits learned or instinctively provided, 

is one - marked by an indefinite shrinking, involving 

pretty much the whole body." l' 

And under the three chief types of pleasure : - 

"Tickling (or Surface Pleasure. P. 16), produced by stim- 

ulating the surface of the body, calls forth a fairly de- 

finite pleasure sensation and a laughter reaction. It 

varies extremely from individual to individual. 

Gratification, or the pleasure derived from satisfying 

the needs of inner organs, is distinctly experienced for 

each of the vital needs. The Pleasure in each case seems 

to reside most particularly in the general region of the 

organ concerned, but it is by no means possible to give 

it an exact location. 

Pleasantness is least of all capable of exact location 

or definition. The characteristic reaction is an attitude 

of the whole body which, in some fashion, goes out to meet 

the agreeable object and to further relation with it. It 

never appears separately, but always as the accompaniment 

1. ;ú:oore, I.T. The Sense of Pain and Pleasure. 1917. 

pp. 14 - 15. 
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of some other state, such as sensation, emotion, memory, 

or thought." 
1. 

Thus Moore holds a mixed view of sensation and feeling. 

(4) Nafe seems to regard pleasantness and unpleasantness 

as reducible to modes of pressure sensation from his exper- 

imental results. In the Introduction to his paper, he 

states - "We may anticipate our detailed statement of method 

and results by saying, at once, that the plan which we adopt- 

ed has led us to a definite conclusion. The effective qual- 

ities, pleasantness and unpleasantness, turn out, under dir- 

ect observation, to be modes of pressure; pleasantness is a 

bright pressure, and unpleasantness is a dull pressure." 2. 

He gives the experimental results in question as follows:- 

"All Os (Observers) eventually describe P (pleasantness) 
and U (unpleasantness) as °sensory ° pressures. 

P, in quality, is a bright pressure or a quality lying 
between bright pressure and tickle. It is described as 
bright; sparkling; brilliant; active; like effervescence; 
like tickle; dancing; shimmering; like points of light 
pressure; mild; misty; yielding; buoyant; vaporous; diffuse; 
light; airy; thin; fluffy; ethereal.; smooth; soft; oily; 

welling; spreading; like the pressure component in warmth; 
like goose flesh, fur and glass; like muscle pressure in 
quality (not in density'or localization), but brighter; 

like expansiveness of the body. 

The quality of U is that of dull pressure ,or, accord - 

1. Op. it. pp 31 - 32. 
2. "An experimental Study of the Affective qualities." 

Amer. J. Psychol. Vol 35. 1924. (pp. 507 -5440 P. 508. 
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ing to some Os, of a pressure between dull pressure and 
neutral pressure or between dull pressure and strain. 
It is described as dull; drab; dead; rigid; less lively; 
somber; inert; stiff; gloomy; more dense; heavy; sinking, 
leaden; thick; -cold; hard; rough; harsh; grating; insistent; 
condensed; like bodily contraction; like neutral pressure 
but duller; like dull strain." 2. 

It must be noted that his experiment was carried maìnl3t 

along the sense -feelings. 

In closing this section it is to be noted that whether 

these sensational views just mentioned are to be accepted 

as reasonable or not is further to be examined and consid- 

ered in the next chapter. 

2. Op. cit. P. 51'7. 
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Section 2. pleasure - Unpleasure as 

something of Feeling or Emotion.. 

(1) Wundt regards pleasure -unpleasure as one of three dim- 

ensions of feeling. "Three such chief directions," says 

Wundt, "may be distinguished; we will call them the direct- 

ion of pleasureable and unpleasurable feelings, that of 

arousing and subduing (exciting and depr<,., <_irg) feelings, 

and finally that of feelings and relaxation. Any concrete 

feeling may belong to all of these directions or only ie o 

or even only one of them." 1. According to him, "the pair 

of contrasts of pleasure and unpleasure may be looked upon 

as a modification of the attracting and opposing elements, 

which. are directly connected with the qualitative constit- 

ution of the impression or the idea; " "the pLir of contrasts 

of excitation and quiescence (arousing and subduing) will 

very likely stand in direct relation to the intensity with 

which apperception enters into action" ; and accor- 

ding as apperception is directed to an immediately passed or 

to an immediately coming row, a feeling of relaxation or of 

strain arises. "2. 

Royce ventures to claim the Bidimensiiional theory regarding 

1. Vvundt . Vie' . Outlines of Psychology. 1897. Tras, by C.H. J ud.d. 

P 83. 
2. Wundt. An Introduction to Psychology. 1912. Trans. by R. 

Pintner. pp 78 - 9. 
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the question; "feelings differ as to their pleasantness 

and unpleasantness. In so fax we have the pleasure -pain 

dimension, as it might be called, of the variation of the 

feelings. At the same time the feelings differ as being more 

or less either feelings of restlessness or feelings of 

quiescence. i1. As already known, the above views have not 

been accepted by most Psychologists. Let us refer to 

Titchener le Criticism Of Wundt's in question, which may 

also be applicable to Royce's. 

(2) Titchener, taking objection to Wundt's views, main- 

tains that "excitement and depression, tension and relax- 

ation, are never simple, elementary processes; they are, 

on the contrary, experiences of some complexity; and they 

invariably contain organic (especially kinaesthetic) sen- 

sations. On the sensory side, they represent - to put it 

roughly - different muscular attitudes; on the effective 

side, they may be either pleasant or unpleasant." 2. Fur- 

ther, by the methods of expression and of impression, he 

finds experimental results-that tell str cngly a.gùinst 4`iundt's 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Royce,T. Outlines of Psychology. 
Titchener, E.B. 

Text Book of Psychology. 1910. 
Op. cit. pp. 253 - 256. 

1903. P 

P2:)2. 

176. 
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theory. Then he holds that there are only two kinds or 

qualities of feelings (or Affection) , pleasantness and 

unpleasantness. 

On the other hand, he holds six types or classes of 

1. 
sense -feelings; the agreeable and disagreeable, the ex- 

citing and subduinig, and the straining and relaxing. Of 

sense -feelings he explains that "She simple feelings 

(pleasantness and unpleasantness) form intimate and char- 

acteristic blends with sensations, and especially with kin- 

aesthetic and organic sensations; we may call such blends 

sense -feelings. "2 

(3) Eng recently attempts a new three dimensional theory 

of feeling from his experimental results. These three 

antagonistic pairs are : - Attention emotion and Activity 

emotion; Displeasure and pleasure; and Depression and Bx- 

citement.3. 

Comparing with Wundt's basic types ,Le. pleasure, dis - 

pleasure, tension, relaxation, excitement and tranquillity, 

he says;- "I have observed four in the course of my exper- 

1. A Beginner's Psychology 1915. P. 81-82. 
2. Op. cit. p 81. 
3. Eng, Helge. The Emotional Life of the Child. 192b. 

Trans. by Morrison. G.H. P. 118 ff. 
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invents, namely : - pleasure and displeasure, tension (though 

in a somewhat altered meaning, namely, as 'attention', com- 

prising tension, voluntary and involuntary attention, and 

excluding psychical work)and excitement I found 

nothing corresponding to relaxation in my experiments. 

Of course one can call the return from tension to normal 

'relaxation', The return of an emotion to normal can 

have no other meaning tha , that the emotion ceases, and this 

process should not be looked on as special type of emotion. 

The same objection can be raised against tranquillity, 

emotion which I eras not able to record in my experiments, 

nor has experimental foundation for its existence been very 

reliable. I therefore conclude that' tranquillity also does 

not exist as an emotional quality, but only means the re- 

turn to normal after excitement and the cessation of the 

1 
excitement." 

By 'Depression' he means "an oppressive feeling of dis- 

pleasure, an emotion of despair and dejection. "2 

Regarding 'Attention emotion' and Activity emotion, Eng 

says, "During the process of attention we certainly have the 

1. Op. cit. pp 117 - 118 

2. Op. cit . 
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subjective feeling of attention. In general this subject- 

ive state has been called tension, but I would rather name 

it 'attention emotion' . Without doubt also we have felt 

activity in connection with psychic work, which means here, 

thought- activity, and that is activity emotion. Attention 

emotion and activity emotion are again two emotions which 

are experienced psychologically as pairs, and which object- 

ively. show op;pooite expression changes. "1 

However depression and excitement in Eng °s scheme are 

complex s tat es of the organic c ondi ti one re ther than s imp le 

feeling states and they may be either pleasant or unpleasant. 

Attention emotion and Activity emotion also are not simple 

feeling states, but some states of complex conative activity 

and they also may be either pleasant or unpleasant according 

to circumstances. 

(4) Dunlap gives the following Multiple view on the Classifi- 

cation of feelings:- 

"There are a number of feelings which appear to be 

simple, and which may be considered as at least relat- 

1. Cp. c it. pp. 12 C - 121 . 
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ively simple: (1) suspense, (2) disagreeableness, (3) plea- 

santness, (4) excitement, (5) fatigue, (6) strain, (7) re- 

laxation, (8) depression, (9) thirst (10) fullness, (of 

alimentary canal and bladder), (11) emptiness, (12) mal- 

aise, (13) nausea, (14) dizziness, (15) exhilaration, 

(16) interest, (17) a localized sex feeling, (ld) suf- 

focation, (1.9) relief, (20) satisfaction, (21) revulaion 

(22) tender feeling, (25) anticipation, (24) choking, 

(25) retrospection, (26) desire, and of course, pressure, 

pain, warmth, and cold. Undoubtedly there is an enor- 

mous number of other feelings which are as nearly sim- 

ple as these, but which have not as yet been analyzed 

out of the complexes in which they occur." 1 

He further says, 'i Certain of the feelings are char- 

acteristically arranged in opposing pairs. Strain and re- 

laxation, jtleasantness and unpleasantness, satisfaction 

und revulsion, fatigue and exhilaration, fullness and 

emptiness, malaise and relief, are such pairs. This an- 

tagonistic relation suggests the dependence of the pair 

G 
on the same organ or tissue, under opposed conditions." 

1. Dunlap. K. The Elements of Scientific Psychology. 1922 
pp. 315 - 6. 

2. Cp. cit. p 317. 
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Thus Dunlap presents a number of simple feelings and 

many antagonistic pairs of them besides Pleasantness and 

Unpleasantness. However this Classification seems to 

appear as rather enumerative with little scientific and 

practical standard cr basis. 
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Section 3. Pleasure - Unpleasure as quale 

or Tone Common to all conscious processes. 

(1) Marshall, in his "Pain, Pleasure and Ales thetics" 

discusses three different hypotheses rega7Fding the Psycho- 

logical classification of pleasure and pain, namely: - 

A. Pleasure - pain modes may be the fundamental - the 

oribinal - elements, the basis of all Psychic life, from 

which other forms arise by development or transformation; 

B. Pleasure - pain modes may be psychic elements stti 

generis brought into consciousness indirectly by the effic 

-iency of sensation, emotion and intellection; and 

C. Pleasure - pain modes may be quales, - which roa a- 

rise with all Psychic elements,- special qualities common 

to all mental phenomena. 

After examing critically, he concludes that the thin 

one C only is acceptable, by saying that "psychological 

evidence has been presented which makes it reasonable to 

accept as a working hypothesis the notion that pleasure 

and pain axe qualities of a most general nature, either 

one of which fray, and one of which must, belong to each 

1 
psychic element which is differentiable." 

1. Marshall, H.R . Pain, Pleasure and Aesthetics. 1894. p. 

61, 
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In his recent work "Mind and Conduct ", he illustrates 

this quale theory by comparing it to intensity and time 

quality:- "Pleasure and pain are not mental items of the 

nature of our sensations, images, thoughts, etc. Rather 

are they special qualifications of these mental items, 

very much as intensity is; for, as we realize, intensity 

is not a special mental item, i.e. is not a sensation, 

image, etc; yet each mental item is more or less intense." 

"Pleasure and pain together bear a closer resemb- 

lance to another general quality of presentations which 

we may call the time quality. This is displayed in two 

phases, viz., pastness and futureness, with a transition 

state between the two which. we speak of as presentness -- 

--- -each mental item, be it sensation, image, or idea, 

etc., must have attached to it the qualification either 

of pastness, or of futureness, or else of the transition 

between the two which we call presentness. No mental 

item can display more than one of these qualifications 

at the same time. - - -a -- So in like manner we may say 

that pleasure -pain is a two- phased general quality of all 

presentations, which we may call the algedonic quality. 

It is of such a nature that each mental element must dis- 

play one of the two phases, pleasure cr pain, or else 
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the transition state between the two which we speak of as 

indifference. No mental item can display more than one of 

these qualifications at one and the same time. "1 

It is interesting to compare Marshall's quale theory 

with Nich.ols's sensation theory. Nichols holds pain and 

pleasure as two kinds of sensations because he assumes 

that pain and pleasure each has a specific nerve as do 

other sensations. but Marshall's view is quite contrary 

to it. He says, "No special nerve - organs, and no dis- 

tinct differentiations of such orans, are to be looked 

for to account for cqua.les which relate to the whole field 

of mental life, for their physical conditions, whatever, 

they one, must be looked for in all that which we learn 

to look upon as the physical basis; i.e. in all of nerve 

necessary for mentality, whatever special. parts are for 

any one moment called into activity. Each case of dis- 

tinct presentation may thus be said to bring forward its 

own pleasure -pain organ, as it were, fitted to act under 

proper conditions." 2 

1. Marshall, Mind and Conduct. 1919. p. 143. 

2. Pain, Pleasure and Aesthetics:. pp. 47 - a or see 

p. 270. No. 10. 
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Finally it should be noted that Marshall does not 

separate pain sensation f7r(yi unpleasant feeling, as he 

indicates in the following : - "Certain psychologists in 

our day would separate the "physical pains" - e.g., 

cutting pains, - from disagreeableness, and ask us to 

apply the term pain to "physical pains" only. This the 

commonAdoes not do. He looks upon pain as clearly mark- 

ed and emphatic disagreeableness; or, to put it in the 

obverse way, he looks upon disagreeableness as diffused 

and moderate pain. In this I agree with him, The 

reader who holds to the contrary opinion must note that 

T use the word pain, in accord with comiuon,and I think, 

legitimate usage, to describe what he might cä.11 dis- 

agreeableness."' Succh a view is further to be con- 

sidered and criticised in the next chapter. 

(2) Strong 's Aspect theory is in the main similar 

to Marshall's views, as Strong says:- "Mr Marshall calls 

this the quale theory of Pleasure and pain, but it seems 

to me that a more readily intelligible name would be the 

aspect theory. n2 The different point in Str ong'e view 

1. mind and Conduct. p. 136. Foot note. 

2. Str ong, C.A. "The Psychology of Pain". 
Psychcl., Rev. Vol.2. 1895. (pp 329 - 347) . p 330 
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from Marshall is this:- Strong clearly distinguishes pain 

sensation from unpleasant feeling, though Marshall does 

not. Strong maintains "The word Pain signifies not only 

(i) the feeling we have when the skin is cut or burnt, 

that which. the Germans call Schmerz; but also (2) the 

feeling of displeasure exGCited in us by this and other 

experiences, that which the Germans call Unlust. Now 

I am aware that the aspect theory is primarily a theory 

of displeasure." 1 Then he briefly concludes as follows: 

'thy conclusion is, then, that pain is as distinctly the 

content of certain cutaneous sensations as blue of cert- 

ain visual ones. "2- - - - -,- "I hold that physical, pain is 

not a compound of an indifferent sensation with a feeling 

of displeasure, but itself a sensation which calls forth 

displeasure ."3 

(3) Baldwin describes pain and pleasure as tone of 

conscious content in his "Handbook of Psychology ", as he 

writes "As concrete facts, pleasure and pain are always 

elements added to some conscious content. It is in this 

aspect that they are described as tone_ states of which 

1. Op. cit. p. 330. 
2. Op. cit. p. 344. 
3. Cp . ci t. p. 347. 
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they are the tone being more or less exactly disccverz le." 1 

In general he classes Tone into two, namely, sensuous 

tone or sensuous pleasure and pain, and ideal tone or ideal 

pleasure and pain. And he further gr cups tone into three 

a cc or ding to c ondi ti ons, saying by that "We have found three 

classes of conditions, upon which pleasure and pain depend: 

first, physical conditions, giving sensuous tone; second, 

ideal conditions, giving rise to the tone of states of at- 

tention; third, a union of physicaland ideal conditions, 

giving rise to the tone of the emotions of content.i2 

In his later work "1iental Development ", he seems to 

hold the distinction between "sensation pleasure -pain" and 

"quale pleasure- pain "; (the terms are his own usage the 

former as peripheral function, ana. the latter as Central 

function.` 

(4) Stout describes Pleasure- Unpîeasure as "Feeling - 

tone", "Affective -tone" or Hedonic -tone which can arise 

in any kind of conscious processes. "Feeling-tone", he 

says, "may conveniently be used along with "Pleasure- 

pain', as it is especially apt and a.ppr opriate when we 

1, Baldwin, J.M,, Handbolok of Psychology; Feeling and 
Will. 1691. P. 87. 

2. c . cit. pp. 274 -5. 
3. Mental Development in the Child and the Race. 

3rd ed. 1906. Chap. XVI. Sec. 3. p 457.ff. 
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have to speak of the agreeableness or disagreeabldnese of 

this or that special experience. "1 Or in the Manual "When 

we wish to say that pleasure or displeasure belongs t c this 

or that mental process, we may say that the prosess is 

pleasantly or unpleasantly toned. Hedonic -tone is a gen- 

Bric term for pleasure and the reverse, considered as be- 

longing to this or that mental process." 2 

He further interprets this view by applying it to 

each psychic process;' i.e., to the feeling -tcne of sensat- 

ion, cf perceptual process (including feeling -tone of at- 

tention and emotion), and of Ideational and Conceptual 

process. Stout r6 view seems to appear more comprehensive 

than the other's quale, aspect or tone theory from the 

Psychological standpoint. Of course such a view has been 

presented by other Psychologists with slight differences. 

1. Stout G.F. Analytic Psychology. Vol I. 1876. p 122. 
2. Stout G.F. A Manual of Psychology rf fe d. 

913f 
fp . 118 

3. Stout (.F. Op. 310/f. 33 

p 687 ff. 
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CHAPTFI II. 

FLR TN i CONSIDERATION. 

Section I. Pleasure- unpleasure and sensation. 

Sensation in general and Pleasure -unpleasure. 

The main purpose of this section is to examine wheth- 

er those sensational views mentioned in the previous chäp- 

ter are psychologically reasonable or not. 

Titchener, after examining resemblances and differ- 
ences between sensation and pleasantness- unpleasantness, 

maintains the distinction of pleasantness -unpleasantness 
from sensation. His main statement is as follows in the 

briefest. 

Resemblanceslbetween Affection and Sensation are 

three p oints, i.e. , 

1. Three attributes - quality, intensity, duration - 

are common to both. Affection and Sensation. 

2. Phenomena of adaption is common to the two. 

3. The processes of pleasantness and unpleasantness 

show a str ong; introspective resemblance to orga.aic 

1. Titchener, ;.B. A text Book psycholcr rev. 1909. 
pp 228 - 231. 
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sensations. 

Di.fferencesl.between Affection and Sensation are two 

p ointe, i.e. 

1. Affection lacks the attribute of clearness, but 

sensation has it. 
2. Pleasantness and unpleasantness are opposites, but 

there is no similar opposition of sensory qualities. 

After stating that "we have distinguished affection 
from sensation on the negative ground of lack of clearness, 
and on the positive ground of qualitative opposition "4 in 
the text, he further gives other distinguishing characters6 
between the two, although he regards them as not very sal- 
ient characters. They are as f oll aos, - 

1. Sensations are the objective and affections the sub 

-jective elements of consciousness, in the sense that sensat 

-ions can stand alone in consciousness, independently of 

affection; and affections never appear alone, but always 

and of necessity as the companions of sensation. 

2. All sensations may be localised in space, while 

1. Op cit. pp 231 - 233. 
2. Op. cit. p 233. 
3. Op cì t. P 233 - 3b. 
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affection is not localisable.. etc.1 

But the sense in which we call sensation objective 

and feeling subjective has been in more general agree- 

ment with. Dr, Dreyer and Dr, Collins, whose position will 
be stated later, than with Titchener. The other charact- 
eristic, that sensations are localized, but feelings are 

much less definitely localized, has generally been recog- 

nized.2 

Very recently Dr, Drever and Dr. Collins3 show five 
criteria by which feeling is to be distinguished from sen- 

sation, They say, however, "though all may not hold on 

all occasions, there is probably no case where all fail." 
The criteria are the following in brief. 

Sensations represent an objective, feelings a sub- 

jective element in our conscious life, This means that 

sensation conveys to us a character of an object or sit - 
uation, while feeling represents a state of ourselves. 

2. Sensations have always a definite location, while feel 
-ings have no such location. 

1. Titchener shows the third one that the affection which 
accompanies the idea is normally more intensive than 
that which accompanies the perception. But this is very 
disputed. 

2. e.g. Woodwarth, R.S. Psychology; A study of Liental life, 
1921. p 174. 

3. Collins, ,ï, and Dreyer, J, Experimental Psychology 1926 
p. 187 - 8. 
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3. Sensations range between maximal differences, feelings 

between opposites. 

4. Feeling is incapable of being reproduced as image. 

5. Sensations and feelings behave differently. in attentive 

consciousness. Sensations can become clear, feelings can- 

not. 

These views mentioned by Titchener and Dr Dreyer and 

Dr Collins may be regarded as good enough to hold the dis- 

tinction of feeling from sensation against those sensation- 

al views, of the previous chapter, although they have some 

disputed points. 

Külpelexdraines whether Feeling is an attribute of sen- 

sation and rejects this possibility for the following three 

principle reasons. 

(a) Sensation and feeling both have the attributes, 

i.e. quality, intensity and duration. "Extension does not 

attach to feeling; but neither does it to all sensations"- - 

(b) "We made it a criterion of the attributes of sen- 

sation that, if thgrapplied at all, they were inseparable 

1. Külpe . Oswald. Outlines of Psychology .,3rd ed. 19C9. 
Trans. by E.B. Titchener. 
pp 227 - 8. 
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characteristics of the content. If any one of them mr.0, 

the whole sensation d O. Measured by this standard, feel 

-ing cannot be called an attribute of sensation. For the 

affective tone of a sensation may very well disappear, 

without the cessation of the sensation itself." 

"and we further find (such, at least, is the author 's ex- 

perience) feelings present where sensation is absent. " -- 

INS IMO OD .,(c) Sensation is not some thing beyond or beside the 

attributes of quality, intensity, extension and duration. 

It is adequately defined by the definition of all these 

characteristic.. But the feeling which belongs to a sen- 

sation is not a necessary factor in this definition.---- - 

-- Sensation is something beside or beyond the present or 

absent feeling, and feeling is something beside or beyond 

s ensati on. 

Further Kulpe lgoes on to examine whether feeling is 

a function of sensatio n;. and then he concludes that feeling 

is not dependent upon the quality of sensation; the inten- 

sity of sensation is not the determinant of the course of 

feeling except only under certain circumstances and the 

relation of temporal and special character of sensation 

1. Op cit. pp 228 - 23C. 
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to feeling is similar to that intensity; certain connect- 

ions of sensations do not exercise a determining influence 

up on feeling. 

Then he reached the final conclusion of the relation 

of feeling to sensation, that feeling is an independent 

cons ci ous process, which acc Ynpanies sensation under given 

conditions. 

Thus Külpe 's view is also good enough to 

reject the sensational views mentioned in the previous 

chapter . 

We have also been shown some recent experimental 

results by Vrohlgemuth and Phelen. 

Wohlgernuth . suppar'ts the following rule from his ex -. 

perimental. results: "Rule I. The feeling- elements 

(pleasure-unpleasure) are not attribute or functions of 

sensations or other conscious processes. Although gen- 

erally closely dependent up on the cognitive and c onative 

processes to which they belong they often show a certai6 

independence and deta.chment.' 

Phelan expresses agreement to Wohlgemuth by stating 

1. Wo'ri:,gemuth, A. "P leas .arre-Unpl.easure" brit. J. Psycho'. 
Monocra:ph. Sup, VI. 1919. P. 234. 
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that "The results of our experiments corroborate V otlge- 

muth's findings in several important cases. With Rule I, 
which states that feelings are not attributes of sensat- 
ions or of other cognitive processes, we are in substant- 
ial agreement." 1. 

1. Phelan, G.B. "Feeling Experience and its Modalities." 
E'tudes de Psychologie. Vol 2. Fasc. I. 192e. p 29. 
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B. Pain- Sensation and Unpleasure. 

Further we have to make inquiry into the relation of 

unpleasant feeling to pain as a sensation. C.A. Strong, 
in his earlier paper "The Psychology of Pain ", gives a 

general account regarding the relation, especially of the 

distinction between the two, as stated in the previous 
chapter. 

Baldwin holds to d.istingaish a "sensation pain" froa 
' quale pain e from his genetic point of view. "Pain as 

sensation - content" he sayp, "is distinct from pain as 

quale of other contents. On my view this is a. distinct- 
ion due to development. Pain as sensation, is pain become 

habitual enough, under constancy of stimulation, to have 

its own apparatus, i, e. it is pain as peripheral function. 

Pain, on the other hand, as quale of mental content gener- 

ally, is pain of irregular stimulation, or pain of accorra- 

modation, i.e. Pain as central function." i 
Let us then turn our attention to the more practical 

and precise investigations regarding the question. 

1. Baldwin, j.141. Mental Development in the Child and Race. 
3rd rev. 1906. P. 460. 
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By the progress of recent Physiological investigations 
of the Pain Sensation we can have accumulating evidence to 

confirm the distihction between pain sensation and unpleas- 

ure. Head comes to the definite conclusion that "it is 

necessary at the outset to distinguish clearly between'dis- 

comfort' and 'pain °. Pain is a distinct sensory quality, 
equivalent to heat and cold, and its intensity can be 

roughly graded according to the force expended in stimula- 

tion. Discomf art, on the other hand, is that feeling -tone 

which is directly opposed to pleasure. It may accompany 

sensations not in themselves essentially painful, as for 

instance that produced by tickling the sole of the foot. 

The reaction produced by repeated pricking contains both 

these elements; for it dvokes that sensory quality known as 

pain, accompanied by a disagreeable feeling -tone, which 

we have called disc omfort. On the other hand, excessive 

pressure, except when applied directly over sores nerve 

truck, tends to excite more discomfort than pain." 1 her - 

rick also comes to the same opinion; "Pain, considered 

psychologically and neurologically, is a sensation "2 in 

distinguishing it from unpleasantness. 

1. Head, H. "Sensation and the Cerebral Cortex." 
Brain, Vol. 41. 1918. p 90. 

2. Herrick,C.j. Introduction to Neurology. 3rd rev. 1922. 
p. 287. and Chap. XVII7 . Pain and Pleasure. 
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Moreover Woh.lgemuth recently presente valuable results 

from psychological experiments on the subject in question. 

His conclusions are as follows.1 

(1). Pain is distinguishable from contact and touch sen- 

sations. 

(2) Pain is a sensation of a definite quality or modality 

of its own. 

(3) The sensation of pain is distinguishable from its 

feeling -tone. 

(4) Pain is not the acme of unpleasantness since there 

are expoerienced feeling- elements of other sensations 

which are more unpleasant than that of pain. 

(5) The sensation of Pain may have a pleasant feeling - 

element. The combined results may be incorporated 

here as follows;- tPain is not a feeling- element, 

not the acme of unpleasantness. It is a sensation 

of a definite modality whose feeling- element is 

mostly unpleasant, but which may be neutral or even 

pleasant at times. 

1. Wohlgemuth, A. "Pleasur- Unpleasure." Brit. J , of 

Psycho. Mono. Sup. VI. pp 217 - 8. 1919. 

and "On the feelings and their neural correlate, with 
an examination of the nature of pain." Brit T. of 

Psycho. Vol . 8. p . 45 0. 1917 
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Thus that pain is an independent sensation which 

should be distinguished fr om unpleasure as a feeling - 

tone, can hardly be doubted. It is needless to go fur- 

ther in confirming this view. 

Consequently., a view that does not separate pain sen- 

sation fr am unpleasant feeling in Psychological classifi- 

cation, such as ùarshall still has, can not be reasonably 

a. ccepted. 

And so we prefer to use the terra Pleasure- Unpleasure 

or pleasantness- unpleasantness instead of Pleasure -pain 

to denote feeling -tone, although the terms pain -pleasure 

have long been current as the names of two poles of feel- 

ing. 
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Section Pleasure-Un-pleasure and Emotion. 

Next we come to the fur ther c onti i dera ti on of the 

relati on between rlea,sure-Unple<<sure and moti on. It 
is not my present purp gie to search the crigin or the 

conditi On of Emotion, but only the relation of pleasure 

-unpleasure t o emotion in psychological pr ocess, or 1-s y- 

chol ogical Class if icati on. 

We can find two different views in questi on, rather 
opp oeite views to each other. One holds Pleasure -un- 

pleasure as an essential element or a constituent part 
of emotion, the other, pleasure- unpieaeure as not a de- 

finite constituent cf an emotion. 

First to state the former view; HÖffding seems to 

hold emoti on as pleasure -pain in association with the 

idea of its cause, in saying that "A feeling of Pleasure 
or pain naturally enters into an ass ociati on with the idea 

of that which played or appeared to play, a part in giv- 

ing rise to the plecsuraci.e or painful feel ing, with con- 

sequently its real or apparent cause. Previous to such 

ass cciation,_, feeling has no direction or no object, is c on- 

sequently not fee:Ling aoout or for something." - -- "Pain be- 

cor:es, -oy ass oc-/ 
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iation wi th the idea of its caus e, aver si on, (anger)" - - -- 
"By a similar metamorphosis the feelings of pleasure 

become delight and love. The idea of that which has an 

essential connection with the feeling of pleasure blends 

with it and gives it a certain direction. "1 

Such a view is, as already criticised oy Ir ons and 

others, far from sufficient to describe the nature of emot- 

ion. Emoti on can not be explained away merely as a derived 

or sec ondary form of Pain -pleasure with cognition. And it 
can hardly describe the relation of Pleasure- unpleasure to 

emoti on. 

Allport holds pleasure- unpleasure as essential affect- 
ive element of all emotions. "There is probably a general 

agreement" he says "that all emotions subjectively comprise 

(1) an affective element, that is they are either pleasant 

or unpleasant, and (2) a differentiating factor (x) which 

serves to distinguish between emotions which are alike in 

respect to the affective component. On the pleasant side 

the x fact ac might dis tiriguish j oy fr on love, or c onj ugal 

from consanguineal love. On the unpleasant side it would 

differentiate such states as anger, fear, and grief."2 

1. Huff ding, H. Outlines of Psychology. 1901. 
Trans. by e. E. L owndes . pp. 234 

2. Al.lp or t, P.H. "a Physi ological- Genetic Theory of Peel- 
ing and: moti on," Psychological Review,Vol. 29. 1922. 
(pp .132 - 139) p. 132. 
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Titchener also seems to hold the similar view. "It 
(emotion) is coloured." he tells us "through and thr ough 

by feeling, since both the situation itself and the organ- 

ic sensations of the emotive resp onse are definitely plea- 

sant or unpleasant. r 1 He further g oe0 on to say that "Em- 

otions fall into two great groups according as they are 

pleasant or unpleasant. The opposition of affective qual- 

ity affords a true Psychological basis for classification, 
though it does not carry us very far. It is responsible 

for the triads of emotive terms that we find in the dict- 

ionaries; joy, composure, sorrow; like, unconcern, dislike; 

sympathy, apathy, antipathy; attraction, insensibility, 
repulsi on. "2 

In short, he maintains that emotion is definitely 

pleasant or unpleasant, and Emotion can be subclassified 
under Pleasure or Unpleasure. 

Secondly; the latter view, which does not take pleasure 

-uripleasure as a definite constituent of an emotion, is to 

be stated. 

1. Titchener, E.B. A Beginner's Psychology, 1915. p 216. 
or Text -Book of Psychology. pp 471. - 472. 

2. Text -Book of Psychology. p 491 - 2. 
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Irons claims that Pleasure -Unpleasure can not be a 

constituent or essential element of emotion: - 

"It is scarcely necessary to add that emotions can- 

not be classed simply as pleasurable or painful. No 

1 
emotion had the same hedonic character throughout." - -- 

--- "an emotion has no constant hedonic character, and 

may be pleasurable at one time and painful at another. i2 

"Pleasure -pain, therefore, like organic sensation, can 

not be a constituent of emotion. It ie only occasional 

-ly relevant, and then it appears as a factor involved 

in the conditions by which the feeling- attitude is de- 

termined. Accordingly, emotion is not reducible to plea 

-sure -pain and organic sensation." 

Irons, moreover, maintains that there are distinctly 

functional differences between pleasure- unpleasure and 

Emotion. "The results obtained by this discussion of the 

contrast between pleasure -pain and emotion" he states, "may 

mow be briefly summarised. Both are essentially subjective, 

but the former is an effect imposed on the self, the latter 

is reaction. While the one is mere result ending in the 

1. Irons,D. The Psychology of Ethics. 1903. P20. 
2. Op. cit. p. 21. 
3. Op. cit. p.58. 
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self, the other has outward reference. The primary emot- 

ions are qualitatively distinct, whereas pleasures and pains 

differ from one another in quantity alone. The two pheno- 

mena are further distinguished, by difference in conditions 

and in effect on conduct. The fundamental distinction be- 

tween the two is expressed in the fact that the more we are 

immersed in pleasure or pain the more we lapse into mere par 

-ticula.rityyr; while emotion, in proportion to its strength, 

binds us to the world of objects. For this reason the two 

states are mutually antagonistic. The stronger the emotion 

is the less conscious do we become of pleasure and pain; the 

more we are absorbed in the hedonic effect, the weaker is the 

emotional rea.ction."1 

Stout regards pleasure- unpleasure as not a definite con- 

stituent of a certain emotion and holds that pleasure- unpleas- 

ure in an emotion is, in general, caused by the conative tend - 

enc,ies of the emotion, from his theory of Pleas ure- unplea.s- 

ere which will be treated in detail in Part II. "Every 

special kind of emotion," he says, "essentially involves a 

characteristic end or direction of activity, mental or bod 

-ily The relation of special emotions to pleasure- 

1. Qp. cit. pp 26 - 7. 
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pain is not so definite as their conative aspect. Some 

emotions are invariably pleasant and others unpleasant; -- 

--- -But other emotions may be either pleasant or unpleasant, 

according to circumstances. - - - --- In general we may say that 

an emotion is agreeable or disagreeable according as the 

conative tendencies involved in it are thwarted or gratified. "1 

Then we have to examine which view is to be accepted 

as the real relation of Pleasure-unpleasure to emotion from 

the psychological point of view. 

First, from the constructt'rral aspect it can be observ- 

ed that emotion is a more complex state than Pleasure or 

Unpleasure plus something which serves to distinguish be- 

tween emotions. On this point Dr Dreyer and Dr Collins 

give a good account:- "An emotional state ", they say, "is 

characterised by:- 

1. A more or less pronounced affective tone - pleas - 

ure- unpleasure - -- experienced in connection with some ob- 

ject or situation. 

2. A diffuse stimulation of organic processes, invol 

-ving pulse, respiration, glandular Secretions, which. is 

1. Stout G.F. A Manual of Psychology. 3rd . 1913. p 417. 
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usually sp °lcen of as the cr ganic resonance of the emoti on, 

3. A narr owing and specialising of consciousness, 

both on the cognitive and on the c onative side, the c onse- 

quence of what we may call 1emoti oval dise cola. tien. 1 

4. An impulsive for ce.l 

Hence it may be regarded that pleasure- unpleasure is 

not the only essential constituent of em oti on but it may 

be one aspect of emoti onal state. 

The most essential affective side of an emoti on is an 

instinctive feeling or primary interest which innated 

in it specifically rat-1,er than pleasure- unpleasure in gen- 

eral. Of ins tinctive feeling or primary interest it will 
be stated in Part III. S o it may hardly be held that emot- 

i cns can be subclassified under pleasure or unpleasure as 

Titchener would do. 

Secondly fr om the functi anal aspect, it may be regard- 

ed that a feeling -tone, or pleasure or unpleasure arisen 
in an emoti on, generally correlates with the cause r c on- 

di ti on itself of pl eas ur' e or unpleasure rather than with 

1. Dreyer and C oliins.. Experimental Psychology. 1926. p. 193 
- 4. Dreyer The Psychol ogy of Everyday Life. 1921. p. 31 - 
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any special kind of emoti on. In a little more detail, if 
certain activity cr its active process és concerned in an 

emotion is furthering or harm oni sus in its functional way, 

the emoti on may be pleasant; contrariwise if hindering or 

d.isharm oni ous, unpleasant. The certain activity ar its act- 
ive processes concerned in an emoti on includes both inter- 
nal and external sides. For instance pleasure in such as joy 

emoti on generally correlates with the fur therance or harmony 

in certain activity or its active Aar ccesses concerned in the 

emoti on; unpleasure in such as fear emoti on, with the hind- 

rance,' disturbance or disharmony in that certain activity ac 

its active pr ocess. The above furtherance- hindrance or har- 

mony- disharmony in certain activity or its active processes 

will be assumed as the fundamental c onditi cn cf pleasure - 

unpleasure from further investigations, which will be con- 

sidered in detail in Part II. I am, thus, substantially in- 

clined to favour St out's position. 

Again it should be noticed that pleasure ar unpleasure 

colouring an emotion is not a definitely c onstant element of 

a certain emoti on, although an ins tinctive feeling or prim- 

ary interest innated within an emotion is a.n essential 
constituent of it. 
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Section 3. The Neutral States or Indifference. 

Finally some consideration must be given to the neut- 

ral states or indifference which is said to be neither one 

of pleasure nor one of unpleasure, or in other words, free 

from any ace wipaniment, either pleasurable or disagreeable. 

First let us consider the pr oblem of the transf cmma- 

tion between pleasure and unpleasure. Wundt1 holds that 

in the transformation of pleasure into pain, and vice versa, 

there is, in the passage from one contrary to the other, a 

point of neutrality or indifference. But Lehmann's experi- 

mental result2 is contrary to Wundt's, for he finds that the 

passage fr om pleasure to pain does not take place in a neut- 

ral state. 

Nevertheless Marshall holds a form of Wundt's views a- 

rcve by comparing indifference to a time quality presentness 

as betweenpastness and futureness. "As the transition is," 

says Marshall, "always fra7-n. pleasure through indifference to 

pain, so in like manner the transition is always from pastness 

through presentness, to futureness. " This figurative illus- 

1. Wundt, W. Grundziige der Physic'. Psychologie (4th ed) Vol. 
1. pp 557ff, cited by T. Ribot, Psychology of the Emotion 
1897. p 75. 

2. Lehmann, A. Hauptgesetze, etc. Sections 236 - 241, cited 
by T. Ribot. op. cit. p 75 - 6. 

3. Marshall H.R. Mind and Conduct. 1919. p. 144. 
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tration looks ingenious, but is not strictly analogous. 

For time quality is so objective and universal, but our 

feeling is very subjective and individual and it can hard- 

ly he thought of on the same level with such a time quality. 

Recently Vrohlgemuth gives a conclusion which is cont- 

rar;y to such as Wundt Is and Marshall's, from experimental 

investigations; "If a feeling- elements changes from pleas- 

ant to unpleasant, or vice versa, this change need not pass 

through a neutral or transition point." 1 I incline to- 

wards accepting Wohlgemuth's view, also from the introspect 

-ive side of our daily experiences. 

Then the next question must be whether there really 
are such neutral states. 

Höffding seems to refuse to admit the neutral state. 

"There lies at the bottom of this notion of neutral states," 

he tells us, "not only an overlooking of weaker degrees of 

pleasure a-nd pain, but also a confusion of the state of mind 

in general with the effect of single ideas and experiences. 

Zany impressions and ideas come and go, without exciting a 

noticeable feeling or obtaining dis tinct influence on the 

l. Wohlgernuth, A. "Pleasure-Unpleaeure". 1919. p. 235. 
Rule 5. (op. at.) 
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the general state of feeling. But this general state it- 

self is at each moment determined by the predominance eith- 

er of the feeling of pleasure or of the feeling of pain." 
1 

Stout also inclines to deny the neutral state although 

he recognises it in the partial process of consciousness. 

"We simply deny," he says, "that, in the waking state, our 

mental attitude is ever wholly without pleasant or painful 

tones The examples of indifferent modifications of 

consciousness usually refer to the partial constituents of 

a complex state." 2 In the Manual he likewise tells us, 

"our total consciousness may involve pleasant or painful 

interest, although this small portion of it does not con- 

tribute in any appreciable degree to its pleasantness or 

unpleasantness. Again, our minds may be comparatively dis- 

engaged, s o that they are free to attend tc surrounding 

things; but it is the characteristic of these idle moods 

that we are more or less amused or bored by the trivial ob- 

jects which obtrude themselves on our senses. On the whole, 

the presumption appears to be that our total consciousness 

is never entirely neutral." 
3 

1, Höffding, H. Outlines of Psychology. 
Trans. by M.. E. L ownde . 1891. p . 268. 
Stout, G. F, Analytic Psychology. Vol 2. 1896. p. 288 

3. Stott, G.F. A Manual of Psychology. 3rd ed. 1913. p.117. 
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But the distinction between a partial and total con- 

sciousness is rather a theoretical conception. As a matter 

of concrete fact we can hardly observe or introspect a part 

-ial conscious process as separate from the total conscious 

-ness, and we can not regard the total c onsdi ousness, while 

hegiecting its partial process. The distinction is only 

comparatively possible. Sometimes we may have even such 

an experience in which one process becomes the steadfast 

occupancy of the total. consciousness. 

At any rate, it is very possible that we may have a 

state which is not coloured by any pleasant or unpleasant 

tone in the case of a comparatively partial process and 

also of the total consciousness, so to speak. 

In such as sensation experience, which may be re- 
garded as a co aratively partial process, many psychol- 

ogists are in favour of recognising the neutral state, e.g. 

Kül.pe, stating that "We have sensations which are neither 
agreeable nor di?agr eea ble. "1 and Nafe, "sensory experience 
may or may not also be affected; it may be characterised 
as pleasantness or unpleasantness or neither. 2 In the 

ideational process in general we can also observe the neut- 

1. 
Kulpe, P. Outlines of Psychology. 3rd ed. 1909 

2. A1afQ 
Trans. by E. ï3. Titchener. p. 227. ,J.P. "An experimental Study of the Affective q,ualit- 

ìes," Aine. J. Psycho'. Vol. 35. 1924. ' P543. Conclusion (1) 
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rai state e.g., such as canes shown by Ribot. " I fine_ it 

difficult to admit that certain perceptions or representat- 

ions, incessantly repeated, imply anything more than the 

fact of knowledge. The sight of my furniture, arranged in 

its usual order, causes me no appreciable degree of pleas- 

ure or displeasure;." and and the case given by Bartlett;- 

"whenever the cognitive material defining the situation to 

which a response is made - whether it be perceptual, imag- 

inal, or ideal - appears clearly and sharply defined at the 

time the response is being made, there is no affect, or 

very little." - - -- "Let an object be presented with which we 

are very familiar, something that has been presented many 

times already, and let recognition be imrnedia.te, then, unless 

the recognition is linked with other reactions in a series 

which forms a single 'situation', there is no apparent affect. 

This happens to everybody many times every day." 2 

Besides these when some instinctive tendencies and 

most habitual tendencies, which may be regarded as closely 

related to a whole psycho- organic activity, naturally dis- 

charge, we may have no appreciable pleasantness or unpleas- 

1. Ribot,T. The Psychology of the Emotions. 1.897. p. 78 
2. Bartlett, F.C. "Feeling, Imaging and Thinking." 

Brit. J. of Psycho. Vol. 16. 1925. pp 16 - 7. 
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antness, although we may have some conscious process such 

as perceptual process. 

In general it may be said that whenever psycho - organic 

activities work naturally or smoothly without any apprec- 

iable disturbance or tension,we may feel sometimes a slight 

degree of pleasure or it may be indifference, relatively to 

the antecedent state. If such a naturally working state is 

arrested we have a feeling of Unpleasure, or more practically 

speaking uneasiness, and its relief is a pleasure. 

Sergi's biological account of the neutral state may 

possibly be applied to the state just mentioned. Indiff- 

erence is, says Sergi,- the neutral state of cons ci ousness 

showing a perfect adaptation of the organism to constant 

and variable intensities - in other words, excitations which 

neither increase nor diminish vital activity, but preserve 

it, produce a state of equilibrium and appeal to the con- 

sciousness neither as pleasure nor pain.1 Marshall's phy- 

siological view seems to be the same as Sergi's in the main; 

"Pleasure results when the balance is on the side of the 

energy given out, and pain when the balance is on the side 

1. Sergi` Psychologie physiologique. IV. Chap. 1. 
cited by Ribot, The Psychology of :motions. p 75. 
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of the energy received," he says. "Where the amounts receiv 

-ed and given have equivalence, then we have the state of in 

-difference. i1 On the other hand, Marston expresses the con 

-dition of indifference fr om the neur ological aspect by stat 

- ing that "indifference takes its place, in c ontradistinction 

to both pleasantness and unpleasantness, as a term denoting 

that affect -less state of the organism Is awareness obtain- 

ing whenever the controlling groups of sensory impulses are 

able to find simultaneous motor cutlet without passing over 

a final common path. "2. In short in the neutral state the 

correlated relationship of motor impulses is unrelateçl, with 

separate final paths. In the case of indifference given by 

Marston each impulse discharges in its own way. This may 

also be regarded as a physiological interpretation of the 

naturally or smoothly working activity' without any apprec- 

iaìale disturbance or tension and with indifference. 

Moreover it must be noted that when we use indifference 

in our everyday life experience we often mean such a state, 

as Marshall tells us, "a condition, varying so slightly 

either towards pain or towards pleasure as to be practically 

1. Marshall, Pain, Pleasure and Aesthetics. p 221. 
2. Marston, W.M. "A Theory of emotions and. Affection based 

upon systolic Bl cod Pressure Studies." Ame. J. Psychol. 
Vol. 35. 1924. p 5 05 . 
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indifferent, will be very often reached." 1 

To sum up, we may have the neutral state or indiffer- 

ence which is neither coloured by any appreciable degree of 

pleasure nor unpleasure. And the change from pleasure into 

unpleasure and vice versa may or may not pass through in- 

difference. 

1. Marshall. Op. cit. p. 244. 
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Secti on 4. Summary and ConcluE:i on. 

(1) . From the preceding discussion and consideration, 

we may summarise as follows:- 

Pleasure- unpleasure is not an attri cute or a certain 

kind of sensation, or a function of sensation only, although 

it is closely bound up with sensation. Pleasure -unpleasure 

is not, therefore, to be subclassified under sensation, and 

is not to be identified or confused with sensation in the 

Psychological classification. 

Pleasure- unpleasure is feeling -tone or affective-tone 
which may arise in all Psychological Processes, namely, not 

only in sensations, but also in perceptual processes, idea- 

tional processes, thoughts, etc. In other words, pleasure - 
unpleasure may be one aspect of all Psychical Phenomena. Es 

-pecially in the affective complex states such as emotions, 

pleasure- unpleasure is usually pronounced, although it is 
not the only essential constituent of emotions. 

Unpleasure must be distinguished from Pain -sensation 
in the Psychological classification. Pain as a sensation 
is a distinct sens cry quality equivalent to heat and cold; 

Unpleasure, on the other hand, is feeling -tone which is 
directly opposed to pleasure. 
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can be decided simply to hold pleasure- unpleasure 

as cnly a one dimension of feeling and. to Quit the others, 

such as VGundt's, Royce's, and Enges assertions, because 

they are not feelings OT feeling -tone on the same level, 

but rather mere complex states. 

so in the ordinary sense pleasure- unpleasure ac plea- 

santness- unpleasantness is the only definite cons ci ous 

state t c which the term feeling is applied. }. owever, in 

the wide sense the term feeling has been used s c br cadly 

that it sometimes c overs emotions as well as pleasure - 

unpleasure, and sometimes interest cr sentiment. The term 

'Affect' or affection is just the sane as in the cane of 

the term feeling. 

I prefer to identify feeling, feeling -tone or affect- 
ive-tone with pl eas ur e- unpieas ur e. 

Of the neutral states or indifference 1 am in favour 

cf rec cgnising it, that is to say, we may experience the 

state which is neither coloured by any appreciable degree 

cf pleasure nor unpleasure. 
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(2) Furthermore I go on to consider the dynamic as- 

pect of pleasure- unpleasure in its psychological place. 

It can hardly be doubted that every c onsci ous pr o- 

cese has impulsive aspect in some degree and in a certain 

direction, as James points out. "The impulsive quality of 

mental states is an attribute behind which we cannot go. 

Some states of mind, have more of it than others, some have 

it in this direction, and some in that. "1 Especially in 

instinctive tendencies and affective processes in general 

such as emotions and pleasure- unplea.sure, their impulsive 

aspects are very remarkable. 

Men we have a pleasant experience, at the same time 

we have a keeping or seeking impulse cf the pleasant state; 
while an unpleasant experience, an avoiding impulse of it. 
Woodworth gives a good account of this point. "Feeling is 
impulsive." He thinks it is a better one of theories of 

feeling. "In pleasantness, the impulse is to 'stand pat' 
and let the pleasant state continue; in unpleasantness, the 

impulse is to end the state. The impulse of pleasantness is 
directed towards keeping what is pleasant, and the impulse 
of unpleasantness is directed towards getting rid of the 
unpleasantness. "2 Also Spencer has already suggested such 

1. James, W. Principles of Psychology. Vol.2. p. 551. 
2. Woodworth. rsychology; A Study of Mental Life. p. 177 
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a position. "If we substitute for the word pleasure the 

equivalent phrase - a feeling which we seek to bring into 

consciousness and retain there - and if we substitute f or 

the ward pain the equivalent phrase - a feeling which we seek 

to get out of consciousness and to keep out. "1 

Evidently if we have the process of bexoming pleased, 

an impulsive tendency tends to increase the pleasure; and 

if we have reached pleasure, an impulsive tendency is dir- 

ected to keep or repeat it as 1 ong as the pleasure lasts. 
In case of unpleasure, on the other hand, the impulsive 

tendency for the cessation or avoidance of the state in 

question is more distinctive. 

Thus to consider the place of Pleasure -unpleasure in 

a Psychological pr ocess from the dynamic point of view as 

well as the statical, the following account may be regard- 
ed:- 

From the statical p oint of view or the aspect of in- 
ward resp aise, pleasure- unpleasure may be described. as gen 

-eral affective tone of two poles or with opposite quality, 
which has already been mentioned. 

1. Spencer, H. Principle; of Fsychol 3rd ed. 188 C'. 
Vol. 1. p. 280. 
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From the dynamic point of view cc the aspect of out- 

ward response, pleasure- unpleasure may be described as the 

general impulse of two broad courses in opposite directions, 

that is to say, keeping or seeking impulse and avoiding im- 

pulse cr repulse. It is called 'general i.rcpulse' because 

pleasure-unpleasure has only two broad impulses in opposite 

directions. On the other hand, impulsive tendencies in 

such as emotions and instincts have their own, particular 
ways, which are to be called 'specific impulses.' 

In short, feeling -tone and the impulsive tendency are 

the two halves of a pleasurable or unpleasurable exper- 

ience, namely, the inward aspect of it is feeling -tone, and 

the outward aspect impulse. 

Hence to express it dynamically pleasure may be termed 

'impulse- towards and unpleasure 'repulse-towards. 
But it must be carefully noticed that impulse- towards 

or seeking impulse is not equivalent to pleasure and re- 
pulse- towards or avoiding impulse is not equivalent to 
unpleasure. For any pleasure is impulse- towards in its 
dynamic aspect and unpleasure repulse -towards, but impulse 
-towards and repulse- towards are not exclusively possessed 
by pleasure and unpleasure only. 
Pion- hedonic pr ocesses likewise have these impulsive tend- 
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encies. Some instinctive tendencies and habitual tend- 

encies which are not coloured by any appreciable degree 

of Fleasure or unpleasure - that is to say, the neutral 

states in the wide sense - may have these impulsive tend- 

encies in question, although they usually have more spec- 

ific impulsive tendencies. 

Then we may conclude that pleasure -unpleasure is 

general affective tone and at the same time general im- 

pulsive tendency, that is to say , pleasure- unpleasure . 

has 'impulse- towards and 'repulse- towards' as its im- 

manent nature. 

(3) Lastly the dis tinc ti on and the r ela tion among 

present experiencing pleasure -unpleasure and past exper- 

ienced pleasure- unpleas ure and the like are to be consid- 
ered. 

First of all we must distinguish present experience 
of being pleased or displeased frau an object that has 

been pleasant or unpleasant and an object that usually 
is pleasant or unpleasant. We know many objects which we 

find pleasurable or unpleasurable, but they are not them- 

selves actual feeling at all. They are rather ideas or 

knowledge, 
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On the other hand we may have anticipated pleasure - 

unpleasure about some new object which has not yet been 

experienced, but it is mainly from imaginational process 

base. on the past experiences relating to the object in 

question. 

And there is no doubt that we may have pleasure or 

unpleasure when we recollect the past experienced object 

which vas pleasant or unpleasant. Then in the next place, 

it must be considered how a feeling which. arises in the 

recollected object which was pleasurably or displeasur- 

ably ex- perienced differs from or relates to the original 

feeling which we had when the obj ect in question was ex- 

perienced. 

The cognitive or ideational processes in memory or 

past experienced objects are approximately similar in 
character on their recurrence. But the feeling attached 
to the objects in question hardly have a corresponding 
c ons tanc Y Feeling is very changeable, that is, feeling 
is very rich in variability and is greatly influenced by 

relativity and even by a slight change of circumstance. It 
is not a rare experience that when we recall. a past ex- 

perience connected feeling differs from the original one 

although its ideational aspect is almost similar to the 

original experience. "Not that the thought of a pleasure 
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need be itself a pleasure," James tells us, "usually. it is 

the reverse - nessun maggior dolore - as Dante says - and 

not that the thought of pain need be a pain, for, as Homar 

says, 'griefs are often afterwards an entertainment. i" i 

Marshall also gives a suggestion regarding the question: 

"The original presentation may have been painful, while 

its revival may be neutral or pleasurable, if the proper 

conditions differ in the two cases. Cr the presentation 

may have been pleasurable, while its revival may be neut- 

ral or even painful.". "We ought, in fact, to speak 

of a pleasant representation, not of a representative plea- 

sure; of a painful representation, and not of a represent- 
ative pain. "2 

Of course, we may have a feeling of the same qual- 

ity with the original feeling in its recurrence, but it 
does not seem to be a merely reproduced feeling of the 

original experience. This seems trite to say that if the 

conditions as the cause of feeling both in the original 
experience and in the recurrence are accidentally similar, 

we may experience feeling of the same quality in both, 

1. James, W. Principles of Psychology. Vol 2. p 55 C. 
2. Marshall, H.R. Pain, Pleasure and Aesthetics. p 54 and 56 
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that is to say, it is feeling other than the original one, 

which accidentally has the same quality with the original. 

It can hardly be doubted that the original feeling 

connected to the past experienced object has not remained as 

it was till the recurrence of the object, although the cog 

- nitive or ideational aspect of the memory of the object 

remains in a nearly similar character to the original. 

For the feeling arising in the recurrence Wohigemuth 

regards as a fresh or new feeling- element from his exper- 

imental work. "I therefore conclude that the affective 
factor attaching to a memory -image is a fresh feeling - 
element and not the memory-image of a past feeling-elem- 

. 

ent." "The affective experience attaching to an ekphored 

cognitive experience is a new feeling - element, a new plea- 
sure or a new unpleasure. The memcxy of a feeling -element 
is merely knowledge, i.e. solely cognition. "1 

Dr Dreyer and Dr Collins seem to agree with Wohlgemuth: 

"We can, of course, remember," they say, "an experience 
that, in the past, was tinged with feeling, but it seems 

true tc say that the feeling we have is not a repr oduced 
feeling, but a new feeling. "2 It may very probably be ac- 

1. Wohlgemuth,x. "Pleasures Unpleasure." p 219 and p 221. 
2, Drover and Collins. Experimental. Psychology. p 187. 
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cepted, but it must be noted that a feeling arising in the 

recurrence can not be an entirely new one with cut any re- 

lati on to the original experience. This newly arisen feel 

-inc seems to be caused by the retained original experience 

and the present circumstances, which has usually been mod- 

ified by various c ondi ti ons . 

It must als o be noted that we may have such as memory 

lit was pleasant' that was unpleasant with the past ex- 

perienced objects, and such as .knowledge 'this object will 

be pleasant' 'that is always unpleasant', but they should 

not be confused with actual feeling itself. As Stout says, 

"pleasing things do not always please and displeasing things 

do not always displease. The/agree or disagree with us ac- 

cording to their relation tb the varying phases of our men- 

tal life as a whole; "1 when we have actual feeling of an 

object, which we .know or think of as a pleasure or unplea.s- 

ure, we often find that the former does not always c orres- 

p and to the latter. 

1. Stout , itïanua 1 of Psych cl. ogy . 3r d ed. p 113. 
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P A R T II. 

TM CRIES C 0 /TURNING 

THE CAUSE CR C ONDI TI Cnd 

CFF PLEASURE - UNPLEASURE 
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INTR CIDUC T CRY NOTE. 

Various theories concerning the causes as conditions 

of pleasure- unpleasure have already been suggested from 

Plato and Aristotle down. 

Especially in recent times the investi gati one re- 
garding the question have been developing into the more 

particular and minute lines, experimental and introspect- 
ive alike. 

First I will make inquiry into the opini ons of re- 
presentative writers under the following classifications 
of the theories in question. Finally I will summarise 

and conclude the causes or conditions of pleasure- unplea- 
sure with further consideration of these various theories. 

Here I classify the theories in question into three, 
namely, (1) Biological and Evolutionary the Doty, (2) Phy- 
siological theory, and (3) Psychological theory. This 
classification is, then, not scientific in the strict 
sense, but rather for the sake of practical convenience. 

By biological and evolutionary theories, I mean those 
which stress the more biblogical and genetic or evolut- 
ionary aspects as the causes or conditions cf pleasure- 
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unpleasure; by physiological theories, the more physiolo- 

gical aspects; and by psychological theories, those which 

treat the question more psychologically. 

Further each of the above theories will be subclass- 

ified into two types respectively, namely, in the first 
theories, I. General Biological theory and II.Biological 
and Evolutionary theory by which I mean more accurately 

biological and evolutionary than the former; in the second 

theory, I. Theories concerning nervous equilibrium or funct 

-ional balance and II, Theories concerning Nervous Current 

or Discharge; and in the third Psychological theories, 
I. Cognitive theory which tries to determine the main cause 

of feeling fr om cognitive pr ocess such as sensati on, image, 

or ideation and II.Conative theory which stresses the states 
or the functions of conative process in the wide sense as 

the causes or conditions in ques ti on. 
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CHAP I. 

BI OLOGICAL AND EVOLUTIONARY THE lES 

I. GEN -17AL BI CL°GICAL THE CRIES. 

Section 1. Plato : --- Disturbances or 

Restcsation of Organic Harmony. 

Plato's view regarding pain and pleasure may be re- 
garded as somewhat physiological as well as biological, 
which has mainly been shown in his Philebus. As mention- 

ed by Gardiner, Plato's doctrines of Pain and Pleasure are 

in the briefest terms, that "pain is due to the dissolut- 
ion and pleasure to the restoration of the natural organic 

harmony." 1 

The f oll owing extract from the Philebus will show the 

point in question. 

"Socrates. 1 say, then, that when, in us living beings, 
harmony is broken up, -a disruption of nature and a genera- 
tion of pain also take place at the same moment. 

Pr otachus . that you say is very likely. 
Soc. But if harmony is recomposed and returns to its 

own nature, then I say that pleasure is generated, if I 

1. Gardiner, H.N. "The Psychology of the Affections in Plato and Aristotle." 1. Plato. Philos. Rev. Vol. 27. 1918 
(PP 469 - 488) p 479. 
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may speak in the fewest and briefest words about matters of 

the highest import. 

pro. I think you are right, Socrates; but let us try 

to be more explicit. 
Soc. It is easiest to understand common and obvious 

examples, is it not? 

pro. Vljat examples? 

Soc. Is hunger a kind of breaking up and a pain? 

Pro. Yes. 

Soc. And eating, which is a filling up again, is a 

pleasure? 

Pro. Yes. 

Soc. Thirst again is, a destruction and a pain, but the 

filling with moisture of that which was dried up is a pleas- 
ure. Then, too, the unnatural dissolution and disintegrat- 
ion we experience thr ough heat are a pain, but the natural 
rest°ration and cooling are a pleasure. 

Pro. Certainly. 

Soc. And the unnatural hardening of the moisture in an 

animal through cold is pain; but the natural c curse cf the 
elements returning to their place and separating is a pleas- 

e See, in short, if you think it is a reas amble state- 
ment that whenever in the class of living beings, which, 
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as I said, before, arises out of the natural union of the 

infinite and the finite, that union is destroyed, the des- 

truction is pain, and the passage and return of all things 

to their own nature is pleasure. 

pro. Let us accept that; for it seems to me to be 

true in its general lines.°'1 

Besides, Plato recognises the neutral, states in which 

neither destruction nor restoration is doing on, or in 

which the changes are too slight or too gradual to be not- 

iced.2 

It must be carefully noticed that such a descritiption 

made by Hamilton - 'The stria of Plato's doctrine on this 
subject is this, - that pleasure is nothing absolute, noth- 

ing positive, but a mere relation to, a mere negation of, 

Pain. Pain is the root, the condition, the antecedent of 

pleasure, and the latter is only a restoration of the feel- 
ing subject, from a state contrary to nature to a state con 

-formable with nature. "3- is not PlatotsAdoctrine of pain 
and pleasure. 

Plato. Philebus. trans. by H.N. Fowler. 1925. (Plato III 
in the Loeb Classical Library). 31,D.E. 32,A.B. pp 271 & 273. 
2.Op. cit. (Philebus) 32, E. 43,C.D. p. 275, 277. p 315.33.7. 
3. Hamilton,W. Lectures of Metaphysics. Vol.2. 1577. p 449. 
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For plato shows as folloßs :- 
"Soc. Then freedom from pain would not be identical 

with pleasure? 

pro. Certainly not.1 

soc. - I do not in the least agree with those who 

say that all pleasure are meaely surcease fr uï 

And he gives the facts that some pleasures are not ces 

-sation of pains, e.g. pleasures from beautiful colours, 

forms, odours and sounds;`' and pleasures of knowledge;4etc. 

The similar view has been shown in the ninth book of 

his 12121211.9.1 

"'And. consider pleasures, ' I said, 'which do not come 

out of pains - for I don't want you, t a imagine in this in- 
stance that, in the nature of things, pleasure is cessation 
from pain, and pain cessation from pleasure ?' 

'What instance' he said, ' and what kind of pleasure do 

you mean? 

'There are many of them, ' I said; 'but you will get the 
best example if you consider the pleasures of smell. Fr 

1. Op. cit. (Philebus) 43,D. P. 317. 
2. Op. cit. 51, A. p. 343. 
3. Cp. cit. 51, B.C.D.E. p 343. 345. 
4. Op. cit. 52, A.B. p a445. 34?. 
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they arise in extraordinary intensity in a moment without 

any preceding pain, and on their cessation leave no pain 

behind them. ' 

'That is perfectly true, ° he said. 

'Then do not let us believe that the release from 

pain is pure pleasure, ca from pleasure pure pain. 

'No . 

'Nevertheless, ° I said, 'those pleasures which make 

their way to the s oul through the body, or at least the most 

and the greatest of them, are of this class, releases from 

pain. 

'They are; 11 
1 

Thus Plato presents a br oad and general biological dcc 

-trine cf pain and pleasure as respectively disturbance and 

Restoration of organic harmony and holds that a previous pain 
is the universal condition of pleasure in many cases. 

1. The Republic of Plato. trans. by A.D. Lindsay. 
Book IX. 584. pp 324 - 325. 
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Section 2. Aristotle; Perfect Real- 

isation and Efficiency of Activity. 

In Plat o 's; view the negative side of the conditions of 

pleasure, that is, p.easrurre arises from the replenishment of 

pain in many cases, is emphasised. But Aristotle stresses 
more the -1:, ositive and active side, that is, pleasure is a 

positive reality and mare than the mere negation of pain. 

"They maintain that pain is falling short of the normal 

state, pleasure its replenishment." h% says, "But these are 

bodily processes. If, then, pleasure be the replenishment 
of the normal state, that in which the replenishment takes 

place, i.e. the body, must be that which is pleased. But 

this does not seem to be the case. Pleasure, therefore, is 
not a replenishment, but while the process of replenishment 
is going on we may be pleased, and while the process of ex 

-haustion is going on we may be pained. This view of plea 
-sure seems to have been suggested by the pleasures and 

pains connected with nutrition; for there is true that we 

come into a state of want, and after previos pain, find 

Pleasure in replenishment. But this is not the case with 
all pleasures; for there is no previ ous pain involved in 
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the pleasures of the mathematician, nor amcng the sensuous 

pleasures in those of smell, nor, again, in many kinds of 

sights and sounds, nor in memories and. hopes." i 

Aristotle further goes on to say that "the exercise 

of every sense is attended with pleasure, and so is the 

exercise of reason and speculative faculty; and it is plea 

-santest when it is most complete, and it is most complete 

then the faculty is well -trained and the object is the best 

of the fall under this faculty." "It is evid- 

ent also that the pleasure is greatest when both the facul- 

ty and that upon which. it is exercised are as good as they 

can be; when this is the case both with the object of sense 

and the sentient subject, there will always be pleasure, so 

long, this is, as you have the subject to act and the object 

to be acted upon, "2 Regarding that we are incapable of con 

-tinucus pleasure, "perhaps the reason is that we become ex 

-hausted; for no human faculty is capable of continuous ex- 

ercise. Pleasure, then, also cannot be continuous; for it 
is an acc ompanima.nt of the exercise of faculty." 3 

1, Aristotle, Nichoraachean Ethics, trans. by F.H. Peters. 
Book X. Chap. 3. pp 323 - 324. 

2. Aristotle. Op. cit. Book X. Chap. 4 . p 328. 
3. DP cit . p. 329, 3C0 
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According to him "life is an exercise of faculties, 

and each man exercises the faculties he most loves upon the 

thugs he most loves," - - - -kr "and pleasure completes the 

exercise of faculties, and theref are life, which men de- 

sire. Naturally, theref care, men desire pleasure too; for 

each man find: in it the completion of his life, which is 

desirable." 1 

Then the following statement given by Gardiner as Ar- 

istotle's doctrine of pleasure and pain in the briefest 
terms, comes to the point . 

"Pleasure is the concomitant of the normal exercise of 

the faculties of a living, conscious being. The exercise 
or actual realisation of any faculty, or of the natural 
potentialities of life as a whole, is pleasant, and the 

pleasure is proportioned to the completeness of the realis 
-ation. On the other hand, any impediment experienced in 
the process of exercising a faculty, of expressing a func- 

tion, is felt as pain, " - or in other words - "pleasure is 
the accompaniment of the free, unimpeded expression of the 
natural capacities, pain the accompaniment of conditions 
detrimental to such expression." 

1 OP cit. p 329 - 330. 4, Gardiner, 
Pl.. N. "The Psychology of the Affections in Plato 

and Aristotle." IT.Aristotle. Philos. Rev. Vol. 28, 1919. 
APP l - 26) pp . 5 - 6. 

n 
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In more modern expression, pleasure is for Aristotle a 

matter of efficiency, that is, feeling depends on efficien 

-cy: the activity of any faculty if efficient is pleasur- 

able, if inefficient painful, as mentioned by Marshal11 

and War d. 2 

It would be no exaggeration to say that Aristotle's 
doctrine as well as Plato's gave birth to the subsequent 

theories of pain -pleasure not only biological, but also 

Physiel.ogical and Psychological. 

1. Marshall, H.H. Pain, Pleasure, and Aesthetics. p 194. 
2. Ward, J. Psychological Principles. 1918. p 264. 
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Section 3. Kant: Furtherance or 

Hindrance of Life Process. 

Kant also states a general biological view of pain 

and pleasure in his 'Ánthrop ologie which resembles part- 

ly Aristotle's and partly PlatO's. Kant's doctrine is as 

follows in brief. "Pleasure is the feeling of the further 

-ance, (Befäard_erung), Pain of the hindrance of life. Un- 

der pleasure is not to be understood the feeling of life; 
f cr in pain we feel life no less than in pleasure, nay, 

even perhaps more strongly. In a state of pain, life ap- 

pears long, in a state of pleasure it seems brief; it is 
only, therefore, the feeling of the promotion, - the fur- 
therance, of life, which constitutes pleasure. On the oth 

-er hand, it is not the mere hindrance of life which con- 

stitutes pain; the hindrance must not only exist, it must 

be felt to exist." "If pleasure be a feeling of the pro- 
motion of life, this presupposes a hindrance of life; for 
there can be no promotion, if there be no foregoing hind- 
rance to overcome. Since, therefore, the hindrance of life 
is Pain, pleasure must presuppose pain." 

"If we intend our vital powers above their ordinary 
decree, in circler to go out of the state of indifference or 
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equality, we induce an apposite state; and when we intend 

the vital powers above the suitable degree We occasion a 

hindrance, a pain. The vital force has a degree along with 

which a. state exists, which is one neither of pleasure nor 

of pain, but of content, of c a-ûf or t, (das Wohlbefianden) . 

then this state is reduced to a lower pitch by any hind- 

rance, then, a promotion, - a furtherance, of life is use- 

ful in or der t o over e cane this impediment . Pleasure is thus 

always a consequent of pain." - - - - --- "Pleasure is nothing 

positive; it is only a liberation of pain, and, therefore, 
only something negative. Hence it follows, that we never 

begin with pleasure but always with pain; for while pleas- 
ure is only an emancipation fr orn pain, it cannot precede that 
of which it is only a negation. Moreover, pleasure cannot 

endure in an unbr oken c ontinui ty, but must be associated with 

pain, in order to be always suddenly breaking thr oL :h this 
pain, - in order to realise itself. Pain, on the contrary, 
may subsi$t with.cut interruption in one pain, and be only 
removed thr ough a gradual r emission; in this case, we have 
no consciousness of pleasure. It is the sudden, - the ins 
- tantane ous, removal of the pain, which determines all that 
we can calla veritable pleasure. "l 

1 Kant. Anthrop cl ogle. Sec. 6Q. cited by W. Hamilton. Lectures on Metaphysics. Vol 2. le77. pp 472 - 474. 
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II. BIOL '"IC.,L AND EVOLUTI MARY THLMIrS. 

Section 1. Spencer: --- Biological 

Utility Theory. 

In the general cases, Spencer rec ogmises that pleas- 

ure accompanies a medium activity and pain both negative 

and positive extremes; "At the one extreme," he says, "the 

negative pains of inactions, called cravings, and, at the 

other extreme, the positive pains of excessive actions, the 

implication is that pleasures accompany actions lying be- 

tween these extremnes." 1 Then he pr esents the following 

questions : - "What constitutes a me di :um activity? What 

determines that lower limit of pleasurable acti on below 

which there is craving, and that higher limit of pleasur- 
able action above which there is pain? How happen 

there to be certain 'feelings (as among tastes and odours) 

which are disagreeable in all degrees of intensity, and 

others that are agreeable in all degrees of intensity ?" 2 

For these ques ti ons he thinks, "If we s tudy feelings only 
as they at present exist, we shall find no solution; but 
we may find a solution if we turn to the past conditions 

1 Spencer,. Principles of Psychol oe;y 3rd. ed. 188C. Vol Ip276. 
OP. tit . p. 277. 
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under which feelings have been evolved. "l Thus he g oes 

on t o present an ev oluti cnary and rather tele ologi cal view 

on the subject. 

First he shows many facts to confirm that the medium 

actions productive of pleasure must be beneficial, and the 

extreme acti ons pr oduc tive of pain detrimental. Then he 

cores to say that "These facts should of themselves suf- 

fice to produce the conic ti en, spi te of apparent excep- 

tions, that pains are the correlativ.s of acti ons inj carious 

to the organism, while pleasures are the correlatives of 

actions conducive to its welfare. We need not, however, 

rest satisfied with an induction fr om these instances 

yielded by the esw,ential ,ri tol functi one; for it is an in- 

evitable deduction fr am the hypothesis of Lv cluti on, that 
races of sentient creatures could have come into existence 
under n o other c ondi ti ons . "2 Regarding the Ev cleat unary 

Process in ques ti on, he says, "Thos e races of beings only 

can have survived in which, on the average, agreeable or 

desired feelings want al eng with activities conducive t 
the maintenance of ife, v'hile disagreeable and habitually 

1. Cp. cit. p. 2J7(7 - 8. 
2. Cp. cit. p. lv7%. 



-avoided feei.ings went along with activities directly or 

indirectly destructive of life; and these must ever have 

been, other things equal, the most numer ous and l ong- 

c mtinued survivals among races in which these adj ustnents 

of feelings to actions were the best, tending over to 

bring about perfect adjustment." 1 

For such questionable cases 'that animals s one times die 

frcan eating p ois onous plants, or surfeit themselves fatally 
with kinds of food which, though wholesome in moderate quan- 

tities, are injurious in large quantities, ' his reply is as 

follows : - "By natural selection, the guidance of pleasures 

and pains can be adjusted only to the circumstances of the 

habitat within the special tyxpe has been evolved. 

Survival of the fittest cannot bring the inclinations and 

aversions into harmony with unfelt conditi one, And since 
each species under pressure of increasing numbers is ever 

thrus tins itself into adjacent environments, its members 

must fr can time to time meet with plants, with prey, with 
enemies, with physical actions, of which neither they nor 

their ancestors have had experience, and to which their feel 
-ings are unadapted. "2 Thus by changes of environing con- 

1. Op. cit. ,o. 280. 
2. Cp. cit, p. 281. 
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diti ons, acc or ding t o him, inisa.dj us tme nt arises and mis- 

adjustment inevitably sets up readjustment, and by perpet- 

ual killing -off of the least adapted, a variety having 

feelings that serve as incentives and deterrents in the 

modified way required may arise. 

He again tells us regarding the utility of feeling:- 

"we accept the inevitable c cr ollary fr orn the general doc- 

trine of evolution, that pleasures are the incentives to 

life - supporting acts and pains the deterrents from life - 
destroying acts. "1 Further he adds that after repr oduct- 

ion commences the relation of feeling to the welfare of 

the individual and the race may be of a reverse kind, ex- 

cept in the 'nigher types of sentient being.2 

In short Spencer's ':iological, utility theory is this: 
pleasure is the correlative of actions that have in the 

long run proved beneficial to the organic life; pain, the 

correlative of actions that on the whole have proved inj ur 

1. op cit. p. 284. 
2. OP, cit. p. 276. 
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Section 2. Bain: -- Law of 

Self Conservation. 

Bain presents tw o laws of pleasure and pain, namely:- 

(1) pe law of self -conserva ticn, and (2) the Law cf 

Stimulation or Exercise as a supplementary law to the first. 

Of the law of self -conservation, says Bain, "A very 

larde number of the facts :nay be included in the f oil owing 

statement, which may be termed the Law of Self -C anservation: - 

States of pleasure are connected with an incr vase, stets 
of pain with an abatement, of some or all of vital funct- 
ions. "1 - - - -Q- "The lav, now illustrated is named the law of 

self- conservation, because without it the system could not 
be maintained. Inasmuch as we f o ,ï ow pleasure and av oid 

Pain, if pleasure were inj uri cas and pain wholesome, we 

should soon incur entire shipwreck of our vitality, as we 

often partially do, through certaii.n tendencies that are ex- 

0eptjonal to the general law." 2 This law, according to him 

may well be applied to the cases of most organic pleasures 
and pains but may not apparently be held in the five s ens es. 3 

Thus he further presents the sec nid late. 

l' Bait), A. Mind and Body, 5th ed. 1876. p 6G, 
The Senses and Intellect, 4th ed. 1394. -. 303. 
?ind and Body. p. 69. 3. The Senses and Inte.larec i;. 4th ed. 14394. p. 306. 
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Of the law of Stimulation or exercise, Bain says: - 

"To stimulate or excite the nerves, wi th a due regard. to 

their condition, is pleasurable; to pass this ]mite pain- 

ful," I And he commences the illus tra ti on cf this law fr om 

the side of pain by (1) conflict and (2) intensity. 

"All conflicting s tions are painful." - "U on- 

fi.ict is waste of vital power, and is likely to be accompan 

-ied by a depression of the mental tone. This simple and 

obvious maxim suais up a wide experience; it includes the 

pleasures of harmony and the pains of discord; the pleasures 

of a free scope tc all our impulses and the pains of con- 

straint, obstruction, and thwarted aims; the pleasure of 

discovering similarity, agr cement, consistency, and unity, 

the pains of inc onsis tency and contradiction." 2 

Regarding intensity, "Vitalent, excessiv , and sudden 

stimulations include pain on various gr sands. In opposi- 
tion to the law that connects pleasure with vital energy, 
they cause a momentary exhaus ti on of the p ow er of the 
nerves affected. "4" 

However he makes an exception in the two senses Taste 

:Cind and Bod;;r, ,. 7 G. or Senses and Intellect. pp 315-317. 
2. rind and BacV . p 7 0 3, OP. ci t, p. 7 G - 71. 
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and Smell in applying the law. 

Moreover as regards pleasure, "It is agreea,.ble to 

spend a certain portion of the forces of the system in 

new cus electricity; it is not agreeable to pass this ex- 

penditure beyond a certain point. And when the stimulat- 

ion has passed this point, degenerating into pain, the 

pleasurable trine can be restored only by replenishing the 

vital power, acc or ding to the principle that connects plea 

-sure with vitality." 1 

Lastly, to show the relation between two laws figura- 
tively, he gives the f oll owing statement. "The contrast 
of country and city life familiarly illustrates the two 

principles. The pleasure of the one results mainly from 

the conservative and healthy or vitalising influences; the 

pleasure of the other fr om variety of s timula ti on. " 

Comparing Bain 'e view with 
that Bain's first law resembles 

ity theory, although Bain holds 
the individual only, and Bain's 
first resembles Spencer's mediur. 
Spencer reccgnises in general cr 

1. Mind and Body. p. 72 2, Senses and Intellect. p. 317. 

2 

Spencer is it may be said 

Spencer's biological util- 
the utility of feeling to 

supplementary law to the 

ac tivi ty the cry which 

ses. 
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Section 3, Stanley: Pleasure 

fr i-ainful. Struggle . 

From both an a priori point of view of the law of self 
-conservation, and also from a brief survey of certain forms 

in comparative and human psychology, Stanley regards pure 

pain as the original consci cusness which is very soon dif- 

ferentiated into excess and lack pain with evolution of 

pure pleasure. "The first consciousness was a flash of 

pain, of small intensity, yet sufficient to awaken struggle 
and preserve life," "pleasure and. pain could not both 

be primitive functions, and of the two pain is fundamental 

in that the earliest function of c crisci ausness must be pure- 

ly monitory. Pain al one fulfils primitive demands, and se- 

turps struggle which ends in the abatement of pain through 

change of envir onent or otherwise." 1 
_m "The or igin of 

pleasure is then to be traced as an intermediary feeling 
between pain as produced by excess, and pain fr an lack as 
differentiated form. Pain as original and tndifferentiated 
is the same whether resulting from excess or lack, but it 
is only after it has differentiated so far as to be in two 
modes that pleasure can enter as a mediate form of feeling 

i. útânley, hT. ï. Evolutionary Psychology of Feeling. 1895 
P. 14. 
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nd become a directing force to advantage ous action. "1 Then 

he hives a figure which shows what the primitive pleasure - 

pain gamut was. 

Lack Fain, Pure Pleasure, Excess Pain. 

Further Stanley goes on. to maintáin that struggle is 

pain impelled and painful,. and that pleasure is resultant 
of functioning thereby established, and that all pleasure 
capacity is painfully acquired. "The struggle by which the 

greatest life advances have been accomplished has always 

been intensity painful in itself," he says, "whatever the 

aftermath e pleasure may be, the pleasure of achievement 
and creation, the satisfaction at successful effort, which 

is plainly a very late Psychosis." "Th.Pugh function 

[0 

is generated and developed by severest painfullest struggle, 
yet the reward is pleasurability of the free functional act - 
ivity; and the more manifold the functioning built up, the 
pore manifold the pleasure. Thus it is that a highly com- 

plex organism like man, which represents many psychic ages 
of painful function building, has a very high pleasure capac 

1. cp. cit. p. 16. rp, cit. pp 44 - .h;w 
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On the other hand, he points out a. special case of 

pleasure. "The most and largest pleasure is in the mere 

expenditure of stored energy. The easiest way, the way of 

inclination and obvi ous direct pleasure is regressive. It 
is living up on the past, "living upon accumulated capital. be 

-queathed, and perhaps in some measure acquired. The use of 

a stimulant, as alcohol, enables the capital to be used tip 

faster." "The most rapid and destructive using up of 
1 

vital force in lust, revenge and other excitements gives 

the keenest pleasure." - - - - -- "Debauchery and alcoholism 

are quick ways of using the pleasure capacity which has 

been built up by painful effort of thousands of generations." 
And regarding negative kinds of pleasure: - "Storage in cer 

-tain modes yields a moderate .pleasure, as the pleasure of 

rest, dosing after exercise. Here is a general spontaneous 
accumulation of physical pleasure capacity, it is a case 
where functional repair has 'became automatic, and thus far 
is analogous to the spontanity of pleasure of expenditure. 
But these storage pleasures are mainly negative, relief 

Finally, rejecting the theory of bodily advantage and 
disadvantage as conditioning pleasure and pain, he states:- 

l' OP, cit. pp. 4b - 6* 
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line theory of advantage and disadvantage fails signal - 

ly, for the most pleasurable act is frequently the most dis 

-advantageous to the interests of the organism, and the 

most gdvantage cus - progressive effortful volition - is 

invariably most painful." 

1. 
OP- cit. p, 46. 
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Section 4. Moore Succees or 

Defeat in the Struggle. 

First Moore takes account of the genetic process of 

pain and pleasure giving the three distinct stages:- 
(1) The primitive stage of pleasantness- unpleasantness 

itself, which apparently exists in some fashion in all an- 

imals, even down to the me-celled organism such as the 

amoeba, 

(2) The next stage was that of bodily gratification 
and distress, the kind of pleasure -pain experience which we 

get from our inner organs. These states seemed to be dis- 
coverable in those animals just beginning to develop a rudi 
-mentary nervous system of the same general type as the 'sym 

-pathetic nervous system! which supplies our inner organs. 

Animals 
". of many cells but invertebrate, such as the earth- 

worm, were seen to offer an excellent example of the cap- 
acity for bodily distress without the possibility of pain 
Proper. 

(3) The last stage was that of surface pain and tick 
-liness This stage implies the possession of a fairly 
we11 devel oiled central nervous system, and may be said 
roughly to include trie vertebrate animals, except that 
ticklishness is the unique possession of the highest ver- 
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terrates and is very unevently present even among them, 1 

Then he adverte to the conditionti or the cause of 

pain and pleasure fr om the struggle between an environ- 

ment and an organism, " The br oad significance of pain and 

pleasure," he says, "is to be found in the fact that life 
is essentially struggle, in which pleasure is the aceom 

-paniraent cf some form of mental or physical success, and 

pain ~is an indication of defeat or of abortive effort." 2 

In more detail, "Pain signifies either that the environment 

has demanded tcc rauch of the organism's limited capacities 

- the pains of excess, or that it has failed to offer a 

point of contact for unused activity tendencies - the pains 

of thwarting. Pleasure signifies either that the environ- 

ment rias furnished occasion for conflict to which the 

organism's powers are equal - the pleasures of activity, 
or that opportunity is being afforded for recovery from a 

struggle carried to an extreme point - the pleasures of rest." 

Again he states the main p ositi on briefly: "Pain may arise 
either when the struggle makes excessive demands on us or 

when our powers, ready for activity, are denied the ope art - 
unity for erTpl optent. Pleasure may arise either from carry- 

ing on a strugglel equal to our powers or from restoring 

1 I ocre, F. T. The Sense of Fain and Pleasure. 1917. pp 51-2. 
tp. cit. p. 164. 3, P. sit. P. i.r7 
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equilibriuf 4 rest a' ter a severe strie." 

1. cp. 
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Section b. Bianchi: -- Integration of, 

Utility to, the Psycho - Organic Unity. 

Bianchi expresses a biological view fr am Integration 

or disintegration of and favourable or hurtful to the Psycho - 

Organic unity . "The tv: o pr imodial forms of emotion are 

those of pleasure, connected with all that leads to the 

integration or gr owth of the organism (Physical and mental), 

and of pain, connected with all that tends towards its dis- 

integration or diminution ( under normal conditions of life)," 
says Bianchi; "The fundamental law is that every stimulus 

which acts upon us modifies the ego in a pleasurable or 

disagreeable manner, according as it furnishes elements 

that are assimilable and favourable to existence or elem- 

ents that are disintegration or hurtful to the psycho- 

organic unity." 1 

Regarding the bi of ogical significance cf pain and 

pleasure he further states:- "Pleasure and pain are ever 

the watchf sentries which determine and co- ordinate the 

actions of h..;,ar, beings. More c aeplex representations, 
new desires, new motor tendencies, and new aspirations, 

1 Bianchi, L. The Mechanism of the Brain and the Funct- 
i on of the Frontal Lobes. 1922. Trans . .7.11. MacDonald. 
PP. 270 - 271. 
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corresponding to the ever -increasing capital of ideas and 

notions cf the world and cf the relations of each individ- 

ual therewith, do not alter the real nat.zre cf the struggle 

for pleasure and against pain. Cn the other hand, with the 

suppression of _.:and of the old motor tendencies the mode 

of satisfying the appetites 'ras become complicated, but 

the essential nature of these has in no way been altered."1 

1. Op. cit. pp. 28C - 281. 
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Section 6. 14yers: Organic Harmony 

ar Discord to Environment. 

1,7ers more ocsaprensively expresses the evolutionary 

conditions of feeling- fr CZ:11 -Z 1.1 C harmony or discord to 

Environment, or otherwise expressed, from Organic; Strain 

or Relaxati on t c 7av our a b3. e or Unfav curable envir onment. 

According to him, in the lowest organisms two forms of af- 

fect are early recognisable:- "ipsi-affect," colouring 

self awareness, and "actu-affect," colouring self-activity. 
The ipsi-affects express the relation cf the primitive 

self to organic movements: the actu-affects express its 
relation to i oc omotive activity. 

Then such a simple organiell finds itself in a favour- 

onment, one of two results may occur. A condit- 
ion of enhanced organic vitality may ensue, developing the 

iPsi-affect of exhilaration, or a condition of rest may 

ensue, developing the ipsi-affect of ease. In both cases 
there arises a certan 1-_armony of organic processes. In 
the one it is at a level, and the contractile sub- 

Stance undergoes strain; whereas in the other the organic 

lar14157 is at low level and the contractile substance under 

-Zees relaxation, 

Irers,c.s. "'The 7,-7 s" on of Feeling." The Australasian 
Journal cf PsY and Phil os op.7ny. Vol. 1. 11 o. 1. 1923. 
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so, toc, when such an organism finds its elf in an un- 

favourable envir onment, an external reaction cf strain or 

oî relaxation may result. In the former case the condition 

i;, one of unrest, and the ipsi- affect is one of uneasiness; 

in the latter case the condition is one of reduced vitality, 
and the ipsi -affect is one of depressi on. In both cases an 

internal discord or discos. der of organic processes occurs, 

that discord being at a high level when the l ocomotor sub- 

stance of the organism is in a state of e train, and at a 

low level when it is in a. state cf relaxation. 

In their f ux th.er ev oluti on, the s e- exhilara tii on, ease, 

uneasiness and depression try give rise, on the iosi- affect 
-ive side, t o gladness, bliss, dis tr ess, and sadness res- 

pectively; and on the actu- affective side to interest, ccn- 

tmtraent, repugnance and apathy. Bliss and sadness imply 

relaxation; gladness and distress imply s train; v.ihile inter 
-est and repugnance imply strain; and contentment and apathy 

imply relaxation. 

The f 0] 3 Olr'ing table given by firers may show the above 

mentioned relati ens. 

Favourable Envir onment. 
train ( ) :Enhanced Vital-ity Exhilarati on (Gladness), 

Int .er e s t, 
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Relaxation (R -f--) Rest, Ease (Bliss), Contentment. 

Unfair our able . nvir on:nent. 

Strain (S- ) Unrest, Uneasiness (Distress), Repugnancy. 

Relaxation(R -) Reduced Vitality, Depression (Sadness), 

Apathy. 

S-f-,R -}-, S -, R-, using S and R for strain and relaxat- 
ion, and+and - anofarding as the environment is favour- 

able or unfavourable. 

firers ventures to think that such a classification 
is helpful to gr oup the various feelings which have been 

evolved with thee increasing complexity of consciousness. 

Then he says; "It is clear that the relaxed state i n which 

the organism bathes or wallows in its situation (R+ and 

R -) is consonant wit'-1 'the developing feelings of happi- 
ness, security, passive ecstasy, phantasy on the one hand, 

and of quiet melancholy, grief, despair on the other. It 
is not less obvi ous that the process of active strain (5+ 
and S__ ) is capable of leading, on the side of appetition 
and interest to the feelings of hope, expectation, curiosity, 
familiarity, and when conj oined with gladness to the feelings 
of Joy, lust, affection, anger, confidence, certainty and 

coming succpsc , whereas on the side of aversion and repug- 
nane:t we can range the feelings of disgust, 1 o thing, con- 
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tempt, scorn, dislike, strangeness, bashfulness and surprise, 

and starting from distress gain those of sorrow, fear, 

anxiety, disapp ointment, uncertainty, threatened failure, 

dabt and diffidence. 

Finally he gives Summary as follows- - 

(l) Four varieties of primitive affect are distinguish 

-able, characterised by (a) strain, and (b) relaxation in 

response to a favourable situation, and by (c) strain, and 

(d) relaxation in response to one unfav curable. Exhilar- 

ation, gladness, and interest arise from (a); ease, bliss 
and contentment from(b); uneasiness, distress and repug- 

nance from (c) ; depression, sadness and apathy from (d) . 

(2) These affects are due to (I) the organic harmony 

or disc cod induced by t e envir onment; wherewith are evoked 

(II) innately purposive patterns of out -going locomotor and 

organic activity, partly self -c ontr olled and producing organ 

-le sensations; the latter again induce (III) organic harmony 

or discord. Self -activity is "affected" by (I),(II)and (III) . 

An innate basis is aff cycled by (I), and (II) fr the affect, 
Which is completely developed by (III) derived from actual 
expression. 

Lastly it must be noticed that feelings fro_. the S-}- 

and R+ sides, by which Meyers means high and low level 
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organic harmony, are almost pleasurable; and feelings from 

the S- and R- sides, by which Meyers means high and low 

level organic discord, are alp ce t unpleas ura ble in ky 

opinion. 
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2° cit. p. Mff. 
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coincident with the psychic state to which the pleasure is 

attached involves the use of surplus stored force. Pain is 

experienced whenever the physical action which determines 

the content is so related to the supply of nutriment to its 

organ, that the energy involved in its relation to the stim 

-alas is less in amount than the energy which the stimulus 

habitually calls f or th.1 

Then he concludes, "That we were warranted in judging 

that pleasure and pain are determined by the efficiency and 

inefficiency respectively, of the organs active in coin- 

cidence with the p»asurable or painful mental elements; 
that efficiency and inefficiency are functions of the re- 

lation between activity and neutrition; pleasure being de- 

pendent upon the use of surplus stored force and pain upon 

conditions under which the outcome of the organ's activity 
is lees than should be expected in consideration of the 

energy involved in the stimulus." 
2 

Regarding; Indifference he states, "Pleasure thus re- 

sults when the balance is on the side of the energy given 

out, and pain when the balance is on the side of the en- 

1. Op. cit, p. 171. p. 204ff . 
2. Qp, cit. p. 347. 
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ergy received. There the amounts received and given have 

equivalence, then we have the state of indifference." 1 

In his recent work 'MrXnd and Conduct', Marshall still 
seems to hold the same principle, that is, "When the act- 

ivity of the nerve part that is the correlate of the 

experienced mental item involves the use of surplus stored 

energy, this mental item is characterised by pleasure. Whez 

the stimulus to the nerve activity calte for the develop - 

ment of an amount of energy in the rasp once that is not 

available, the corresp ending mental item is character- 
ised by Pain." 2 

Moreover, he adverts to the negative kinds of Pleas- 
ure and pain, such as 'pleasures of rest' and 'pains of 

thwarting' mentioned by Moore. For these pleasures and 

Pains, larsha113h olds that they will be found to be ex- 

plicable in terms of active functioning, effective and 

ineffective; and that the pleasures of relief or rest and 

the pains of obstruction or thwarting respectiv .y are re- 
ducible to the pleasures of activity and the pains of ex- 

cess which have been mentioned in his principal doctrine. 

1 

2 rsriall,, , 221. 
H.R, Mind and Conduct. 1919. p. 137. 

3. Pain, Pleasure, and Aethetics. pp 214 - 5. and p. 191. 
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It may be inter es tins to show Marshall's theory in 

psychological, terms made by himself:- ',Given a mental seq- 

uence ct,-76-9/) the content (A) is pleasurable (or painft 

when it is causal to a resultant (y) of Psychic fulness 

greater (or less) than that habitually produced by the ap- 

pearance of the content (a) which is causal to its own (ß' 

appearance. "1 

Finally it is to be noted that Marshall, differing 

from the Spencerian hi ological utility theory on Feeling, 

holds the utility of feeling as directly with the elemen- 

tal organ and only indirectly with the system as a whole; 

and that he holds pleasure and pain as a reliable indica- 

ti on only for the ;present situa ti ons.2 

l OP. cit. p. 304. 
2' GP cit. p. 218, 265, 269 - 27 0. 



Section 2. Lehmann: - The Ratio of 

Assimilation to Dissimilation< 

Lehmann holds the ratio of assimilation to dissi- 

milation as the c ondi ti on of pleasure- ur4easure. Ac- 

cording to him, "Just as the sensation is determined by the 

quality, the intensity, the extensity and the duration of 

dissimilation, so the feeling -tone may be dependent upon 

the amount of assimilation and its relation to dissimil- 

ation, the s o- called bi of onus of the working neur ones -- 

---- If during the activity of a central neuron -gr oup, the 
A 

dissimilation is equal to the assimilation, D Mgt I, then 

this condition of the biotonus manifests itself psychically 

as pleasantness, which increases with increasing values of 

the dissimilation and assimilation. If, however, the dis- 

similation becomes greater than the assimilation, i.e. the 
A 

biotonus decreases, `D <I, then this condition manifests 

itself psychically as unpleasantness, which increases with 

1 the decrease of the value I)," 

A 
In the case D ÇI, that is to say, nervous wear outruns 

nervous repair, the corresponding experience may be unplea.s 
A 

"ant Just as maintained by Marshall. But in the case ÿr' I, 

1. Leh=mann, A. Grundzüge der Psychophysiologie. 1912. pp 368 

'9. cited by Wohlgemuth, Brit. Jour. of Psychology. Vol.8, 
PP . 432. 
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by which Lehmann means the condition of pleasure, there are 

s Dine obscur iti.es . Woh3.gemuthip oints out some of them, as 
A 

e.g. "ghat value of D c erresp onds t o a neuAral fe eling, or 

the absence of fe eling? What happens if D >I? ." Although 

he does not :make any deduction fr om them, 

A 
The case 7= I, that is, nerv cus equilibrium of repair 

to wear, may produce pleasure if it is a process becoming 
A 

r Est or ed fr o m the previous unpleasant c ondi ti on D <I . But 

so long as nervous r epair keeps pace with nervous wear in 

normal circumstances we may have virtually neutral states 
A 

in the case D = I. 

1. 4t°ohigerauth . C jJ . ci t. ' ' V 434. R 



II. TIM CRIES CONCERNING NPRV CUS CURRENT 

C DISCHARGI;, 

Section 1. Harvey: Nervous Resistance. 

Harvey holds that "feeling is the concomitant of the 

resistence which a nervous current encounters in passing 

through a nervous arc." 1 

Regarding the °resistance', "we shall consider resist 
-anon, he says, "as not merely a property of the conducting 

nervous arc, but it will be measured by the amount of current 

which is destr eyed. It will seen that this definition is 

intended to cover two elements; first, the nature of the ner 

-vans arc, and sec ond, the strength of the current." - - - -"It 
will be seen that when we use the term resistance to mean 

the resultant of the two elements, described, we may consid 

-er the concomitants of both the two as more nearly corres 

-pending to the heating effect produced by the current of 

electricity." 2 '"Resistance seems to be the only 

element of the nervous current that varies concomitantly 
With feeling, and every phenomena of feeling finds its ap- 

propriate explanation in resistance."`' 

i Harvey, N.A. The Feelings of Man. 1914. p. 59, 
2. Cp. ci t. p. 3 pp. cit. p. 58. 
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',wherever we are able to demonstrate increased resis- 

tance, we are able to perceive anincrease in feeling. 

Wherever we are able to show that resistance has been dim- 

inished, we cbservs a c crresp onding decrease in feeling. 

This is especially noticeable in habit and in case of :parc 

.otics. "1 

Now it must carefully be remembered that 'Feeling', 
a ©carding to Harvey, has three properties, namely, spec- 

ific character, .intensity and tone. 

(1) "Specific character is that property which is ex- 

pressed by the employment of different names for feelings. 
It depends up on the particular combination of brain cells 
in which the resistances is encounterced." 2 By this pro- 

perty he means that feelings are of different kinds as e.g. 

fear, anger, pity, etc. 
(2) "Intensity is that property cf feeling which is 

expressed by the words strong or weak. -It depends upon the 

amount of resistance, and consequently the intensity is mod 

-ified by the condition of the brain centre, by the strength 

Of the current, and-by attention." 3 

1 Op. cit. p. 
2. Op. cit. pw 

5U. 
103. 

3. OP. cit. p. 1G3. 
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(3) "Tone is that property of feeling which is expres- 

sed by the words pain and pleasure. It primarily depends 

upon the degree of intensity, but in a few of the most es- 

sential feelings variation in intensity does not cause a 

change in tone." >w 

Concerning 'Tone', that is, Pain and Pleasure, we are 

to make further inquiry. 

As regards the relation between intensity and tone, he 

states ; - "Nearly any feeling of a moderate degree of intensity 
ha.e a pleasurable tone, but the same feeling with a greater 
degree of intensity will have a painful tone. In general, 

the tone of the feeling depends upon its intensity." 
"Up to a certain point, the greater the intensity, the more 

pleasant the tone, and beyond that point an increase in in- 
tensity increases the pain." 2 

A few of the most essential 
feelings as exceptions to the general law held by him can be 

found in the following statement with his biological inter- 
pretation in question: "It is possible that some actions and 

some conditions are always painful, no matter how little the 

intönsity may be. It is doubtful if the feeling of hunger 

e er pteasant Possibly the feeling of fear, vi:ich is a 

1. Cp. Cit. 0, 103. 
2. OP. cit. p^p . 94 - 5. 



feeling of great importance in the preservation of the in- 

dividual, is never pleasant. Some feelings may be as con- 

sistently pleasant, if theiy are of equal imp ortance in the 

preservation cf the individual or the race. It has been 

observed that the sexual feeling is never painful, and no 

other feeling is of so great importance in the perpetuat- 

ion of the species and the race." 1 

Finally Harvey presents another general law, which he 

feels to be the more comprehensive one regarding the ques- 

tion : - "In general, a feeling has a painful tone when the 

resistance accompanies a degree of activity that destroys 

tissue -More rapidly than it can be restored; pleasure is 

experenced when the degree of activity permits the res traL- 

ion of tissue as rapidly as it is destroyed. "2 

Thus Harvey first at teapted a general law to explain 

the cause of pain- pleasure from intensity which depends up- 

on resistance; then for the difficulty of exceptions to the 

gsneral law he turns to the biological utility theory; last 

'1J he goes on to take a p ositi on nearly to the theory of 

nervous equilibrium. 

1. CP. cit. p. 1.01 
2' CP cit. p. 1G. 
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Section 2. Thor ndike: 

C Gnduc ti 'ï:1. 

Nervous 

Thorndike's view in the briefest terms is this:- The 

original ratisfyingness and annoyìngness respectively are 

conditioned ?ay the readiness and unreadiness of ner.v. Gas 

c endue ti on. 

Samplers of original satisfiers or instinctive likes 

are, ace cr ding to hi.m;.1 

To be with other human beings rather than alone? To 

be with familiar human beings rather than with strange ones, 

to move when refreshed, to rest when tired, to be "not al- 
together enclosed" i len resting and at night. 

Samples cf original- annoyers or instinctive aversions 
are : - Bitter substances in the mouth, being checked in loc 

-emotion by an obstacle, being hungry, being looked at with 

scorn by other men, the sight and smell of "excreraentitions. 
and putrid things, blood, pus, entrails." 

Thorndike does not identify satisfying and annoying 
with Pleasure and pain. However, he says, "Pain is only 

one of many annoyers." "If by it is meant simply the felt 
tolerability and welcomeness of a state of affairs, plea - 

1 Tho-rndike,E.I,. Educational Psychol%y: Briefer Course,. 
1914. pp 50 - 51. 
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sure is a close symptom - almost a synonym - of satisfying - 

ness." 
1 Judging these samples of original satisfiers and 

annoyers given by him, I am inclined to say that the origin- 

al stisfin and annoying are aima t synonymous with orig- 
. .. . 

inal pleasure and unpleasure. Consequently ris view in 

question may be applied to the conditions of Primary plea- 

sure and unpieasure, 

He summarises as follows:- 

"I believe that the original tendencies of man to be 

satisfied and to be annoyed - to welc one and reject - are 

described by these three laws of readiness and unreadiness;- 

(1) That when a conduction unit is ready to conduct, con- 

' duction by it is satisfying, nothing being done to alter 
its action; (2) That for a conduction unit ready to con- 

duct not to conduct is annoying, and provokes whatever res 

-Ponses nature provides in connection with that particular 
annoying lack; (3) That when a c onduc ti on unit unready f cr 

conduction is forced to conduct, conduction by it is annoy - 
"2 

ï. L;a, ci-t. p . 51> 
2' CA.cit. p.55. 
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Section 3. Tro land: - Synaptic 

C,ond.uctence. 

Troland attempts Mathematically to express the re- 
lati on between synaptic conductance and feeling. The main 

statement is as f oll owe; - 

"The affective intensì ty of any individual c onsci ous- 

ness is prop ar ti onal to the average rate cf change of con- 

ductance in the synapses the activities of which are res- 
ponsible for that c ions oi ousness. This postulate may be ex- 

pressed mathematically. If C is the average conductance of 

the synapses and ai is the affective intensity, then:- 

k being a c one tant, and being the usual expression for 

the rate of change of G with respect to the time t . 

It is perhaps necessary to point out that a rate of 

Change, like affective intensity, is an algebraic variable, 
Of such a charaotr that a decreasing conductance will mean 

a negative rate and an increasing conductance a. positive 
rate while absence of all change will yield a rate of zero. 
Accc"inglY, increasing conductance implies p ceitive affect 
'ive intensity or pleasantness, while decreasing conduct- 
ance must involve negative affective intensity a unpleas- 
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antness. No change in conductance will entail e.ero affect 

-ive intensity, or a state of indifference. I.t is clear 

that the absolute level of the conductance:; whether high 

or low, does not enter into the relationship at 0.11. "1 

Furthermore Troland adverts to the total affective 

states positive and negative from the same principle. "The 

conductance of any given synaptic system at any time would 

necessarily be represented as the sum of its original con- 

Pcrements of conductance which it had suffered up to the 

given moment. This measure could be expressed mathematic- 

ally as the /time integral' of the rate of change of con- 

ductance of the given system for the time span under con- 

sideration, as follows:- 

ductance and all increments of conductanee, minus all de- 

(2) 

Cis the final conductance of the system, e is the con- 

ductance at any time as in question (1) and is the so 

called constant of integration, which represents the init- 
ial conductance. It is obvi cusly legitimate to substitute 
in question (2) an expression for 4. derived from equat- 
ion (1) viz, ç- We then have: - 

1. Troland ,L, T, 
mena. 11 J our , 

(PP 376 - 387 

"A system for Explaining Affective pheno- 
of Abn ac mal Psychology. Vol. 14, 192 0 

). p. 377. 



(3) c- 
The expression f- áß; or %adt, neglecting; the constant, 

would be called technically the 'time integral of the af- 
fective intensity. ' In more popular terms, it represents 

the total amount of affection experienced during the given 

period of time measured in terms of p csitive affection, 
amounts of' negative affection being subtracted from the 

total p ositive am ount. This concepti on of the time integ- 
ral of affective intensity I regard as the scientific equi- 

valent of the popular term 'Happiness = " 

Regarding the negative side in question, "'Unhappiness' 
is simply negative happiness, and the total happiness value 
of any span of experience is necessal'tily the surplus of pos 

-itive happiness over negàtive. Exactly similar consider- 
ation apply to increments of conductance, decrements - which 

are ass cciated with unhappiness - being sirrp;.y negative in- 

crements . "2 

It is to be added that such theories holding nervous 

conCiction as the condition of pleasurè- unpieasure were al- 
ready suggested by Max Meyer; "The correlate of pleasantnes 

1. OP. cit. pp. 381 - 2. r, ' Op. cit. p. t32 L . 
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and unpleasantness is the increase or decrease of the in- 

tensity of a previ =sly c onstant current if the increase 

or decrease is caused by a force acting at a point other 

than the point of s ens ory s tixnL_la tion. i1 or he says, "Plea 

-santness can exist only when one nery cus pr ocess is in- 

creased by a sec and and weaker process which is forced to 

join it partially cr wholly; unpleasantness can exist onby 

phen our new ous pr ocess is decreased by being partially 
or wholly intercepted by a sec and and str anger process."'" 

Under the name of 'Theory of Habit', Gilman also gave 

á similar subges ti on regarding the question: "The source 

of all pleasure is the reperf xrnance of the nerves cf 

activities which have once bec orne familiar to them. Pain 

ras its s cure e in a vi sbla ti on of nery ous habitude ." 3 

liax Meyer. "The New ous Correlate of Pleasantness -and 
Unpleasantness." Psychological Review. Vol. 15. 1903. 

(ep. 201 - 216, 292 - 322) . p. 307. 
2 ßP. cit. 
3 Gilman B. I. "Syllabus of Lectures on the Psy chol ogy of 

Pain and Pleasure." Amer. J. of Psychol.. Vol. 6. 1393. 
(PP 1- 60).p. 53. 
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Section 4. Marston; Nervous; 

Discharge. 

mars ton suggests unpleasantness as "the conscious co- 

relate of mot of antag onism between impulses or gr oups of 

impulses seeking outlet over a common efferent path.;" 1 or 

otherwise expressed as "c orrelated with unrelieved, thalami) 

summation of sens ory impulses, in the sens ory circuits of 

the unsuccessful competing imp ulses. "2 

Especially regarding the thalamic relation in question, 

he states: "The successful sens ory impulses bl coke its riv 

-al. The defeated rival impulse piles up in its thalamic 

path, without motor outlet. The denial of motor outlet de- 

prives the defeated sens ory impulse of any discernible sen- 

sory quality, since the intensity of the impulse passes ab- 

ove the thalamic threshold of sensory sensibility. And the 

resulting over-intense thalamic activity is acc ompanied by 

a vague abnormality of sensory awareness, which we term 'un 

-pleasantness '. "3 

1. ivars ton, W. L. "A The ory of l;moti ons and Affecti on based 

upon Systolic Blood Pressure Studied." Amer. J. Psychol. 
Vol. 35. 1924. (pp. 469 - 5o6) . p. 498. 
2 OP. cit. p, 499. 3 QA. cit. p. 499. 
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Of pleasantness he suggests that "the passing of any 

subminimal sensory impulse to unimpeded motor discharge, 

over any thalamic nerve path c orrelatecl with e onsci ous- 

ness, is accompanied by the feeling of pleasantness . "1 Afli 

he describes the experience of well -being, by which he me; 

the essence of pleasantness, as "a cumulative, harmonious 

sensory awareness acc onrpanying allied discharge of sensor; 

impulses of insufficient intensity to pass the lower thati 

mie threshold of sensation." 2 

As regards indifference, he says, "pleasantness must 

turn to indifference (a) if the subminimal sensory impul- 

ses which are its true correlate cease; (b) if the motor 

discharge of that sensation which makes possible the out- 

let of the subminìma.l impulse is transferred to a foreign 

channel; or (e) if stimulation pr odúcing such essential sl 

-sation is stopped." 3 

Finally Mars t on gives the f oll owing table;, 4 which s el 

to be the briefest summary of his theory regarding the 

gUestion. 

1. Op. cit. p. 5 Ol - 2. 
2. Op. cit. p. 503. 3. Op. cit. p. 5f7). 
4. OP. cit. p. 5a5. 
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Diagram of THALAMUS. 

From Head. and Holmes Brain, Vo1,34. p. 172. Fig. 4. 
Herrick, C.J. An Introduction to Neurology, rev. 1922 

P. 19 0, Fig. al. 
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Lastly it must be noted that Marston regards, as does 

the work of Head and Holmes, ilhe thalamus as necessary to 

the presence of affective accompaniment of sensation. 

I will cite here a few sentences to show the result 
of Head's and Holme Is investigation. "Vie may conclude 

that the activity of the essential thalamic centre is 

mainly occupied with the affective side of sensation." i 
"The thalamic centre reacts to the affective aspect cf sen 

-sibility; the essential organ of the optic thalamus 

is the centre for this aspect cf sensation and responds 

to all stimuli capable of evoking either pleasure or dis- 

comfort. The feeling -tone of somatic or visceral sensat- 

ions is the produce of thalamic activity." 2 

Herrick is also in favour of the above view, i.e.:- 
"Pleasantness and unpleasantness are not regarded simply 

as attributes of specific sensory processes in any case, 

but rather as a mode of reaction or physiological attit- 
ude of the whole nervous system intimatelly bound up with 
certain visceral reactions of a protective sort whose 

1 Head, H. and Holmes, G. "Sensory Disturbances from Cere 
brai Lesions." Brain. Vol. 34. 1911. (pp 102 - 254) p.180. 

2. Head., H. " Sensati on and the Cerebral Cortex." 
Brain, Vol. 41. 1918. (pp 57 - 253). pp 88 - 9 



of the tha.lamus The se parts of the thalamus f or La, ac ar 

ingly, the chief integra ting centr e of the nerv ous react- 

ions inv olved. in pizely affective experience .0 1 

1. Her ci- "An intr oduc t i on t o Neuioy. 5r 6. rev. 
ed. 1922 . p. 292. 
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Section b. Allport: Antagonistic 

Nervous System. 

Allport suggests the correlation of the antagonistic 

poles of feeling to the function of the antagonistic ner- 

vous system. His main position is as follows:.- 

"If we search the body for a neuromuscular mechanism 

suitably correlated with the antagonistic pcles of plea - 

sant and unpleasant, we shall find such a mechanism in the 

autonomic nervous system and the viscera which it supplies. 
The physiological antagonism lies between the two divisions 
of the autonomic, namely the sympathetic (sometimes called 
the thoracic plumber) and the craniosacral. As is well known 
fr om 

the work of Cannon and earlier investigators, the sympath- 

etic motor effects include checking of digestion and sex 

activity, accelerating the heart beat, constricting the 

blood vessels, and reinforcing its own activity by the lib- 
eration of autec olds. All of these changes are in opp os- 

ìti on to those produced by the craniosacral efferent fibres. 
Now all the emotions studied by Dr Cannon and reported as 

involving sympathetic impulses are clearly unpleasant in 
their affective value." "Since the sympathetic 
divisi on appears thus intimately concerned in unpleasant- 
ness, we may regard its antagonist, the craniosacral, as 
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the foundation of the pleasantly toned pattern responses. 

The craniosacral division innervates those resp cases whIch 

follow immediately upon the attainment of objects of food 

and sex." "There are, of course, other pleasures 

besides those of food acrd sex. We might mention bodily 

exercise and habit, and also the excitement of games (with 

-out anger or worry,) as sources of pleasure not clearly 

involving the craniosacral division. We may be obliged, 

therefore, to include in our pleasure -giving mechanism the 

free -functioning of the somatic effectors through the in- 

nervation of the cerebr espinal system itself. It should be 

noted also that the craniosacral is more closely related to 

the cerebrospinal system. than is the sympathetic." 1 

In sh.ertl- "The craniosacral division of the autonomi 

suppl erne nt ed under certain conditions by the cerebro- spinal 

system, innervates those responses whose return afferent im 

-pulses give rise to pleasantness. The sympathetic divis- 

ion produces visceral resp onses which are represented in 

consci cusness as unpleasantness." 2 

Aside from experimental knowledge of the autonomic fur 

1. Allport, P.R. "A physiological- Genetic Theory, of Feeling 
and moti on. p sychol agi cal R evi eve. V o1. 29 . 1922 . 

(4)132 - 139) p. 133 - 4 . 
2. CP. cit. p. 134. 
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etions, he also supports the above p ositi on by intr cs; ec tive 

ebservationsi such as that unpleasantness is both more 

readily identifiable by introspection and more imperative 

than pleasantness; that unpleasantness is slower of arousal 

than pleasantness; and that pleasantness and unpleasant- 

ness never occur simultaneously. 

I have described Allport's view with great interest. 

uowever, riv present knov;ledee of ?r4-siology regarding the 

question is so incomplete that I can do little more than 

give a description only, as a reference. 

1. Cp. cit. p. 134 - v. 
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Diagram - r egar ding the question only - of the dis - 

tributi on of the auf on cni.c nervous system. 

From Cannon, W. B. 'Bodily Changes in rain, Hunger, 

Pear and Rage, 192C. p. 24. .Fig. 1. 
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required far the pur.-; fei t 
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Bel ousness vilicTr is not in a ltraW a modificati on of the 

presented oenterit painful feeling arises if, 
and e 0 far 

0. 
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ure or die 'Una tnese of the c =tent pr es en-.:..1±. This Occurs 

whenever Ono and t72me sane pree .7. "..a. ..'ra is a :sae olle 

"ted IV other e. e ate of tend t s'aPPr else and erit:ntr 
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to auiápor t it. In such a case conflict continues to exist 

without exclusion frein c one cue ness of the conflicting 

presentations. It must therefore occasion a tension exist- 

ing in and for consciousness. This modification of conscious 

-ness is a painful feeling." 1 

This Herbart position lay be expressed in the simplest 

terms by the following : - Pleasure is the consciousness of the 

efficiency and ease of ideational activity, pain the ineffic- 
iency and difficulty of ideati onal activity. 

As already critieed by many Psychologists, this is an 

old view from his Psychological Principle which maintains 

that psjnchism exists from the first for itself as intellect- 
ual or ideational activity, that is to say, Herbart and his 

school apparently restrict pleasure- unpleasure phenomena to 

intellectual activity. 

1. Stout, GI.P. "The Heroärtian Psychology." 
Mind. Vol. 8. 1888. (pp 321 - 338. 473 - 498) . pp. 488-9 
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Section 2. Warren: -- Secondary Form 

of Systemic Sensations, 

Warren regards feeling as the sec ondary form of syst- 

emic sensations . "A feel ing is, " he says, "a mental state 

whose chief components are systemic sensations. The data 

of feeling are furnished either by the pain nerves or the. 

organic receptors,. The com-ination of systemic elements 

into actual experiences is similar to the process by which 

external sensatione combine to form perceptions. But the 

distinction between perceptions and feelings is more than 

difference in the sort of receptors which furnish the mat - 

erial.m - - - --- "in perception the specific qualities of the 

sensations become sri are vivid in the grouping." "On 

the other hand when systemic sensations unite to form a feel - 

ing,the specific qualities of the components become less 
dish; they merge into the general hem quality, of 

pleasantness or unpleasantness. "1 

By systemic sensations Warren means (1) Organic sen- 

sations (Digestive, vascular, sex, etc); and (2) pain sen- 

sation 2 
(pains of various organs. ) 

1. Warren, H. C, Human Psycho? ,y, 1919. p. 279. 
2, OP. cit. p. 225. Table X11. . 
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He tries also to explain the condition of the feeling - 

tone of external sensati ons fr oui the above position. "The 

feeling -tone which accompanies sight, hearing, etc., is due 

to a simultaneous stiuu1ation of some internal reseptbrs. "1 

Although the processes of pleasure and unpleasure show 

a str ong intr ospec tive resemblance t o the sistemic sensat- 

ions, it is very doubtful that every feeling is to be form- 

ed from united systemic s ensa ti one. We may experience plea- 

santness ar unpleasantness without the antecedent of sistem- 

io sensations. A systemic sensation or couplexels of sistem- 

io sensations may be pleasurable at one time and unpleasur- 

able at another, or some times indifference, remaining their 

sensory qualities. They do not always merge into the gener- 

al hedonic quality of pleasantness or unpleasantness. 

Nafe gives an objection to ¡ kind of Warren's view from 

the experimental results: "Affection is not," concludes Nafe, 

"simply a meaning carried by organic sensations. Nor is it 
a blend of organic s e 2 g nsa ti one. " 

Thus Warren's position seems to be untenable. 

1. CA,.._ eat. P. 281. 2. iaf 
"lee J.P. "An..,xperimental Study of, the Affective Qual- 

es," Amer. J. Psychol. Vol. 35. 1924. p. 544. 
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Section 3. MacCurdy: Active 

Unc onsci ous Image Processes. 

McCurdy 's view regarding Affect, which is to be stated 

here, is not only of pleasure- unpleasure but also of other 

affective processes in the wide sense. "I am inclined," he 

says, "to the view that the pleasure aspect of 'pleasure - 

pain" need not give us pause in studying affect. It may be 

regarded as a mild feeling tone accompanying certain behav- 

iour or experience. But pain is not so easily disposed of. 

If we are to group it with other affects we must find some 

formula which will cover its phenomena as well as those of 

complicated emotional states." 1 Then he gives the following 

formula: "Affect is any subjective experience that, when 

examined introspectively, is considered to originate in or 

belong to the subject Is individual organism. It may be felt 
to be either mental or physical, to be stimulated by sense 

perception, by a thought, or to be causeless. But in no 

ease is it thought to be a quality of the stimulus, except 
in relation to the subject." "In self -conscious man 

affect is usually associated with emotional expression. 

1. Raccords, J. T. The Psychology of Emotion. 1925. p. 44. 
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,k A complete elmo n is a cambination of aîfect and e mot zoral 

expreSSi On. " 
Concerning the condition of Affect. "Zmcti o;na1 ex- 

s' 

¡ pression is the pr ct of uanc ons ci o:s images which s tiara- 

late involuntary behaviour, either overt or visceral, ac- 

cess cry t a p'.wp csefa t.ions. Affect is the impression 

made on one ci ous ness '*. ac .:.r c ':.r.sci cue imaginal pr o- 

ceeees, whi ch d.oi not gai u._.ezR crutp..et. 

The affect-producing images may be reproductions of 

enQircmental perceptï,one, of new combiraatione of these or of 

"per cep t,i of t^adi1, e s s e s pr that never have been cons lc- 

i cue . ,r,° c ÿ.av .:, the energy fl owing through -Y any in- 

; atinnc nne: ce carried off or deflected by ade- 

quate ex.,_ on in T,oevi our or c ons ci Cue th ought. I f how- 

ever, an tÌtactive Tar ocess be activated but denied these 

outlets, the energy i damned up and fl owe iut o c ollateral 
channels. If these,, in turn, fail to carry of the energy, 

tacking up goes on far ,L.fler aó7rl.d fur tiller it ende the 

the prod= tion of s,o4atic Sy.:14o. The mor e darn-el n up 

there is the mger wil :'s.Q; affect be until the p oint of 

P ,Ysiol *gica,l discharge is reached. If this actually draies 

off errera, the affect Will. then be reduced or, perhaps, 

1. CP cit. p. 44. 
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abolished. "1 

It should be noticed that 2viacCurdÿ's usage of the word 

'instinct' is this: "Instinct, in the sense used in this 

book, is a pattern reaction that operates, or tends to op- 

erate, when activated in an automatic way. It therefore 

includes habit reactions and, inevitably, acquired concepts 

and meanings-."2 eanings . "2 

He further states regarding Affective quality. "The 

quality of the affect is determined by the sum total of un- 

conscious complexes that are activated, and may therefore 

have an infinite variety;" or otherwise expressed, "The 

quale of an affective experience may be determined by many 

trains of unconscious images. This may be put another way 

by saying that it is the product of the nature and propor- 

tions of the instinct processes unconsciously activated. This 

hypothesis allows - nay, it demands - the possibility of 

endless varieties of affects." 4 

Judging from the above mentioned, LúacCur d,V s view in 

question seems to be that affect may be produced by uncon- 

scious ideational tension or unconscious resistence, in 

1. 
2. 

Op. Cit. p.567. 
OP cit. p. 556 . 3. 

4. 
Op. ci t. . 36 . 
Cp. cit. p. 569. 
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more common expression. The unconscious imaginal process 

is, of course, an important condition to produce affect, 

but it is not the whole. We are led then to regard this 

view as a par ti:l truth. 
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II. C ONATIV:ra 'THEORIES. 

Section 1. Ward: - Effective 

Attenti on. 

According to Ward, "There is pleasure in proportion 

as a maxima, of subjective activity or attention is ef- 

iectively exercised, and pain in proportion as such ef- 

fective attention is frustrated !ay restraints, distract- 
ions, shocks, or incomplete and faulty adaptations, or 

fails of exercise, owing to the narr owners of the field 
of consciousness or the slowness and smallness of its 
'changes." 1 

The meaning of 'attention' here given by Ward is con- 

scious or subjective activity; and conscious activity is 
so far inclusive of, and yet wider than, conative activity 
in his usage.2 

In explication of the above formula he goes on to say 

that "according to this formula, feeling is determined 
partly by quantitative,, or as we might say, material con- 

ditions, and partly by conditi ons that are formal and so 

far qualitative. "3 

1. Ward,James. Psychological Pr 
"The Encyclopaedia 3rittannica. article 'Psychology , 
2. psychological Principles. pp 3. 

CA. cit. p. 262 - 3. 

inciples . 1918, p. 262 . or 

" 11th ed. 1911. Vol. XX11. 

. 262 - 3. Foot note. 
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I will moreover refer to his interpretation of the 

conditions of the feeling-tone of sensations, t o understand 

his principal doctrine: - (1) "that - so far as feeling is de 

-termined J the intensity of a presentation - there is 

pleasure so long as attention can be adapted or accommod- 

ated to the presentation, and pain so soon as the intensity 

is too great for this; and (2) that of the cases where, 

though the intensity is slight, some sensations are decided- 

ly pleasant and others as decidedly painful - the cases, i.e., 
where feeling is determined by the quality of a presentation 

- those which are pleas ura ble (a) intr oduce or agreea bly incr- 

ease in - intensity certain organic sensations or (b) en- 

large the field of consciousness; while those which are pain- 

ful (a) introduce or disagreeably increase in intensity cer- 

tain organic sensations or (b) contract the field of con- 

sciousness. "1 

Thus 49ard may be said to have advanced Aristotle's doc- 

trine, that is, feeling depends on efficiency and realis- 
ation of activity, with more accurately psychological con- 

sideration. 

l. OP. cit, p. 248. 
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Section 2, Dewey: --- Fur therance or 

Hindrance of Self- Activity. 

Dewey considers feeling as "One side of all mental 
phenomena" and as "the interesting side of all conscious- 

ness." 

" +Feeling, Or the fact of interest," says Dewey, "is as 

wide as the whole realm of self, and self is as wide as the 

whole realm of experience. To determine the forms and con- 

ditions of feeling we must know s ome thing about self. Self 

is, as we have s o often seen, activity . It is not something 

which. acts; it is activity. All feeling must be an accom- 

paniment, theref ore, of activity. Through its activity, 

the soul is; and feeling is the becoming conscious of its 
own being. The soul exists for itself; it takes an inter- 
est in itself, and itself is constituted by activities. This 

is all that can be said in a general way about feeling. But 

the activity may be in two directions, and there may be con- 

sequently two kinds of interest. The activity may further 
or develop the self; it may hinder or retard it. The inter- 
est may be one of pleasure or of paain Between thee poles 
all feeling moves. "1 Or otherwise expressed, "pleasurable 

1. 
Dewey, J. psychology. 3rd rev. ed. 1891. p. 247. 
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feeling is the rendering manifest to the s cul its own act- 

ivity in a direction tending to increase of well- being, or 

self- realisation; painful feeling, the reverse», 1 

In short;- Furtherance or Hindrance of activity, or 

Well or Ill self- rea.lisaLion is the condition of pleasure - 

unpleasure. By Self, Dewey means activity itself, so 

furtherance or hindrance cf activity and well or ill 
self -realisation are different expression of the same fact. 

1. Op' cit. p. 248. 
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Section 3. Stout: ---- F-urthcrance or 

Hindrance of Conative Tendency. 

Stout shows a general view of his pain -pleasure theory 

in 'Analytic Psychology. ' "The antithesis between pleasure 

and pain is coincident with the antithesis between free and 

impeded pr ogress towards an end. Unimpeded progress is 

pleasant in pr op or ti on t o the intensity and c oniplexity of 

mental excitement. An activity which is thwarted or re- 

tarded either by the presence of positive obstruction, a 
by the absence of o- operative conditions, or in any other 

conceivable way, is painful in proportion to its intensity 

and c onplexity, and t o the degree of the hindrance. n1 

In 'Manual of Psychology', he treats the theory more 

thou,htfully and applies it to each mental process. 

(l) Of the Affective tone of Sensation, says Stout, 

"On the level of sensation, agreeable affective tone cor- 

Ines-Ponds to the positive phase of conation, and disagree- 
able With the negative. The pleasant experience is Q()in- 

cident with a c onative tendency which requires for its 
satisfaction the continuance of the experience. The un- 

1. Stout, C.F. Analytic Psychology. 1595. Vol. p. 270. 
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pleasant experience is coincident with a conative tendenc 

which requires for its satisfaction the discontinua.nc of' 

the experience." l' Besides, he states that the affective 

tone of the special sensations (súch as, ace ceding to him, 

light, sound, smell, taste, touch and tearperature), varies, 

first, with their intensity, secondly, with their duration, 

and thirdly with their quality.2 

(2) Of the affective tone of perceptual process: - 

In general, "Whateveir obstructs or disables perceptual pro- 

cess at the tine of its occurrence is disagreeable; what- 

ever favours or furthers it is agreeable ."3 lie includes 

'Success and Defeat as determining pleasure and pain' in 

the above general view. "Everybody knows," he says, "that 

it is unpleasant to be defeated in an endeavóur by adverse 

external circumstances, and that circumstancee'which facil- 
itate the attainment of th. end of an activity are for that 

reason pleasing. "4 

As regards eraotì on, "Some e1n oti one are invariably plea 

-sant and others unpleasant." -- -- "13-at other enotions may 

be either pleasant ac unpleasant, according to circumstances." 

1, stout. A Manual of Psychology 3rd ed. 1913. p. p328. 
2. P+uanual of Psychol. c;y. 3rd ed. p. 314ff . 3 OP. nit. p. 393. 
4 QP* cit. P. 403. 
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..... general we may say that an emotion is agreeable or 

disagreeable according as the conative tendencies involved 

in it are thwarted or ra tified. "1 

(3) Regarding Ideati ona.l and Conceptual pr ocesses: - 

According to Stout, the pleasures and pains of ideational 

processes have two sources. They are either due to a rem- 
.... . 

nant of the feeling-tone of an actual sensation cr percep- 

tion persisting in ideal revival, or they arise independ- 

ently in and through the ideational process itself as an 

activity directed toward an end.. As regards the first source, 

revived conditions of feeling -tone, he says, "feeling -tone 

cannot bd directly revived. Its recurrence depends on there - 

instatement cf the original conditions of production. Now 

the reproduction of the -percept is the ideal image is at the 

best only partial, and we should theref ace expect the re- 

vival of feeling -tone to be -partial alao." "In gen- 

eral, the agreeableness or disagreeableness of the ideal re- 

vival is not so intense; but apart from interfering con- 
y 

ditions, it is generally present in some degree. "" 

Iii the case of the sec and Fi our ces, that is, feeling -tone 

of ideational. activity itself, Stout assumes two forms of 

ideational activity; namely, "On the one hand, it may be 

i' hp, cit r. 417. 2, g°' cit. pp. 6d7 - 688. 
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directed to the production of some new result in the real 

world, or to the inc3fa : se of ()US knowledge of the real world; 

on the other hand, it may be a mere play of imaination. "l 

Then he generalises the conditions of Lr_ei-r affective tone 

as follows : - In both cases whatever furthers activity so 

as to make it more efficient, conduces to pleasure; and 

whatever obstructs it and makes it inefficient, conduces to 

pain." 
2 

In short, in his own wards : -- "Whatever conditions fur 

-they and favour c onati on in the attainment of its end, 

yield pleasure. Whatever conditions obstruct conation in 

the attainment of its end, are sources of displeasure. This 

is the widest generalisation which we can frame, fr on a pure 

-ly psychological point of view, as regards the conditions 

of pleasure and displeasure respectively , " 

It would be no exagger:_: Lion to say that Stout's theory 

is the most co:,aorehensive view as purely psychological theory 

of pleas ure -un >lea,s'are. 

Recently Tansley tries to explain the condition of plea 

ure °unpleasure applying the word 'libido': 

; Op, cit. p. 691.. 
Op. cl, f,. 691. 3. Stout, W. cit. p. 327. 

"pleasure is 
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primarily" says Tansley, lithe characteristic emotional tone 

of the affect which accompanies the successful discharge of 

libido along a conative channel and the attainment of the 

appropriate end. .Psychical pain is the opposite tone which 

accompanies thwarting of the libido in its efforts to attain 

the appr opriate end of the c onati on. "1 Then we should not- 

ice the meaning given to the word 'libido'. Tansley2defines 

libido as "psychic energy attached to a complex and discharg- 

ing thro1h a conative channel," .after slightly modifying 

J'ung's use of the word 'libido' in his 'The Psychology of 

the Unc onsci cus . ' Thus Tansley's view may be said substant- 

ially to be included in Stout's 
S o toe of Wells Is p esiti on that the realisati on and 

thwarting of urges or impulses are the sources cf pleasure - 

unpleasure.3 

McDougall is also to be considered as one of the re- 

presentative supp orters of the e onative theory in question. 

I cannot forbear t o cite a few sentences from his recent 

wcck. "Pleasure and pain result from the conation, are de- 

termined by the striving; pleasure, when the striving at- 
tains its natural g cal or progresses toward it; pain, when 

1 TansleY, A G The New Psychology, rev. ed. 1922. pp 78 -9 
2. Op. cit. P. 74. Footnote. 3, Wells, P. L, Pleasure and Behavi our. 1924. pp, 186-9 

PP 51 -2. p. 167. 
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striving is thwarted or obstructed and fails to achieve, or 

progress toward, its goal;" 1 otherwise stated. "The corre- 

lation of pleasare with success cr with progress toward the 

end of action, and of displeasure with fal.iure and thwart - 

in of action, must be accepted as fundamental, an ultimate 

fact of :Mind. "2 ( "As ultimate as Newton's laws of motion or 

the gravitation of tter," adds ivicDol.;. a 11. 

1 tcDoualì, . Outline of Psych ai oa. 1923. p. 26S. 
2 0p. cit. p. 191. 
3. cA.cit. foot note. 
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Section 4. Bartlett: Conflict, or 

Synchr onous, Integrated Expressi on of Tendencies. 

Under the head of 'The General Conditions of Feeling' 

Bartlett states: "Whenever there is adaptive, or purposive, 

behaviour which is carried out immediately and successfully 

upon the presentati on of a situati on to which r esp cnse is 

demanded, there is n o affect, cr very little. And second- 

ly, whenever the cognitive mater ia,.7. defining the situation 

to which a resp orse is made - whether it be perceptual, im- 

aginal, or ideal - appears clearly and sharply defined at 

the time the resp onse is being made, there is no affect, or 

very little. Contrariwise, whenever, (a) a resp crise is held 

up, obstructed. in s once way, or (b) the cognitive material 

involved in the making of a resp onse is blurred, vague or 

indefinite, affect tends to appear. "1 Regarding how our 

normal resp crises may be held up or obstructed: "There are 

three conditi cris of overwhelming imp ortance. First, true 

tendency to resp end may be hindered because it is directly 
blocked by another, or 'by others. Second, a tendency to 
resp Id- may be hindered because the cognitive material 
with which it has to work is imperfectly discriminated. 

1. Bartlett, F. C. "Feeling, Imaging and. Thinking." 
Brit. J. of Psycho.Vo1. 16. 1925. (pp 16 - 25) p, ]-6 a 7. 
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blurred, ill -defined and relatively forrnless. Third, there 

is the extremely interesting case in which a response is 

not treated as complete until it is supplemented by other 

responses related to it through the operation of the same 

general interest v :, ich it itself arises to satisfy. This 

third case shows at once that feeling appear; not only in 

consequence of what is happenigg conteraparraneously with its 

appearance but als o, in s Dire instances, in conssquence of 

that is going to happen in an as yet unrealised, or vaguely 

realised, future." 

He further goes on to say that "Affect not, in fact, 

the inetde uate knowing of any sort of material whatsoever, 

but is a matter of the balance of reaction tendencies which 

are celled into operati on when a ;given situation is present - 

ed.ii 2 Then he adverts to the conditions of the pleasing 

and displeasing character of affect; - "There are two great 

classes of cases. In the first tendencies conflict, and one 

obstructs another or others. The affect than has a displeae 

'if character. In the other synchronous tendencies find 

pro ressive satisfacti on, and here the affect has a pleasing 

character.: The pleasing character of affect d.,n. the, :second 

1. OP. cit. p. 18 
2. CP. cit. p. 22. 

. 
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case is, ] tUnk, directly connected with the fact that 

tris is tine characteristic case for the development by integ 

-gation of genuinely new forms cf reaction. "l 

e capitulates his main position as follows ; - 

(1) "All feelings of the displeasing or depressing class 

are due directly to a clash or conflict of reaction tend- 

encies, one tendency or gr oup holding up another tendency 

or group which nevertheless still strives to find expression" 

(2) "All feelings of the pleasing cr exhilarating gr oup 

are due directly to the Synchronous ex-pression of tendencies 

which, by coming and continuing in op:erati cr, together, are 

integrated to pr educe s orne new mode of reaction." 2 

He furthermore gives an interesting account regarding 

the functional aspect of pleasure- unpleasure freer a s ome who t 
genetic point of view; Ir5ust a.s unplea.sure is a 'sign' that 
there is a conflict t o be s omeh t !i r es olve d, s c pleasure may 

be a 'sign' that a new reacti on tendency involving the co- 

operation and integration of a number of distinguishable 
reaction tendencies is in process of acquisition. To main- 

tain the pleasure is to carry further the process of acquir- 

ing new reactions. The new synthesis cf response secured in 

this way does not ne.d, it should be noticed, to issue in a 

1. Cp. ci t 
2, cp. cit. ..151).'2;i' 
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satisfactory' practical adapta.ti on. 

Let us finally consider the c onditi cn of pleasure shown 

by him. Ac c or ding t o him the c ondi ti on of p leasux 6 is the 

synchronous expression of tendencies integrated to produce 

some new mode of reaction. It practically means, I think, tk 

-at the harmonious integration among the active processes 

in which certain psycho- organie activity is -concerned to 

produce s orne new mode of reac ti on, is the condition of plea- 

sure. The harmonious integration among the active process- 

es or tendencies may coincide with the furtherance or eff- 

ectiveness in the certain psycho - organic activity in the 

attainment of its end. It may, therefore, be regarded that 

the harrnoni cus integration am ong the active pr ocesses or 

tendencies in which certain psycho- organic activity is con- 

cerned in the attainment of its end is the condition of 

pleasure. Then what is the relati on between Ito pr oduce 

some new mode of reaction' and 'in the attainment clf its 
end! ? 

Psycho- crganicanity itself is an active process of cease 

-less change, and its environment is also ceaseless change. 

it rray, accordingly, be said that in the attainment of the 

end of certain psycho-organic activity or in its termination 
the psycho- organic unity may have some new experience, even 

1. Op. oit, pp . 27 - a. 
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in habitual or instinctive activities which are regarfded as 

tre reproducti on of a relatively old mode of reaction. 

In this sense 'every attainment of the end of certain 

psycho- organic activity' may genetically or evolutionarily 

be regarded as 'the pr oduction of some new mode of reaction.' 

It is tc be noted however that a newly produced react- 

ion is not entirely new but it is produced on the foundation 

of old mode of rea_cti ens; and that even when a relatively 

old mode of reactions such as instinctive or habitual act- 

ivities discharge with harmoni cus integration in the at- 

tainment of its end we may have pleasure relatively to 

the antecedent state. 

It seems to be more comprehensive to hold ,the at- 

tainment of its end' regarding the question than specially 

to restrict it to 'the production of some new mode of re- 

action. I 
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Section 5. Bouáfield: --- Tension. 

Bousfield's l iev,, may be stated as representative of 

the tension theory regarding the question. 

In the case of pain he illustrates as follows:- 

NEeperiences of various kinds lead us to the conclusion 

that, speaking generally, the pain (displeasure) experien- 

ced under any condition, is relatively prop oc ti onal to the 

actual tension present, and has no relation to the time 

taken to produce that tension. Subject, therefore, to 

such modifications as may be re-presented by the difference 

in sensitivity of different cells, or the degree of con- 

sciousness present, we may say that pain is proportional 
to tension. We may elaborate it slightly by writing it as 

P = T.S.C. - -- where P == pain, T 2= tension, and S and 

C represent constants of sensitivity and consciousness res 

-pectively. "1 

In the case of pleasure: Pleasure, according to him, 

rults from the removal of tension and it appears to be 

in some measure prop crtional to the rate of fall of ten- 
sion "If vue were" he says, "to compáre them with dynamic 

factors, ve might say that pain resembled a functicn of 

l' BcuafYúld, P. Pleasure and Pain. 1926. p. F. 
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velocity, while pleasure represented a function cf rate of 

change cf vel ccity in an Apposite direction. Since plea- 

sure is thus a factor of time, as well as of tension, we 

may represent it by the f ormula,- 

3r =- -7- --S C. = % 0 5.0 

Vhere X represents the amount of pleasure, and S and 

Crepresent the constants of sensitivity and eonsciota ness." 

T represents the amount of tension produced, t represents 

the time during which it is acting. 

1 

Gi ving the following figure, he says, " We depict a 

gradual rise of tension fro:; S to A. (far the moment we shall 
n biect the factors S and C ) . 

A 

B 

c 
D 

E F 

c 

Peest4AAAJL 

At A a sudden fall takes place. This fall is representel( 
from ,i to B by dr op of 10 in 1, fr om B to C ry a dr op cf 

10 in 3, fro C to D by a dr op of 1p in 6, fr ora ÿ to E by a 

1, Q. p. 29. 
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drop of 6 in 10, fr cm E to F, by a dr op of 3 in 10, and so 

on, 

Let us now plot the pain and pleasure curves from this. 

As already stated, the pain curve is efficiently registered 

by the f or:nula r r T. i.e., by the line R.A. The pleasure 

curve, represented "oy is plotted below, thus: - 

From A to B °eT. 10 and is shown at a. 

10 
B to C s= 3.3" 

l0 
-¿o D 

dr . 6 r. 1.6 

6 
" p t o 3 

oL t 
F., t0 F .Z7- TS a 

aLt. 

u n " b 

If e 

. 6 II 11 li 

st C 

" ci. 

3 If e. 

Thus a - b - e - ci - e, represents our pleasure 

curve, and we at once observe that pleasure is not pro- 

portional in any way t o the am ount of tension (or of 

pain) present ep r se ." It must not, however, be 

taken that this simple formula, as it stands,x-= .5.0 

is intended to represent 6: ny exact measure of pleasure. 

It' simply represents the zeneral type of curve which we 

might expect in simple cases, and it may be modified by 

nY other constants. For instance, if It, is infinite- 
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ly small, we do not cet infinite pleasure; there is a 

limit to both pleasure and pain, which is not expressed 

in either the pain or pleasure formula." l 

Finally he s u_.ima r is es as f of l owe: - 

"In the conscious animal pain is the conscious, af- 

fect accompanying tension, and it is pr qo or ti onal to the 

tension, but modified by the sensitivity of the cell or 

individual on the one hand, and by the kind of stimulus 

on the other hand."- 

"Pleasure is that affect which results in the c on- 

scious animal a.s a, re ,ult of the discharge or neutralis- 

ation of tension. It is not, however, prop crticnai to 

the amount of tension as in the case of pain, but has a 

relation to the rate of discharge of tension modified 

by the sensitivity of the cell or individual on the one 

hnd, and the type of stimulus on the other hand, to- 

¿ether with other possible determinants. It has a relit 
-ion t o the f cic mul.a: 

X t 

1. op. cit. pp 
2. 4p, cit, p. 3 Op. cit. p . 

29 - 32. 
93. 
93. 

where pleasure is represented 
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The nature of the above doctrine c bnsiderir ten- 

sion and its relief as the condition of pain and plea- 

sure has been suggested by many since Plato. Never- 

theless it should be said that Bousfield carries the 

'previous tension theories a step further. 
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CHAP as IV. 

SUidtiAlY AND C 1C LUS I ON. 

Section 1. Characteristics of Each 

The ory. . 

(1) Bi ol ogical and Evoluti onary The or iAs. 

In general, the bi ol ogìcal and evolutionary the cr- 

ies ex-press well or ill being of the general function 
of organism as a whole, both physical and mental,as the 

main conditi on of pleasure- unpleasure; or stress the re- 
lation between organism a,nd envir onment, such as organic 

harmony or disc or d, or well or ill adjustment envir- 

onment, or success or defeat in the struggle as the sig- 
nificant c onditi ons in question. And s o_me of them give 

interesting views r egar ding its genetic process. 

The foll.owing two points may be regarded as the fun 

-damental character istìcs of the biological und evolut- 

ionary the or regarding the question. 

Characteristic A. 

Free ctt impeded, or effective or defective activity, 
or well/ 
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or ill realisati on of activity in the life pr ocess, or 

success or defeat in the struggle is the condition of 

pleasure- unpleasure: As suggested in Aristotle Is theory 

- free or impeded activity, or perfect or imperfect real 
isition of active pr cc ass; Kant - furtherance or hind - 

rance of life process; Bain - increase or abatement of 

vita] function; and ;4 ogre - success or defeat in the 

struggle. 

Characteristic B. 

From the relation among organic processes and the 

relati on between or ganisin and envir on::aent; integration 
or disintegrati on of organic processes, or organic har- 

mony or discord to envir onment is the condition of rea 
sure- unpleasure: As suggested in Plato's thr cry r viii 

turbance or restoration of organic harmony; Bianchi - 

Integrati on or gr owth, or disintegrati on or diminuaii on 

of the organism, physical and mental.; 

harmony or disc ord t o env ir onment. 

Myers - Organic 

As the third characteristic it may be regarded that 
the biological utility has close correlation to the con- 

dition of pleasure- unpleasur e, which is suggested by 

Spencer, Bain and Bianchi etc. with slight differences. 
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However the question of :iolo is l utilit,,' of ,ole .sure - 

unpleasúre is very disputed. So we shall further consid 

-er it in the last section in this chapter. 
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(2) physiol.ogica,i Theorie,;. 

physioi.ogical theories contributzl tc the studies of 

p]yrsiolo61Cr -1 conditions in general and neurological cor 

- relate concerning the causes of pleasure -unpleasure. 

The f of l owing two p.oints may be regarded as the fun 

- damental character i, tics of the physi o3 ogic,:,2 theories 

regarding the cues ti on. 

Characteristic A. 

Free or Impeded Nery oils Discharge, ar Ready or Un- 

ready Nervous Conduction is the c ondi t i. ons of pleasure - 

unplea.sure; as su;gelsted in Marston Is theory - Free or 

impeded mot or discharge; Tr oland - Increase or Decrease 

of Synaptic C onductance; Thorndike - Readiness or Unread 

-iness of New ous C onducti on, which is mainly referred 
to priraary pleasure -unpleasure. 

Characteristic B. 

The relation between -nervous wear and repair, dis - 

turbb;nce cr restoration of nervous eyuilibri ugly or the bal 

-ance 
Of phy si of ogical conditions or energy, is the con- 

dition of pleasure -unpleasure: As suggested in Marshall's 
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the m'y - Balance of Energy or Nutritive C ondi ti ons of org- 

an$; Lehmann - The Ratio of Assimilation to Dissimilation 

during the activity of a. central neuron group; Harvey's 

final general-law -The Ratio of Destruction of tissue to 

its Restoration. It i;. to be noticed that Marshall's 

position is also partly involved in the characteristic A. 
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(3) Psychological Theories; 

In the psychcl ogica.l. theories, cognitive theories are 

not sufficient to solve the causes of' :Measure- unpleasure, 

as already criticised. They seem to appear as only a par 

-tial truth. Then let us turn our attention to conative 

theories only as the psychological the cries expressing 

the causes or conditions of pleas ure- unpl.gasure. The 

points maintained in Herbert's and McCurdy Is cognitive 

thecocies may be regarded substantially to be included 

in the principles of the conative theories. The psycho 

-logical theories which mean conative thsor:. 

see?.,, to stress the more a.cc erately psychological 

expression in explaining the c onditi ons in lues; ti on or 

to emphasise the treatment of psych.ol.ogica.l conditions 

in question. 

The following two points may be regarded as the fun- 

damental characteristics of the psychological theories 

regarding the question. 

Characteristic rì. 

From the relation of psychical activity to its end; 

furtherance ar hindrance of conative process cr psychic 

activity in the wide sense, or success or failure, in 
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attainment of the end, or effective or defective psychical 

activity, is the c onditìon of pleasure- unpleasure: As sug- 

gested gested ir. st out Is the ory - Fur therance or Hindrance (which 

includes success and defeat) of conative tendency in the at 

tainment of its end; and so too in IIILcDougall Is; Dewey - 

Furtherance or Hindrance of Activity of Self, or well -ill 
self -realisation; Ward - effective or ineffective attention 

by attention Ward means conscious or subjective activity); 

Tansley - successful. discharge of libido along a conative 

channel and the attainment of the appropriate end or the re- 

verse. 

Characteristic B. 

From the relation among psychical activities; Integrat 

-ion or disintegration, organisation or dis organisation, or 

Harmony or discard of the actual interaction among activit- 
ies is the c ondi ti on of pleasure- unpleasure: As suggested. 

in Bartlett Is theory - Affect is a matter of the balance 

01 reactive tendencies, pleasure frcm the synchronous ex- 

pression of tendencies which are interated to .r oduce some 

new mode of reaction, unpleasure their conflict. Bianchi 

aleo suggests integrati on or dis integrati On of the Psychó- 

organic unity as condition of pleasure-unpleasure in his 

biol0eica1 view. 



Finally some consideration must be given regarding 

'tension'. Tension is a conscious state of strain or un- 

easiness. To express it more psycholo;icall.y, tension may 

be regarded t o be due t o the hindrance of c ona tive tendency; 

or due to the disintegrati on or conflict among active pre - 

cesses. And s o the relief of tensi on becomes the fur ther- 

ance or normal conditi cri of conative tendency, or may bring 

about harmony among active processes. Consequently Bous - 

field's suges ti en in ques ti on may be said substantially 

to be included in both the characteristic A and B. 

However the characteristic A and B both have closely 

intrinsical r elati on to each other, which will be c onsìd- 

ered in the next sec ti on. 
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Sec ti on 2. Fundamental C onditi ens or 

Causes of Pleas ure- Unpleasure. 

(1) The Relation among the characteristic A in 

each theory. 

The characteristic A in the Biological and Evolution- 

ary theory may be regarded as expressing the furtherance cr 

hindrance, or effectiveness or defectiveness of activity of 

the psycho- organic unity as a fundamental c onditi on of plea :1- 

ure-unpleasure. 

The characteristic A in the physiological theory may 

be regarded to express the physiological aspects or the 

nervous correlate regarding the furtherance or hindrance, 

or effectiveness or defec tiveness of the active pr ocess in 

quel ti on. 

The characteris tic A in the psych ca.. ogic&1 theory, that 
is, the furtherance or hindrance, or effectiveness at defect- 
iveness of c ona tive pr ocess or psychical activity in the wide 

Sense as a fundamental condition in question, may well be re- 

garded. as the more accurately psychological expressi on or 

Psychologicai treatment regarding the p oint which the other 

theories treat biologically or physiologically. 
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Hence it may be said that each of the above the or ies 

contributes t o express a fundamental condition cf pleas - 

ure- unpleasure fr om different aspects, and that the char - 

actèristics A in each theory have an intrinsically close 

relati on to one an other. 

(2) The Relation among the Characteristic 

B in each The tiny. 

The character is characteristic B in the Bi of ogical and v olutionary 

theory may be regarded as expressing integration or disin- 

tegration, or harmony. ac discord.arnong organic processes or 

between organism and envir onment as a fundamental conditi on 

of pleasure- uny.) lea sti,re. 

The characteristic B in the physiological theory, that 

is, the nervous uye tr or r epatr disturbance or rest ace i oïl 

Of nervaus equilibrium as the condition in question, 'm,ay 

otherwise be expressed by the f cl l owi ng: - Harm y.: or dis- 
cord of physiolooìc:l conditi on or nery cas organisation is 

a fundamental. condition of pleasure- unpleasure. Then this 
characteristic may be regarded to express substantially the 

fundamental physiological aspect in the characteristic B in 
the biological and evoluti onary theory. 
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The characteristic B in the Psychological theory, that 

io, integrati on or disintegrati on, or harmony or disc (I'd a- 

mong psychical activities in the wide sense as a fundamental 

condition in clues tion, can hardly be doubted to treat the 

the psychological conditi ons of the question. 

Thus it may als o be said that each of the above theor- 

ies contributes substantially t o express another fundament- 

al condition of pleasure- unpleasure from different aspects, 

and that the characteristics B in each the ory have an in- 

trinsically close relation to each other. 
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(3) General C oncl. u.si on of Fundainental. C on- 

diti ons of Pleas ur e-Unpleas ure . 

Fr om the f cc' ci ng c ons i der a ti on c one er ni ng the fund- 

amental characteristics of each theory in question and their 

inter- reiati on, we may generalise or c onclude the fundamen- 

tal conditions or causes cf pleasure- unpiea.sure as follows, 

which may be taken as the general conclusion or the general 

laws of the conditi on or cause of pleasure -unpleasure 

Fundamental C onditi on A. 

From the relation of certain activity to its end; it 

may be maintained that pleasure or unpleasure is a conscious 

process which is caused or c onditi oned by fur therance or 

hindrance, or effective or defective in certain activity 

in the attainment of its end. 

Fundamental C ondition B. 

From the relation among active pr ocesses in certain act- 

ivity, which always include the rela ti on between psycho-orgar. 

is unity and environment; it may be maintained that pleasure 

orr ünpleaeure is a conscious pr ocess which is caused or con- 

ditioned by integration or disintegration, harmony cr discord 

or organisa ti on ac dis organisation, in the interaction among 

active pr ocesses in which cer tain activity is concerned. 
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These two fundamental c onditi on s have been drawn main 

ly from the psychological s tandp oint referring t o both the 

biological and physi ol c6i cal p oints cf view regarding the 

question. 'Fundamental. Condition A' has been concluded from 

further consideration of th.e characteristics A of each theory 

and their inter -relation, 'Fundamental Condition B' from 

further consideration of the characteristics B of each theory 

and their i nt er -r ela.ti on. 

By 'certain activity' I mean any activity in our psycho - 

organic unity, or the active side cf our psycho - organic unity, 
........ 

or conative pr ocess in the wide. sense. 'End' means both 

the raark aimed at, and the termination of certain activity. 

'Certain activity in question may some times be a c ompara- 

tively par tial process in our psycho - organic unity, or it 
may sometimes be a comparatively total experience of our 

psycho - organic unity. 

S_o the'certain activity' may be regarded as covering 

Ward's'consei cue ar subjective activity', Dewey's Activity', 

Stout's 'C °native tendency, ' and Bartlett's Tendency.' 

It is also to be noticed that the psychological con - 

ditions of pleasure -unpleasure in any activity are not only 

conscious process in the narrow sense, but also unconscious 

process and endo- psychic pr ocess that is the activity of 
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the various mental elements in the unconscious, relatively 

to one another. This point has been partly suggested by 

eacCurdy as we have seen. 

The Relation between the Fundamental 

Conditions 1-i and B. 

It mai be regarded that the more perfectly integrated 

and harmonised the active processes, the better the further 

anee and effectiveness of activity; and the more disinteg- 

rated and disharmonised the active processes, the more the 

hindrance and deficiency of activity. 

On the other hand it may also be regarded that the more 

perfectly furthering and effective activity is, the better 

integration and harmony among active _processes exist; and 

vice versa. 

It may rncceover be suggested that the furtherance or 

hindrance, cr effectiveness..or -.defectiveness in certain act - 

ivity,is due to the harmony or discord, or integration or 

disintegration among active processes, cr the former brings 

about the latter; and that the harmonyt, or discord, cr integ- 
ration or disintegration among active processes, is due to 

the furtherance or hindrance, or effectiveness or defectivel- 

ness in certain activity, or the f or ner brings about the 
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;latter. As a practical and concrete fact the furtherance or 

hindrance, or effectiveness or defectiveness in activity and 

the harmony or discord, or integration or disintegration a- 

mong active processes, seem to appearto coincide. 

Then it may well be suggested that the fundamental con- 

' ditions A and B have the closest intrinsical relation to each 

other; or it may further be suggested that A and B in quest- 

ion may be regarded as aspects of one concrete fact. 

Thus we have reached the most general arid comprehensive 

laws to explain the fundamental conditions or causes of plea 

-sure- unpleas ur e 

INTO,, let us try the application of the above fundamental 

laws on the general classes of pleasure- unpleasure. 

First from the side of pleasure: 
Two great or general classes of pleasure given Ywr the 

following writers will be stated. 

Meyers - (1) Feeling from organic strain to a. favourable 

environment (enhanced vitality) . denoted by S -{- (2) Feel - 

ing from organic relaxation. to a favourable environment (Nest) 

denoted by R -- . 
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Moore - (1) pleasures of activity; and (2) pleasures of 

rest. 

Larshali1- (1) pleasures induced active functioning; 

and (2) pleasures connected with cessation of activities ( or 

as he calls them, pleasures of relief or rest.) 

Dumont`' - (1) positive pleasures which result from an 

increased excitement, as e.g. those of the senses, those of 

activity, such as games etc.; and (2) negative pleasures which 

result from a diminished expenditure, as e.g., rest, cheerful- 

ness. 

Bousfieidd - (1) exciting pleasure, that attained by dis- 

charge of tensìcn,caused by added stimuli; and (2) calm pleas - 

ure, that attained by the discharge of normal tension. 

The conditions or causes of these two genera]. groups of 

pleasures may well all be explained from furthering or effect- 
ive activity, or integration or harmony among active processes, 

ce relief or restoration from a disintegrated or hindering 
state. 

en We Oa. 

Marshall pain pleasure and Aesthetics. p. 191 and p. 215. 
2. Durnont,L, Th'orie scientifique de la sensibilite. cited 

by T. Ribot. The Psychology of the Emotions. pp. 151 - 2. 
'3 Bousfield. Pleasure and Pain. p. 95. 
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Next from the side of unpleasure; 

Also two great or general classes of unpieasure have 

been given by representative writers regarding the question. 

spencer - (1) the positive pains of excessive actions; 

and (2) the negative pains of inactions. 

lúyyers - (1) Feeling from organic strain to an unfavour- 

able environment (unrest) denoted by S -; and (2) Feeling from 

organic relaxation to a.n unfavourable environraent (Reduced 

Vitality), denoted by R - . 

Moore - (1) thwarting; pains of excess. 

Marshalll- (1) pains connected with failures to function 

(or as he calls them, pains of obstruction) ; and. (2) pains 

connected with excesses of function. 

Dumont` - (1) positive pains which. result from an increased 

expenditure, as e.g., effort, fatigue etc.; and (A) negative 

pains which result from absence of excitement, as e.g. weak- 

ness, exhaustion, inanition, physical pain properly so call- 
ed, (I think it is very doubtful that Dumont classes physic- 
al pain as the negative pains) etc. 

1. OP. cit. p. 191. and p. 215. 
2. op. cit. -pp. 131 - 2. 
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The conditions or causes of these two general groups 

of unpleasures also may well be explained from hindering 

or defective activity, or disintegrated or disharmonised 

active processes . 

Moreover, a few important things should be noticed re- 

lating to the above fundamental conditions of pleasure -un- 

pleasure. 

In the first place it is to be noticed that in some 

kind of furthering state of activity or harmonious state 

of active processes we may sometimes have no appreciable 

degree of pleasure, according to circumstances, that is to 

say, we may sometimes have the neutral state or indiffer- 

ence in such a case. As we have mentioned in Part I, when 

Borne instinctive tendencies and most habitual tendencies 

naturally or normally discharge, that is to say, when these 

activities work naturally or smoothly without any apprec- 

iable disturbance ar tension, we may have the neutral states. 

Of course, it is needless to say that in these smoothly go- 

ing states we never experience unpleasure. Therefore Leh - 

manns formula. D a 1,. by which he denotes the condition of 

pleasure, should also include such as normally and smoothly 

narking processes being indifference, as already critised. 
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But whenever a state becomes restored from the previ cus un- 

pleasant conditions, i.e. hindering, defective or disinteg- 

rated process, the newly bec oing fur thering or harmonious 

state is no doubt always pleasant. This point has been ex- 

tsenely emphasised as the condition of pleasure by Plato 

and Bausfield, as we have seen. 

Nevertheless it is also no doubt that without any spec 

ial or appreciable relation to the previous condition, we 

may have a pleasurable experience from futthering or effect 

ive, or integrated or harmonious active state in the pres- 

ent situation. 

Relating to this question something must be con- 

sidered regarding the relativity of pleasure- unpleasure. Let 

us refer to Baldwin's suggestion: "The relativity of plea- 

sure and pain is a relativity in the long run. Pleasure 

is the cessation of pain in the sense that a state pleas- 

'sable on the whole is a state of better or better-adjust- 
ed function by reason of the pains already experienced. So 

pain is a cessation of pleasure in the sense that a state on 

the whole painful is in some respect a state of worse ar 

warse-adi usted function by reas on of earlier pleasant states. 

But absoluteness must also be true in the sense that single 

pleasures and pains must be what they are in the present 
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state of the organism. Many painful states are painful inde- 

pendently of the pleasurable states at present possible, and 

pleasurable states afire pleasurable independently of possible 

painful states." 1 

Indeed the conditions of pleasure -unpleasure are great- 

ly influenced by the relativity,, but it should carefully be 

noticed that the relativity itself is not the condition of 

pleasure- unplea.sure. 

Thus we have seen that the relation between the previous 

state and present state in the sequence of activities must be 

regarded as important to pleasure- unpleasure experience. 

Any of our psycho - organic activity may be regarded as an 

active system itself which has some degree of integration or 

organisation as a whole. 

Sc the normally or naturally integrated or organised pre 

-cesses or smoothly going activity is sometimes indifferent, 

as already mentioned. 

Then, when we speak of furtherance-hindrance, effective- 

ness- defectiveness cr harmony- discord, integration- disinteg- 

1. Baldwin, J. M. Handbook of Psychology, Feeling and Will. p.126 
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ration, or organisation-disorganisation of activity or among 

active processes as the condition of pleasure -unpleasure, we 

should have a standard by which we observe or speak of it. 

What is the standard in question? We are not able to think 

that the present situation in certain activity or active pro- 

cesses is furthering or harmoni ous, or the reverse, without 

taking account of the relation or comparison between the 

present state and the previous- state in the active sequence or 

the normal or natural state in the individual, It may thus 

be seen that the standard in question is the previous situat- 

ion in the active sequence or the normal or natural state in 

the individual which to be compared relatively to the pre- 

sent situation in which pleasure - unpleasure will be concerned. 

Therefore when we speak cf the furtherance -hindrance or 

effectiveness - defectiveness in certain activity at the pre- 

sent moment, it means that the certain activity at the mo 

meat is furthering or.. hindering, or effective or defective 

as compared with the previous situation in the active sequ- 

ence or the normal_ or natural state in the individual. So 

too, of harmony -discard, integration -disintegration and 

organisation - dis organisation among active process concern- 

ed in the certain activity. 
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consequently our position regarding the fundamental 

conditions of pleas ure -unpleasure above cone] uded may be 

understood ais o as taking account of the question of relat- 

ivity. 

As regards the c cediti on of indifference it may be said 

that indifference or the neutral states may be experienced 

in the normal, natural or habi tuai states of activi fy, which 

has not aaT ciabla degree of the conditions that cause 

pleasure or unpleasure, except abnormal or morbid conscious 

states. 

In the sec and place, from the side of stimi;lati on, it 

may be said that the condition of pleasure- unpleasure depends 

partly on the quantity of s ti:mula ti on, and partly on the 

quality of stimulation. This can easily be observed in such 

coinparitively simple experience or experiment of the feel$ng- 

tone of sensations as sight, sound, smell, taste, touch and 

ten erature. 

Most stimulations in the moderate degree of their quan- 

titative aspects may cause pleasure, and in the extreme de- 

gree unpleasure. And it may be regarded that these quantit- 

atively moderate á timula ti one cause effective or harmoni ous 

1nfluende, t o the psycho- organic process. 
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On the other hand it may also be regarded that the 

quantitatively extreme stimulations cause defective or dis- 

harmoni ous influence t o the psytcho- organic process . 

The standard or measure regarding the moderate degree 

and the extreme of the quantitative aspects of stimulation 

will be modified according to the kinds of stimulation and 

the individual subjective c onditi ons, and other circum- 

stances. It is well known that intensity in the quantitative 

aspect of s timula ti on is mos t remarkable in relation to the 

condition of .pleasure- unpleasure. 

s ome s timulati onp, as among tastes and smells, 

cause pleasure or else unplea.sure, almost regardless of in- 

tensity, that is to say, in such cases the quality cf stimu 

-lacions is the main condition in determing feeling -tone. 

Spencer and Harvey, as we have seen, hold the biologic 

-al utility theory to explain these oases, although they do 

not give any sa ti slat t cry interpr eta ti on for the exceptional 

cases. It s till remains a hard question to explain in de- 

tail and satisfactorily why certain kinds of stimulation 

cause pleasure or pleasure by their quality mainly. 

However i t does not seem imp oss ible generally to ex- 

plain the condition of these special cases fr am our p osit- 
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ion which has concluded as the fundamental conditions of 

pleasure- unpleasure. 

As already stated Stout generally concludes feeling - 

tone of sensations as due to the positive or the negative 

phase of c ona ti on; and Ward also explains the condition of 

the feelings that are caused mainly by the quality of sen- 

sations fr an his principal doctrine. 

McDougall, under the question that certain sensations 

are intrinsically pleasurable and others intrinsically pain 

-ful, states : - "It may be maintained that what we call a 

painful sensation is essentially a sense-impression which 

evokes aversion, a c onative tendency t o escape or with- 

draw from the situation." --- - -_ "It may be maintained with 

equal plausibility that pleasures of sense are also con- 

ditioned by c ona, ti on, If we consider the case of the plea- 

sure of the palate, we see that the pleasant tastes are 

those which stimulate us to maintain the processes of mast- 

ication and deglution." 
1 

Caa.2, 

Lotze tries to explain the cause of a similarAby har- 

mony and the reverse; "Feeling is in the right even if it 

l ldcDougail, An Introduction to Social Psychology. pp371 

- 373. 
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ie pleased with the sweet taste of a p oison, and finds the 

antidote bitter; for in the f orner there is a momentary har- 

mony between the impression aid the energy of the nerve, and 

in the pain of the latter an antagonistic disturbance of our 

prevailing state."' 

Bitterness a bad smell that causes npleasure seems to 

evoke some defective or disharmonious phase in the conative 

activity at the moment, and a stimulus like sweetness that 

it apt to cause pleasure seems to evoke some effective or 

harmonious phase or effect to the conative activity at the 

moment. Even sugar of lead that is a deadly poison may 

cause pleasurable feeling at the In anent, because it may 

momentarily have the saine effect to the conative activity 

as in the case of ordinary sugar. 

Accordingly that the condition of pleasure- unpleasure 

depends partly on the quantity and partly on the quality of 

stimulation may substantially or essentially be included 

or generalised in the general conclusion of the fundamental 

conditions of pleasure -unpleasure. 

1. Lotze,H. Microcosmus, Vol.I. pp. 241 - 2. trans. by 

E. Hamilton and E.E.C. Jones. 1885. 
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Section 3. The ;a,ue,ticn of Utility 
cf Irleas ur Unpleasure. 

As already stated Spenc Ïr re-ar ds pleasure and pain as 

the correlative of activities that have in the long; run 

proved beneficial and injuri cue respectively to both the 

individual and the race in the hi :her types of sentient 

beings, r ec ognising excepti cns to the general doctrine. 

Schneider,1 on the other hand, restricts the utility 

of feeling to the species or race only: that is, pleasure 

corresp cnd.ing t o specific utility and pain to specific in- 

jury. However pleasure and pain are essentially subjective, 

individual states. So it is far .frein actual fact to dis- 

regard the individual aspect regarding the question. 

Bain, presenting the law of self -conservation as funda- 

mental law of pleasure and pain, holds that without it the 

system could not be maintained. However, Bain ale o admits 

excepti oriel cases to this law. For the cases t o which the 

first law may not be applied, he, then, gives another law, 

namely, the law of stimulation a supplementary to the first. 

In arder t o interpret the excepti cnal cases t c the 

1. Schneider. Freud. and Leid. cited by T. Ribot, 
The Psych of ogy of. the EL. oti ons p. 66. 
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Spencerian biological utility theory, Harvey gives the fol- 

lowing account, although the main point of it has alreac 

been suggested by Spencer: "If we were perfectly adjusted 

to the environment in which we live, then the rule ( the 

utility doctrine in question) would hold good in every inst- 

ance. Those things that are accompanied. by pleasant feel- 

ings would always be beneficial,and those that are injurious 

would always be acc aupanied by unpleasant feelings. But we 

are never perfectly adjusted to our environment and never 

can be completely s o, - - - - -- Our envir onanent changes and our 

perfect adjustment is destrgyed.. It is in the process of re- 

adjustment that the beneficial action is accompanied by an 

unpleasant feeling. If we had been accustomed to take a dose 

of quinine every day for generations, and those persons who 

did take the .quinine were the only pers one who lived and left 

descendants, while those who failed to take quinine died with- 

out leaving descendants, the taste of quinine would without 

doubt altirrately -bete ane as pleasant as is now the taste of 

sugar, S c any process that is unpleasant but beneficial would 

ultimately become pleasant if the same condition prevailed, 

and the eñv,ironinent to which the activity constituted an ad- 

justment remained the same. "1 Then Harvey comes to his 

1, Harvey, N.A. The Feelings of Man. 1914. pp. 99 - 100. 
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utility doctrine which is sonethin more than Spencer fs; 

pain and p..eas ur e, " says Harvey, is that charac ris tic 

of feeling that induces the individual to perf crux actions 

which tend to preserve his life, or the lives cf the com- 

munity, or the life of the race. Physical pain leads him 

to perform a,e ti o _s that tend to preserve his mn individ- 

ual tifs. ' ;::entai pain is strictly Lcaolo Dus to physical 

pain in that it leads him to perfora actions that tend to 

preserve the counity. "1 But physical pain may also con- 

cern the utility of the community and mental^ may also con- 

cern his own individual life. 
The above views regarding utility of feeling to the 

individual or the race, a- both, must admit many exception- 

al cases even with the interpretation as given by spencer 

and Harvey. If we observe the facts carefully fr cm the 

relation between present accompanying feeling of activity 

and its effect on the organism at least, we sometimes find 

such a case as suggested 'y Stanley: "The most pleasurable 

act is frequent ly. the meet disadvantageous to the interests 

of the organism, and the most advantageous - pr %restive 

eff atful veliti on - is invariably most painful." (p. 86 

in this thes is ) . If the biological utili 4y theorists as- 

sert that ail excep ti cna1 cases, i.e. pleasurable activit- 

ies being disadvantage mous and painful activities, / 

1. Harvey. Cp. cit. lCZ 
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being advantage cus t o the organism, are in the process of 

readjustment to environment, it may be said to be a too 

teleological view disregarding the facts and it will re- 

main rio more than an unres olved and too remote hyp othesis 

for psychologists. It is really unnatural to determine the 

definite correlation cf the utility of organism having so 

complex constitutions to Pleasure- unpleasure which is usual 

ly very transient or evanescent. 

Then let us turn our attention to other views that 

hold the utility of feeling as only present ar local. 

Lotzelhas already suggested that feeling reports 

the znanentary and 1 ocal effect, and neglects consequences. 

Ebbinghaus is of the sane opini on with Lotze: "Feel - 

ing is a reliable symptom and witness only for the present 

and local utility or inadequacy of the relation between the 

organism and the world. It is not a prophet of the future. 

Disease may result fr am eating sweets, whereas medicine is 

often bitter."2 

As already briefly mentioned Marshall holds the utility 

of feeling as mainly with the elemental organ and for the 

1. Lotze,H. Mier ocosmus. Vol. I. pp 241 - 2. trans. by E. 

Hamilton and E.EE.C. Jones. 
2. Ebbinghaus, H. Psychology. Trans. by l'a'.x Meyer. 1908. p. 89. 
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present situations. Now we shall refer to the point in some 

more detail fr oru his recent work: - "Pleasure indicates a par- 

ticular dir ec ti on in which our behav iomer is likely to be ef- 

ficient, and pain indicates a particular direction in which 

our behaviour is likely to be inefficient. But we -oust re- 

call that efficiency or inefficienc y of the behavi our of a 

special part of our complex organisms does not necessarily 

imply a c orresp ending efficiency or inefficiency in relati on 

to the organism as a whale; and, therefore, that pleasure 

and pain do not necessarily point to general advantage to the 

organic ethole. n "It is to be noted, also, that pleasure 

and pain indicate present situati ons only. The efficiency 

and inefficiency they respectively indicate involve definite 

relations with the past, but they point only indefinitely 

to the future. They tell us of situations in the past exper- 

ience of life which have yielded the present conditions, but 

they do not necessarily tell of satisfactory behaviour in 

relation to the future where the conditions may be in large 

measure new." 0 omoar ing with the f ormer views, e utility 

of feeling to the individual cr the race, there is much to 

be said in favour _of the . latter views, i.e. present and local 

utility only. 

1. Marshall H.R . Mind and Conduct. pp. 15 0 - 1. 
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Finally let us consider the question from our position 

regarding 'the condition of pleasure -unpleasure which has been 

concluded. As we have seen, since the fundamental condition 

of pleasure is furthering effective or integrative activity, 

pleasurable state itself is the very indicati on of fav curable 

condition of certain activity at the moment. 

And since the fundamental condi tion. of unpleasure is 

hindering, defective or disintegrative activity, unpleasur- 

able state itself is als o the very indication of unfavour- 

able condition of certain activity at the moment. Then our 

position may be said substantially to be in agreement with 

the above, Lot.;e's, Ebbinghous is and Marshall's views. 

From our position just above mentioned, the ref ore, it 

does not matter whether pleasurable activities are advant- 

ageous or not to the individual or the race, or whether un- 

pleasurables activities are disadvantage ous or advantageous 

to the individual or the race. It concerns only certain 

activity at the moment when we experience pleasure or un- 

pleasure accompanying the activity, 

However eve appreciate Spencerian dcctrine for the feel- 

ings accomanving biologically significant activities only, 

as a general theory regarding the question. 
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P A R T III. 

THE R78LATION 

OF 

PLZASURL - UNPLFASURE 

TO ACTIC&I. 
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CHAPTT . I. 

GENERAL ACCOUNT CF THE RELATI O 

BETWEEN PLEASUR E- UNPLEASURE AND ACTION. 

Section 1. The Main Object of Part III. 

First of all some consideration must be given regard- 

ing 'Action 1:efore going into the main statement. It is 

also imp or tant t o c cns ider the r ela ti on between 'Ac ti on 

and 'Activity. ° 

As a whole the psycho - organic unity may be regarded 

as an 'Activity' itself, in other words, the psycho-organic 

unity is a whole -one activity. 

While we may regard the psycho - organic unity as a 

whole -one activity; we may als gard it as an organised 

system of manifold activities at the same time. These 

manifold activities themselves are active members 
or active 

units in the psycho- organic unity. By this unitary activ- 

ity or a member activity in the psycho - organic 
unity I 

mean an 'Activity' here as a concrete experience at that 

time. This activity as a member or an unit of the psycho - 

organic unity has its own end or termination. To take one 

of instinctive activity as an example, i.e. 'Flight' for 

fearful things, running away is its termination. 
In the 
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condition of Anger, wreaking itself on the enemy is its ter- 

mination. However it must be remembered that every activity 

le inseparable fr CM the psycho - organic. unity, that is, in 

every activity the Wh cle organism is involved. Theref are 

each activity in the psycho - organic unity may be regarded 

as an unitary system which is an inseparable part of the 

whole psycho- arganic system. 

Thus the sense of an 'Activity' used in this thesis is 

any active process having its own end in the whole psycho- 

organic system, or in other words, any activity having an 

end in our psycho-organic unity, excepting those purely 

physiological functions, as e.g. reflex actions, respir- 

ation, cir dhoti on of blood, etc. 

It may psychologically be observed that each activity 

has three aspects, namely, cognitive, affective and cona- 

tive. No activity is pure cognitive, or pure affective, 

or pure c onative. They are not to be regarded as three 

separable parts of the same activity, although some of 

these aspects are mace prominent than others or the most 

prominent of the three in a concrete experience at that 

tine. Especially the collative aspect or c ona ti cn denotes 

the striving or inpulsive aspect cf an activity, that is 

to say, conation is the inner f crce itself to an activity. 

The c ona tine aspect is, th.er of are, the essential part of 

an activity fr cen the dynaerie p oint of view. 
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The activity may be classified into two modes or types, 

namely, (1) internally predominant activity and (2) exter- 

nally predominant activity, The internally predominant 

activity is what we mean by conscious activity as e.g. 

imaginative activity and other ideational, intellectual 

activities. The externally predminant activity is what 

we mean by action or behaviour in the wide sense. 

What strives or moves these activities may be an inner 

force subsisting within these activities themselves, an 

inner farce originated within the psycho- organic unity. 

Psychologically considered it may be assumed that the inner 

force to strive activity or motive impulse to activity is 

the essential function of the conative aspect of an activ- 

ity,or in a word, coration itself. So we may say again, 

the conative aspect cf an activity denotes motive impulse, 

striving force, or motive tendency to an activity. 

Though every activity has this conative aspect, the 

degree and the direction of this inner farce to move an 

activity are different acc ar ding to the kinds of activities. 

Then it may be said that the more conative aspect, that 

lei impulsive tendency predominates in an activity, the great 

-er the motive force or direct outward effects the activity 
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Now let us turn to consider 'Action'. 

'Action' which is used in this thesis may be defined 

as a. total activity of the psycho - orga.nic unity, cr mare 

accurately, of a self -c onsci cus pers chi, having the external 

performance or the direct outward effects in the attainment 

of its end. It c over s not only voluntary ac ti orle but als o 

involuntary ac ti one as e. g. ins tine tive actions and habit- 

ual actions etc. Therefore it covers 'conduct' which is 

restricted in use t o moral ac ti on mainly. 

To compare 'Action' with 'Activity', the term 'Activ- 

ity' is used for comparatively partial activities 

as total activity of the psycho- cmga is unity and it is 

used for both internally predominant activities, i.e. con- 

scious activities and externally predominant activities, 
i.e. behaviours; while the term 'Ac ti on' is used for a 

total activity of self -c oneei ous pers as only and for exter- 

nally predominant activity which may involve c onsci cus pr o- 

cess concerned in the activity but it is never used for a 

conscious activity only, such as an imaginal activity and 

other intellectual activities. 

Then what moues self- consci ous person or impels him 

to act in a particular way? Since an acti cn is a certain 
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activity of the psycho-organic unity, the conative aspect 

of activities concerned in an ac Li on may als o be regarded 

u the motive impulse to an ac ti on. 

Of course I do not neglect physical, chemical and p1-4y- 
! 

siological f oundations in the motive f orce of acti on, but 

in my present purp cse its psychological aspect only is to 

be treated. 

Consequently it may be held that the more predominant 

conative aspect pr ocesses ar activities concerned in an 

action have, the greater the motive impulse to the action; 

and that the greater the motiva impulse is, the more ef- 

fective the external per f ar:mamc e or the direct outwar d 

effect which is the essential part of an action, is. 

The sinif. icant a lues Lion is, this, what kinds of act- 

ivity ur process have predominant conative aspect, or in 

other wards, motive impulse. Is pain -pleasure the only 

motive impulse t o actions? Is instinctive tendency the 

only motive impulse? Cr is there any other motive impulse 

to actions? Thes, . questions and the relative pr oblems will 

be considered in detail in the f oll owing sections and 

chapters-. The central pr oblem is the relation between 

pleasure- unpieasure and motive impulse to Action. 
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In general there are two great pr oblems concerning the 

relation of pleasure- unpleasure to Action. The one is how 

pleasure-unpleas Ure is c ondi ti cued by tic ti on, and the other 

is how acti on is influenced by pleasure-unpleasure. The 

former problem may be said to have been almost resolved in 

the previ Draa part, i.e. Part II. 

As I have concluded, Pleasure or unpleasure is a con - 

ecious process which is caused or conditioned by furtherance 

or hindrance, or effective or defective of certain activity 

in the attainment of its end; or caused or conditi oned by 

integration or disintegration, or harmony cm discord. among 

processes concerned in the activity. This conclusion may 

be applied. t o the case of acti on, because an acti on is a 

certain kind of activity. Then it may very probably be 

held that pleasure- unpleasure may be caused or conditioned 

by furtherance or hindrance, or effective or defective of 

certain action in the attainment of its end; or by integ- 

ration or disintegrati on, or harmony or discard among pro- 

cesses concerned in the acti on. 

The latter problem, i.e. how acti on is influenced by 

Pleasure-unpleasure is the principal problem in Part III. 
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Section 2. Different Views Concerning the 

Place of Pleasure -Unpleasure as a Motive 

Impulse to Action. 

(1) P leas ure- Unpleasur e as the only Motive 

Impulse ore a Prime Motive Impulse. 

As is well known Bentham's assertion is the most ex- 

treme type regarding the question . "Nature has placed man- 

kind under the governance of two sovereign masters, pain 

and pleasure." 1----- "A motive is substantially noth 

-ing more or pain operating in a certain man- 

ner,"2 

Lotze also expresses a similar view:- 

"We cannot deny that the effort to hold fart pleasure, 

or to retain it, and to avoid pain, are the only springs of 

all practical activity . "`3 "The pleasure of sense, is 

not only the goal t owards which all the activity of living 

creatures originally moves, but we find that in civilised 
4 

life also it is the hidden spring of the most various actions" 

1' Bentham, J. Principles of Mamie and Legislation. 
Chap, 1. Section 1. 

2. . cit. Chap. X. Section 9. 
3. Lotze . cp . cit. Mi cr oc os mus . Vol. I . P . 688 . 
4. CP. cit. pp. 696 - 7 . 
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Admitting some exceptions Bain holds almost the same 

position with the above. "Without some antecedent of plea- 

surable, tr painful, feeling - actual or ideal, primary or 

derivative - the will ,cannot be stimulated. Thr ough all the 

disguises that wrap up what we call motives, something of one 

or other of these two grand conditions can be detected. The 

exceptions to this rule are those furnished by never -dying 

spontaneity, habits and fixed ideas; but these do not affect 

the integrity of the principle contended for." "ï hold 

it as a rule, beyond all dispute, that there is at the bot- 

tom of every genuine voluntary impulse, some one variety of 

forms wherein pain pleasure takes of 

the consci cus mind.. "I Thus Bain's principal doctrine is 

this : - "pure and proper, the motives, or ends of action, 

are our pleasures and pains," which is stated in his mental 

and Icral 2 Science. 

In the recent times Freud seems to hold a. somewhat sim- 

ilar view. Presenting the pleasure principle Freud says, 

"It seems that our entire Psychical activity is bent upon 

procuring leasure and avoiding pain, that it is automatic - 

ally regulated by the Pleasure -Principle. "3 Then he offers 

1. 
Bain, A. Emoti ons and Will. 3rd ed. 1888. pp. 354 - 5 . 

Mental and Moral Science. 3rd ed. 1884. p. 346. 
23' 

. Preud,5. Intr oduct cry Lectures ai Psycho -analysis. 
trans. by J. Riviere. 1922. pp. 298 - 9. 
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the Reality principle as to the contr of of the developed 

pey chic al activity. However he still regards that this 

Reality principle at bottcm also seeks pleasure, as seen in 

hie statement f oil owing: - 

"The Ego learns that it muet inevitably go without im- 

vediate sa tis ac ti on, p ostp one gratificati on, learn to en- 

dure a degree of pain, and altogether rencunee certain sour- 

ces of pleasure. Thus trained, the Ego becomes 'reasonable; 

is no longer c ontr olled by the pleasure- principle, but fol- 

lows the Reality -principle, which at bottom also seeks plea- 

sure - althcugh a delayed and diminished pleasure, one which 

is assured by its realisation of fact, its relation to real- 

ity."' If Freud, theref are, insists on holding the pleas- 

ure principle as good only in the primitive mental level, it 

is not only illogical but also very unpractical. For pr o- 

curing pleasure and avoiding pain are commcn tendencies in 

the whole higher mental level as well. It mus t also be not- 

ed that Freud seems to regard the appearance of the Reality 

principle as the influence of the instinct cf the ego for 

self- preservati en: "Under the influence of the instinct of 

the ego for self- preservation it ( the pleasure principle) is 

replaced by the 'reality-principle', which, without giving 

1. Freud. Cp. cit. p. 299. 
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up the intention cf ultimote1y attaining pleasure, yet de- 

mande and enf or c e S the p os tp onement of satisfaction, the 

renunciati on of manif old p o,sibilities of it, and the temp- 

orary endurance of 'Pain on the 1 ong and circuitous road 

to pleasure.' l 

1. Freud. Bey and the Pleasure Principle. 
Tr4r1Ei by C.J. ï;. Hubback, 1922. p. 5. 
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(2) Pleasure-Unpleasure as a Secondary or 

Additional Motive t o Primary ar^ Instin- 
tive Tendencies. 

Irons maintains the primary tendencies, by which he 

means instinctive or innate tendencies, as the principal 

and fundamental motive impulses to our action and pleasure - 

pain as only additi anal or subservient motive to the f crmer. 

"Men accurately observed," says Ir ons, "the primary tend- 

encies exhibit themselves definitely and exclusively as im- 

pulses to act in special ways. As such they are sharply 

differentiated from desires fr subjective gratification. 

Further, the pleasures which are supp teed t o c onditi on those 

tendencies are themselves conditioned by the latter .° 

v--- "The obstruction of the tendency involves pain; its 

realisation causes pleasure. The tendency must first exist, 

and struggle independently towards the realisation of its 

own end, bef ore the hedonic effect can come into existence." 

Then he declares further, regarding the motive impulse of 

pleasure -pain as f oil owe: "Particular pleasures or pains 

are bound up with the fortunes of particular tendencies, and 

cannot be attained ca' avoided except thr ough the intervention 

of these tendencies. The hedonic impulses supply additional 

l Irons, D. A Study in the Psychology of Ethics. 1903. p. 115 
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motives for the realisation of objective purposes, and are 

wholly subservient to this end. That they naturally play a 

subordinate part is tacitly admitted by the hedonists them- 

selves. 'The paradox of hedonism' is that pleasure will not 

be attained if it is made the direct end of action. This 

simply means that the hedonic desires have a purely subsid- 

iary place and funetion,and cannot be raised to the rank of 

primary Impuls es." 1 
He more over adds that "C ogniti on guides, 

but does not create, tendencies to action. "2 

In more detail McDougall. presents the similar position 

to Irons s. 

Let us first refer t o his Social Psych cl ogy. The main 

points are as follows: - "Directly or indirectly the instincts 

are tre prime motives of all human activity; by the conative 

or impulsive f tree of some instinct (or of some habit derived 

free an instinct) , every train cf th aight, however cold and 

parsi onless it may seem, is borne al ong towards its end, and 

every bodily activity is initiated and sustained, The in- 

stinctive impulses determine the ends of all activities and 

supply the driving power by which.all mental activities are 

sustained; and all the complex intellectual apparatus of the 

most hij,1y developed mind is but a means towards these ends, 

1. Irons. Gp. tit. p. 117. 
2. GP. cit. p. 141. 
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is but the instrument by which these impulses seek their sat- 

isfactions, which pleasure and pain do but serve to guide 

then in their choice of the means." 1 "Pleasure and pain are 

not in themselves springs of action, but at the most, of un- 

directed movements; they serve rather to modify instinctive 

processes, pleasure tending to sustain and pr of ong any mode 

of action, pain to cut it short. "2 In his 'Outline of Psy- 

chology' he gives the same s tatement3r egarding the point, exce 

-pt one modification, 4 that is, he has left out a reference 

to habits as springs of ac ti on derived from the ins tincts, 

because he does not regard now motor habits in themselves as 

springs of energy drives. Thus that "in emery 

case the motive, when truly assigned, will be found to be 

carne instinctive impulse or some conjunction of two or more 

such impulses. ', 5 

However he carefully treats regarding the influences of 

pleasure -unpleasure to the conative activity as follows: 

"First, pleasure, arising in the course of mental activity, 

supports that activity, sustains our striving in the direct- 

ion, or of the kind, which brings pleasure; it strengthens 

and prolongs the impulse or conative tendency at work in us. 

2. 

aoDougall, W. Social Psychology,. 14th ed. rev. 1919. p. 44 

Cp. ci t. p , 43 3 McDougall, Outlines cf Psychology. 1923. p. 218 
4. C. cit. p. 21s - 9. 
5. 

0A cit. P. 218. 
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$ econdly, on recurrence of a situation of the kind in which 

we have striven successfully, our tendency to strive again 

in the same way is stronger; the tendency seens.tm be con- 

firmed by the previous experience of success; and this con- 

firmation of the tendency may fairly be regarded as a con- 

sequence or re u1-i., of the pleasure experienced on the farmer 

occasion. Conversely pain, arising during striving, tends 

to divert the striving to other directi ons; and on renewal 

of the situa ti on in which we have s triv :n uns uccessfuiiy 

and (in consequence) painfully, our tendency to strive again 

in the same way is weakened or abolished or diverted to same 

new direction; these weakenings and diversions of the impulse 

seem to be the effects or consequences of the pain experien- 
1 

ced on the farmer occasion." 

Although it is not a direct discussion of the relation 

between pleasure- unpleasure and Motivas of action, Ribot Is 

assertion may be said to be a good suggestion against these 

hedonists who overestimate the place of pleasure- unpleasure 

in our activity. 

" Cf these two gr cups - the motor manifestations on one 

1, Cp. cit. p. 270. 
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side, the pleasures, pains, and their a carp ounds on the other 

side - which is fundamental ?" says Ribot, "Can we put them 

on the same level, and if we cannot, which is that which sup 

.ports the other? Ivry reply to this question is clear: it is 

the :motor manifestations which are essential. In other wards, 

what are called agreeable or painful states only constitute 

the superficial par t of the life of feeling, of which the 

deep element consists in tendencies, appetites, needs, de- 

sires, translated into movements." "All the tend- 

encies ( Ribot eqeloys the ward 'tendency' as synonyenous with 

needs, appetites, ins ti nets, inclinati ons, desires .1 sup- 

pose a motor they translate needs of the 

individual, whatever they may be, physical or mental; the 

basis, the ro at of the affective life is in them, not in the 

consciousness of pleasure and pain which accompanied them ac- 

corainz as they are satisfied or opp coed. These agreeable or 

painful states are only signs and indications; and just as 

syrpto!_ns reveal to us the existence of e. disease, and not 

its essential nature, which must be sought in the hidden 

lesions cf the tissues, organs, and functions, so pleasure 

and pain are only effects which must guide us in the search 

and determination of causes hidden in the region of the in=- 

i, Ribot, T. The Psychology of the Emotions. P. 2. 
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1 He gives the same suggestion elsewhere.` Thus, tincts." 

limiting the place of pleasure- unpleasaare, Ribot maintains 

it as only the superficial part or a sign in our activity. 

It is of course, one aspect of the lime ti on of pleas ur e- 

unpleasure in our activity, but not the whole. He treats 

pleasure- unplcasure rather abstractly in separatin& it from 

a concrete activity. As a concrete experience pleasure- 

unpleasure phenomena is itself impulsive tendency to our 

activity. If we call hedonists overestiinaters of pleasure - 

unpi asure, Ribot may be called an underestimater of it. 

1, Ribot, Op. cit. pp. 2 - 3. 
2. Op. cit. p. 32. p. 53. 
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(3) PleasureUnpleasure as a Similar Motive 

Impulse to Instinctive Tendencies, 

Dr Dreyer, disapproving such as IcDouga1l's and Lotza's 

as one -eided views, holds both instinctive tendency and plea - 

sure- unpleasure as ultimate motive forces. "It neither 

true" he says, "to say that 'directly or indirectly, the in- 

stincts are the prime movers of ail human activity, ' that 

Ithe instinctive impulses supply the driving power, by which 

all rental activities are sustained» (McDougall, Social Pay 

-eholoy, p. 44), if we use ' instinct' in anything but the 

widest sense, ncr is it true to say that 'the effort to hold 

fast pleasure, or to regain it, and to avoid pain, are the 

only springs of all practical activity'. ( otze, Mier oc osmus 

Vol. I. p. 688). The truth is that, in the human being, 

both sets of farces are ultimate motive forces." l 

Otherwise stated, rather genetically; "It must be grant 

-ed that, in the human being, in additi on t o the instinctive 

springs of action, or motive f orces which determine behaviour 

Prior to individual experience, pleasure and pain are also 

motive forces depending 'upon individual experience." 2 

1. Drever J`. Instinct in Man. p. 253. 
2. G.P. cit. p. 149. 
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In his critical notice of McDougall 's 'Outline of Psy- 

chology' Dr Dreyer also expresses the similar p osi Lion, though 

he does not regard the motivating function as the essential 

biological function of pleasure- unpieasure: "It must be ad- 

mitted that the regulating, not the motivating, function, is 

the essential biological functi on of pleasure- unpleasure. 

Nevertheless with respect to human behaviour McDougallis pos- 

ition appears to be too extreme." "In the writer 's op 

inion all the human appetites involve a pleasure- uripleasure 

motivati on." 1 

James also puts instinctive tendency and pleasure -pain 

on the same level as motive impulses to action. "The states 

of mind which ncrmally p assess the most impulsive quality are 

either those which represent objects of passion, appetite, 

ar emoti on - obj ects of instinctive reaction, in short; or 

they are feelings or ideas of pleasure or of pain; or ideas 

which for any r eas an we have gr own accustomed to obey so that 

the habit of reacting on them is ingrained; or fainally, in 

canparison with ideas of remoter objects, they are ideas of 

objects p r.ssent or near in space and time. Compared with 

these vari ous obj ;acts, all far- off considerations, all high 

-1y abs tract c oncep ti ons, unaccus t ooed r eas one, and motives 

1. Dreyer . Brit. J our . of Psych ol. Vol. 14. 1924. pp. 313 -4. 
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foreign to the i ..s ti !lc rive history of the race, have little 
or no impulsive p c^wer 1 Especially regarding the most im- 

pulsive tendencies he states as follows:- "Important as is 

the influence of pleasures and pains upon our movements, they 

are far fr on being our only stimuli. With the manifesta ::.: 
of ins tin°t and emoti onal expressi on, for example, 

absolutely nothing; to do." "In all these cases the 

movements are discharged fatally by the via a tergo which 

the stimulus exer i s up on a nery ous sys t em framed t o resp osd 

in just that wa,3t.02 If in these our first acts (in- 

atinetive activities) pleasures and pains bear no part, as 

little do they bear in oar last acts, or the sr tificiall 
acquired perfwmances which have become habitual. A1.1 the 

daily r outine of :life, is utterly without mental re- 

ference to ple<a.s,zr e and pain except under rarely realised 

conditi one .103 pi he comes to say that - "To conclude, 

I am far from denying the exceeding prominence and 

ance of the part which pleasures and pains, both felt an 

represented, 7-lay in the m otiVa ti on of our c onduct. But l 

must insist that it is no exclusiva part, and that co-oratiz- 

ately itr .._-u : mental olsj escts innumerable others hat* Wu 

exactly siza,i?:.a.r i.ittp:Zei-ve and irahi.bitive power."4 
-- ---. ®.MMM.O.A4,0M40 

1 ,. 
James, W. p': RiF _e ,,,nycho Voi. :2,;. p. Z. 

2, OP. cite . . _ ; 
, 

3 Op. cit. - .: 3 
4, op. cit. 
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James, thus, seems to hold instinctive tendency, plea - 

Eure-unpleasure and habitual tendency as the most powerful 

motive impulses t o our ac ti cn. 
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S ecti on 3. Psychological Claesificati on 

of Motive Impuls es t c Ac ti on. 

In general it may be regarded that Instinctive tendency 

and pleasure- unpieasure both are Motive impulses to Action, 

though each has a different functional aspect of it. 

As to that the instinctive tendency is a fundamental 

and principal motive impulse, there win.. bs no objection at 

Lb firsent time. 

Regarding the impulsive tendency of Pleasure- unpleasure 

I have already suggested in Part I that pleasure cr 

ure may be regarded as an impulse fr om its outward asp ec L, 

namely, pleasure is 'impulse- towards' and unp,leasure !re- 

pulse -towards' in its dynamic aspect; and als o that pleasure - 

unpleasure is to be called 'general impulse because it has 

only two bread impuls in cpp osite directi cns, that is, 

keeping or seeking impulse and avm.ding impulse or repulse 

in any activity or action in which pleasure- unpleasure is 

Concerned . Consequently the fundamental character is tics of 

pleasure- unpleasure as the motive impulse to action are that 

pleasure moves us to keep or seek the pleasurable activity or 

action and unpleasure naves us to avoid the painful. activity 

or action car to divert it to other directions. 
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But instinctive tendencies have their own specific im- 

pulses in particular ways. They move us to act in specific 

or particular ways according to their specific nature. In 

other words, instinctive tendencies have their own ends or 

termination of the activities. They raay pursue their ends 

without any pleasure or unpleasure. 

It may, therefore, be said that these instinctive tend- 

encies have 'specific motive impulses' to xction,,a,e contraste 

ed with 'general motive impulse' which we use for pleasure - 

unpleasure. 

we classify the motive impulses to two 

groups from their functional aspect, namely, (1) specific 

motive impulse and (2) general motive impulse. 

Furthermore l' will consider the specific motive im- 

pulses. Instinctive tendencies as the specific motive im- 

pulses are innate psycho -physical motive impulses. On the 

foundation of the innate or instinctive tendencies we have 

acquired numerous habitual tendencies. These habitual tend- 

encies also havre motive impulses as suggested by Jamesa and 

others. They may be regarded as the more physical motive 

tendencies among the specific motive impulses. On the other 

hand also, on the foundation of the innate or instinctive 
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tendencies. we have acquired the more psychical and the more 

affective disp ositi czas, which ale o have motive impulses to 

move us in specific ways. They are called Sentiments which 

will be considered in detail in the next chapter. 

So we have three classes of specific motive impulses, 

namely, instinctive tendency,. habitual tendency and sentim- 

ent. 

The relation between specific and general motive im- 

pulses and the nature of these motive impulses which have 

been classified here will be considered and be discussed in 

detail in the following chapters. The main points stated 

here may be shown by the following table. 

Finally, it is also to be noted that these - instinctive 

tendency, habitual tendency, sentiment and pleasure- unpleas- 

ure - which I show here as motive impulses to action will 

denote the following : - In their actual experienced states 

or processes , the conative aspect, namely, impulsive tend- 

ency t o move us towards a c pi on, most predominates in the 

specific way or in the general direction or even momentary. 

Though as a matter of concrete fact they are inseparable 

Parts in the psycho - organic activity, we may observe ar in- 

trospect them by psych cl ogical. analysis, and they comprise, 

or cooperate with, some cognitive aspects. 
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Motive Impulses t o Acti on. 

I. Specific Motive Impulses . 

1. Instinctive tendency . 

Innate Psycho- Physical Motive tendency. 

2. Ha bitual Tendency 

The mare Physical. Motive 

tendency ( the less affect- 
ive disp osition) acquired 

on the f oundati on of Instin 
ctive Tendency. 

3. Sentiment. 

The poxr e psychical Motive 

Tendency ( the more affect- 

ive disposition) acquired 

on the f ounda ti on of Ins tinl 

c tive Tendency. 

II. General Motive Impulse . 

Pleas ure- Unpleasure. 

Impulse- towards and Repulse- towards 

in any activity . 
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CHAPTER II. 

MOTIVE IMP ULS T C AC TI ON:. 

I. SPECIFIC MOTIVE IMPULSES. 

Section 1. Instinctive Tendency. 

In the first pace let us consider the psychological 

meaning of instinctive tendency as innate psycho-physical 

motive impulse. 

As is well known, James has given one of the broad 

definitions to instinct. "Instinct is defined as the 

faculty of acting in such a way as to produce certain ends, 

without t cse es fight of the ends, and wì thout previous educ- 

ation in the performance. "1 James's definition might be ap- 

plicable to show the general character of an instinct. But 

it must be noticed that the human adult usually behaves in 

a more or less modified ins tinctive manner, that is to say, 

pure native tendencies have been modified by individual ex- 

periences in the adult life. 

2 MacCurdy, disappr oving James's definiti on of instinct, 

because it would o over only the behavi our of new -born animals 

and that which occurs only once in the life time of the in- 

l' !Tames, VJ. Principles of Psychology. Vol. 2. p. 383. 

2' 
iuiacCurd,Y, Psychology of Emotion. 1925. p. 45 - 6. 
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dividual and man apes or can see the ends towards which his 

conduct is shaping, extends the sense of instinct to include 

acquired tendencies in it. "Instinct is ", he says, "a pat- 

tern reaction that operates, or tends to operate, when act- 

ivated in an automatic way. It therefore includes habit re- 

actions and, inevitably, acquired concepts and meanings."' 

"Theoretically one may, if one wishes, distinguish racial 

habits ( ins tincts) fr om th ose that are individually acquir- 

ed, but in practice this is imp oesible."2 But this, Mac- 

Curdy's position, can hardly be accepted. On both gr ounds, 

theoretical and practical alike, it is p cesible and reason- 

able to distinguish Instinctive tendency from habitual tend- 

ency, in the former innate tendency most predominates and in 

the latter acquired tendency most predominates, although the 

latter is acquired on the foundation of the former. 

Warren also regards that the human adult seldom behaves 

in a purely instinctive manner and that his activities are 

largely modified and contr olled by individual experiences. 

Then he classes human instincts into two types, namely, 'Mod- 

ified instincts and 'Ins tinctive tendencies'. Regarding 

modified ins tine is he says , "Few pure ins tincts are f ound 
3 

in the human adul t, but a gr eat number of modified ins tincts." 

1. MaCCurdy . ti;.. p. 556. 
4p. cit. 46. 

3. Warren, LC. Human Psychology. 1919. p. 105. 
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The modified ins tincts are, according to him,1 sub- 

classified into five groups, i.e. (a) nutritive, (b) re- 

productive, (c) defensive (d) aggressive and (e) social in- 

stincts. Regarding the second type 'Instinctive tendencies': 

Nan instinctive tendency is a mode of behaviour comprising 

puny distinct sorts of action, all of which are individually 

learned, but which resemble one another in general type; the 

!type' itself is not learned but belongs to the constitution 

of the species." "The most fundamental types (of in- 

stinctive tendencies ') are imitativeness, rfulness, and 

curiosity. "2 However it seems somewhat futile to distin- 

guish 'Modified instinct from 'instinctive tendency' as 

Warren does, for they both have innate tendency as their es- 

sential nature and same acquired character. 

Dr Dreyer gives the more c amprehensive view regarding 

the questi on: "Fr can the dynamic point of view 'instinct' 
and'instinctive' must be used primarily to designate the im- 

pulsi on, and secondarily the form of behaviour in which the 

impulsion expresses itself; structually the same terms desig 

-nate the psycho- physical disposition in the psycho-organic. 

8Y5 tern, by means of, and thr ough, which the life energy act- 

1. wareAn Op. ci t. p. 10o - 
2' CP. cit. p. 107. 
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ualises itself." "and an 'instinct' is therefore equiv- 

alent to a native tendency or impulsion towards a definite 

form of behavi our, and als o at times the form of behaviour 

which this tendency or impulsion determines," 1 

Then he classifies human instincts or instinctive tend- 

encies under the three heads, i.e. 'self, I sex', and 'herd' 

on a purely biological basis. 2 On a psychological basis he 

gives a conprehensive classification in question. 

Three psychological characters of the classification shown 

by him are as follows: (J.) "relative specificity of evok- 

ing stimulus and resulting response, (2) origination and 

termination of impulsitn within the sphere of the affective 

or without - within the organism or without, in simpler but 

less accurate terms, (3) relation to the type of' experience 

and response we call emoti onal. "3 Thus the instinctive ten 

-dandies are classified as follows :I - 

(1) into general and specific, 

(2) under each head, into appetitive and reactive, 

(3) under the last head into simple and emotional. 

General Appetitive tendencies: 

1. Dreyer, . An Intr oducti on to the Psych ol.oty of Educati on 

1922, p. 47 
2. OA. cit. p. 49. 
3. Dreyer. "The Classification of the Ins tincts." Brit. Jour. 

of P 4y ch. 01. Vol. 14. 1924. (pp. 24x1 - 255) pp. 251 - 2. 
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Unpleasure av aidance, pleasure seeking. 

Specific Appetitive tendencies: 

Hunger, Thirst, Rest, Exercise, Nausea. 

Genera: Reactive tendencies: 

Play, Experimentation, Imitation, Sympathy, suggest- 

s ai1ity. 

Specific Reactive tendencies: 

(simple) -- Prehenáion, Organ adjustment, Locomotion, 

Vocalisati on etc. 

(emotional) -- Flight, Pugnacity, Curiosity, Self -dis- 

play, Self -abasement, parental etc.1 

Such as Warren's special classes, i. e. 'Modified in- 

stinct and 'ins tincti.ve tendency' are all included in Dr 

Dreyer Is Classificati on. I am substantially in agreement 

with Dr Dreyer Is p ositi an as to the meaning and the psych ol- 

oÓi ®al classificati on of instinctive tendencies. 

However I will further consider whether 'unpleasUre- 

avoidance and pleasure-seeking are instinctive tendencies on 

the same level to others in the next chapter. Again it must 

be noticed that 'Instinctive tendency', in the sense used 

in ay present work, is an active tendency in which innate 

tendency most pr 6d ocuina ;,es 

i Pu;r'choloóy of Educati on. p. 57 . 
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In the sec and place it is to be noticed that'Instinc- 

tive tendencies ' include 'Primary Emoti ons or 'Instinct9 

tive Era oti ons to 

Attention to the close relation between instinct and 

emotion has been called by many wr iters : as e.g. James - 

0Instinc ti 7e reac ti ons and em oti onal expressions shade im- 

perceptibly into each other. Every object that excites an 

instinct excites an emoti on as well; "1 and Wats on - "There 

is no sharp line of s eparati on between emoti on and ins tinct. 

Both are hereditary modes of ac ti on. "2 However McDougall Is 

suggesti on that " the opera ti on of each ins tinet, no matter 

how brought into play, is accompanied by its own peculiar 

quality of experience which may be called a primary emotion," 

in his 'Social Psychol ogy' and also in his recent work, can 

hardly be accepted as an unques ti ona ble truth. 

It is, of course, no doubt that the great instincts of 

human being have their accompanying and typical emoti on. 

But there can be found different cases as shown by Dr Dreyer: 

"Emotional per turba ti one of a kind familiar in everyday ex- 

perience, and marked by definite wards in ordinary speech, 

occurs only in connection with certain ins tine ts, as, f or ex- 

1. Janes, W. Principles of Psychology. Vol. 2. p. 442. 
2 Wats on, J. 3, _Psychol ogy: Fr om the S tandp oint of a 

Behavi curls t. 1919. p. 231. 
3$ LLcDougall, W. Outline of Psychol ogy. 1923. p. 125. 
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ample, the instinct of escape fr om danger, of active aggr ea - 

sion and the like. Such emoti onal perturbations are not 

usually characteristic of the operation of general tend- 

encies, like play, or simple instinctive reactions, like 

those involved in adaptation and adjuiìygtment, or locomotion, 

or vocalisation. Not only so, but they do not always occur 

in connecti on with the operation even of instincts of the 

former class."' Thus the place of primary emoti on in quest- 

ion in instinctive tendency may be as Dr Drover suggests: - 

"The Primary emotions, as McDougall designates those emot- 

ions which are cl osely bound up with that gr oup of reactive 

tendencies we have classified onai 1, are not as 

such the affective elements of the instincts in question, 

but rather parts of the instinctive resp roses under spedial 

c ondi tì ons . "2 S o that Primary or instinctive em oti ons are, 

as we have seen, classified as some of the instinctive 

tendencies. 

Regarding the impulsive fcmce of Primary emotion, it is 

almost superfluous to say anything about it. As stated in 

the last chapter, James shows emotì on as one of the most 

impulsive states. Dr Dreyer als o shaves that one of three im- 

Pcrtant characteristics of emotion is "an impulsive forts;" 3 

1. Dreyer . An Intr oducti on to the Psychology of Educati on.p. 56 

and " Instinct in Man. P. 157, 159, 161. 
2. Psychology of Educa ti on. Op. cit. p. 58. 
3. DreVer . Psychol ogy of Educati on. p . 02. 
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otherwise s ta td, " em oti on inv olves an impulsive force, 

a source of driving power." 1 

On the other hand McDouga.11, fr om his p csiti on of the relat- 
ion of ins tinct t o em oti on, holds em oti ons as "clues to the 

instinctive impuls es, cc indicators of the motives at work 

in us." 
2 It may be true as to some cases of emotional phen- 

omena, but in most bass of Primary em oti ans it is not s o. 

primary emoti on is an instinctive impulse itself. 

In the third place s ame thi ng about the relation of in- 

stinctive tendency to pleasure- unpi.sasure: It has been al- 

ready suggested tha t ins tinctive activity may be modified by 

pleasure- unpleasure. 

An interesting study regarding the .modification of in- 

stinctive behavi our thr nigh experiences of pleasure -and un- 

pleasure has been presented -qy. DioycL Morgan; i.e. A young 

chick when .first hatched has the instinct to peck at all 
sorts of obj ecte of about a certain size. if an object is 

a little too large the chick may hesitate. Sould it 
s to peck at the object and derive a pleasant taste fr am 

it the hesitation in the presence of similar objects bec ones 

1. Dreyer 
> Ins tinct Man. p. 159 

2, XcDougall. lutline of psychology. p. 125 
3. 11c5rd Morgan. Habit and Instinct. 1896. pp. 40 - 42. 
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reduced and will finally disappear. If the chick in the 

course of its pecking seizes a caterpillar having a naus- 

eous taste, it is much less apt to seize a similar cater- 
pillar a second time. Holmes further goes on to state 
that "we have in %his modificati on of instincts thr ough 

the pleasurable or painful effec is (he quotes the above 

Lloyd Morgan Is study) they pr oduce the beginning of in- 

telligence." - - ---"Pleasure and pain, theref ore , have 

apparently a fundamental connection with the development 

of intelligent resp cns es out of instinctive activity."-- 
"The pleasure -pain reaction enables an animal to 

select, so to speak, cut of its stock of instinctive en- 

dowments those responses which are best adapted to the 

par ticular s i tua ti ons that confront it. I t is a means 

of adapting instincts t o new or inconstant conditi ons and 

thus of effecting a cl oser a dap tati on t o the envir onment 

than which would be passible by f oil aving p:. ur ely c ongen- 

ital modes of resp onse. The devel opment of the pleas- 

ure-pain reaction marks one of the most imp or taut steps in 

the ev oluti on of behavi our ." "It is not surprising 

that many writers regard it as an index of the beginning 

of consciousness. "1 

1. Holmes, S. J. "Pleasure, Pain, and the Beginnings of In- 
telligence." J our . O oinparative Neva' ology. Vol.20. 1910. 

(pp.145 - 164) . pp. 145 - 146. 
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Even McDougall, who does not hold Pleasure -pain as 

Motive impulse, does not seem to disagree with the view 

that instinctive activity may be modified by Pleasure - 

pain. "Pleasure and pain," says McDougall, "are not in 

themselves springs of action, but at the most of undir- 

ected movements; they serve rather to modify instinctive 

processes, pleasure tending to sustain and pr olong any 

mode of action, pain to cut it short." 1 

1. McDougall. Social Psychology. p. 43. 
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Section 2. Habitual tendency, 

By Habitual tendency, I mean, as already briefly stated, 

the more physical disposition to act, which is acquired by 

the individual on the foundation of instinctive tendency. 

At the outset of the formation of habit, an action is to be 

repeated usually with voluntary attenti on or effort; and 

gradually the tendency to act becomes mare easy, with less 

attention or eff or t, to the attainment of its end; ultimate- 

ly it can go on of itself without conscious effort, that is 

to say, a well -formed habit can produce its direct outward 

effect by merely perceptual reference like an innate tend- 

ency. This is why habit is called 'secondary aut aeatic 

action. ' In the wide sense habit is not confined to bod- 

ily or physical ac ti one. There are als o habits of thought 

and of will. But in this thesis I do not use it in the 

Wide sense. T o define 'Habitual tendency as I here use it 

in a little mere detail, it may be said as follows:- 

Habitual tendency or habit is an acquired physical dis- 

position which can aim almT t involuntarily pr oduce the exter- 

nal performance or the direct outward effect in the attain - 

ment of its end; otherwise expressed, an acquired disposit- 

ion haying s ensue' i-m ot or or ideo -motor c o or d I natl. on in the 

attainment cf its end, derived fr om instinctive tendency. 
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Dr. Burnham 's suggestion of 'habit referring to 

!conditioned reflex, ' is very helpful to express the dyna- 

mic aspect of habit that I use here: "A habit may be look - 

ed upon," he says, "as a system of conditioned reflexes, and 

the conditioned reflex as the element in habit." 1 

Baldwin expresses the more biological aspect of habit 

by stating that "Habit is the tendency of an organism to 

continue more and more readily processes which are vitally 

beneficial . "2 

As to the Motive impulse of the habitual tendency 

James's position will first be referred, which has been men- 

tioned briefly in the previous chapter. James holds habit- 

ual tendency as well as instinctive tendency and pain -plea- 

sure as impulsive tendency to action. Against those who 

hold pain -pleasure as the only motive to action, James says, 

"If in these cur first acts (instinctive actions) pleasures 

and pains bear no part, as little do they bear in our last 

acts, or those artificially acquired perf ormaences which have 

become habitual. All the daily routine of life, our dress - 

ing and undressing, the coming and going from our work, or 

carrying thr ough of its various operati ons, is utterly with- 

out mental reference to pleasure and pain, except under 

l' Burnham, W.H. The Normal Mind. 1924. p. 198. 
2, Baldwin, J.M. Mental Development. 3rd ed. 1906. p.452. 
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rarely realised conditions. It is ideo -motor acti cal. As 

do not breathe for the pleasure of breathing, but simply 

find tha t I p.m br ea thing, so I do not write for the pleas- 

ure of the writing, but simply because I have once begun, 

and being in a state of intellectual excitement which keeps 

venting itself in that way, find, that I am writing still. " - 

----- "We do all these things because at the m anent we can- 

not help it; our new azs systems are s o shaped that they 

overflow in just that way." 1 James goes on to emphasise 

the effect of habit: " 'Habit a second nature! Habit it 
ten times nature, ' the Duke of Wellington is said to have 

exclaimed; and the degree to which this is true no one can 

probably appreciate as well as one who is a veteran soldier 

himself. The daily drill and the years of discipline end 

by fashioning a man completely over again, as to most of 

the possibilities of his conductt. "2 Fur thsr emphasising 

the effect of habit on action, Pillsbury says: "Habit not 

only limits choice but thr ough early training makes choice 

possible. The adult ordinarily chooses onehabit rather 

than another; he does not choose between same habitual act - 

ion and some thing never done be ore. 

1, James, W. Principles of Psychology. Vol.2. pp. bbl - 3. 

2. OP. cit. Vol. 1. p. 120. 
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What has never been done is ordinarily not within the 

power of the individual." "Habit, like fire, is a 

cruel mas ter, but an invaluable servant. Without it all 

action would cease or at the best become but a painful pro- 

mo; of feeling one's way thr ough even the simplest act." 1 

However the selective agency of our acti ons is not only 

habit. We have other more powerful selective agencies, name- 

ly, acquired affective dispositions which we call sentiments. 

In general the selective agency of our actions is what we 

call 'interest' that covers both primary and acquired, which 

will be mentioned in detail in the following chapter. As 

Pillsbury says, most of eating, walking, talking and all of 

the frequent and important actions of everyday life are hab- 

its in whole or in part. But it is exaggerative to say that 

without habit all action would cease. 

Woodw or th2s eems to hold motor habit as well as instinct 

as the impulsive tendency to action in his 'Dynaemic Psy- 

chol oóy . However there are some very questionable points 

in his view in question, which have already been pointed out 

and critised by McDougall. 
3 

1. Pillsbury, W.B. The Essentials of Psychology 
1920. 

6 
1. 

2. Woodwarth, R.S. R.S.Dynamic Psychology. 1918. pp 
3. McDougall, V. "Motives in the Light of Recent 

Mind, N.S. Vol. 29. 1920. (pp. 277 - 293.) 

. Rev. ed. 

. 77 - 104, etc. 
Discussion." 
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"In short," says Woodworth, "the power of acquiring 

new mechanisms possessed by the human mind is at the same 

time a power of acquiring new drives; for every mechanism, 

when at that stage of its development when it has reached 

a degree of effectiveness withoat having yet become entire- 
ly automatic is itself a drive and capable of motivating 

activities that lie beyond its immediate scope." i 

To quote kicDougall's criticism of the above stated pos- 

ition of Woodworth: - "uVoodwcx th admits that when the habit 

is perfected, when it has become automatic, it ceases to 

be or to have any 'drive'. Is not this admission fatal to 

his whole ccntention ?- - - - - "2 I think, it can hardly be 

doubted that the mare automatic habit bec aces, the greater 

its impulsive tendency to action. 

Criticising Woodw crth's views in 'kind' which I refer 

to here, McDougall c oncludes thiet "the motor habit contains 

no intrinsic drive, it determines how we shall execute our 

pUrp Oees, but does not prompt and sus tain the doing, "3 al- 

though he used to hold habit as a Motive power in his 'Soc- 

ial Psychol ogy '.4 In his 'Outline of Psychology he also 

holds tha t "like all the innate motor mechanism, habits are 

1 V o Odw or th. op. cit. p. 1C4.. 
kcltiougall . Op. ci t. p. 283. 

3. 4p. cit. p. 283. 
41 McDougall, Intr oducti on t o S ocial Psych ol coy. rev. 1919. 

P. 43. 



only instruments, which subserve our purposes, but do not 

determine them, " " the habit has no motive p ower, is 

not in itself a 'drive . It is mere mechanism, a servant 

of the driving impulses which come fr om the ins tincts. "1 

Thus McDougall c ome s t o claim the t ins tincts are the only 

motives to acti on. He rather insiste t o reduce the impul- 

sive aspec t of habitual tendency into the class of ins tinct- 

ive impulse. "When we see a dog, taught in this way, sp on- 

tane ously and repeatedly wal4ting on his hind legs, " - - - -"we 

may infer with s ome confidence that he is 'playing up' for 

more food; in other words, that he is impelled, not by any 

!drive' fr om the acquired habit, but by the impulse of the 

feeding -instinct." G This is only a theoretical explanat- 

ion. Any habitual tendency may havd s orne r ela ti on t o, or 

foundation on, certain ins tint tive tendency. I have, there- 

fore, stated a habitual tendency as a physical disposition 

acquired on the f oundati on of ins tinctive tendency. There 

is n o pur e habit with oat any ins tinctive f oundati on. Fr om 

the concretely psychological point of view, it is, conse- 

quently, t o be said that a habit is a tendency in which 

acquired physical disp oeition predominates. The acquired 

habit of the dog in the above example may be said to be an 

l 11eDou,gall, Outline of Psycho]. ogy. 1923. p. 181. 
2. liCDoitgall, Outline of Psychology. p. 181. 
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acquired motive tendency to strive him in that way. He may 

do that very well when his hunger is quite satiated, that 

is to say, having no feedling- impulse. And another dog, who 

has no such acquired habit, never can do that, even when he 

16 very hungry. Any well -formed habitual tendency is no 

doubt an individual motive tendency to act in a certain way, 

which may be acquired during our life history. How much a 

habitual tendency has its relation or foundation to instinct 

-ive tendency, is a pr oblem for evolutionary history or gen- 

etic study t o explain. McDougall also inclines to reduce a 

habitual impulse of twirling the moustache into instinctive 

impulses of self -display etc.1 Such an instinct of self- 

display is a common tendency of all men, but a habit of 

twirling the moustache is acquired by certain men only. One 

who has a predominant instinctive tendency of self- display 

may or may not have a habit cf twirling the moustache. So too 

of all the daily routine of life as e.g. eating, walking, 

dressing etc. They are all acquired dispositions having 

senscri_motcr cr ideo -motor coordination to act in a certain 

way, and these disp ositi one are originally based on instinct- 

ive tendencies. 

However in general, the motive impulse of the habitual 

1. McDougall. Mind (Gp. cit.) p. 253. 
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tendencies is not s o vi oient and permanent as that of in- 

stinctive tendencies. Since habits may be acquired during 

individual life they may be br oken or modified the in- 

dividual.. But it must als o be remembered that the formation 

of habits is based on certain physiological structure as 

suggested by many authorities. To quote Pillsbury: "The 

formation of habits is a process of decreasing the resist- 

ance of the synaps -es in the different p cssible paths of 

transmission. Ultimately it is due to a change of some kind 

in the synapse. When a sens cry neurone is excited, one of 

the synapses is more open than the others. This is traver- 

sed by the impels e and the c orresp ending muscle resp onds. 

The opening of the synapse has in every case been brought 

about by the simultaneous action of the two neurones." 1 

To say that 'habit is a second nature', or 'habit is not 

readily thr own off I, is very true even from the physiolog- 

ical p oint of view only. 

or.c 
It may, then, be cAluded that habitual tendencies are 

the more physical disposition acquired on the f oundati on of 

instinctive tendencies and having the motive impulse to act 

in a certain way, although its impulsive f crce is generally 

not s o violent and permanent as that of instinctive tend- 

encies. 

1. Pillsbury W.B. Cfip . cit. P. 588 
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Section .3. Sentiment. 

Since Shand's suggestion .abaxt the psychological mean- 

ing of sentiment, it has generally been accepted that a 'sen- 
eá 

timent' is defined as an organieh system of emotional tend- 

encies centred about some object)" 

Stout and Baldwin seem to carry the definition in ques- 

tion a step further. They define a sentiment as "an emot- 

ional disposition having reference to an object or class of 
2 

objects represented by a more ar less complex system of ideas.' 

Correcting the Shandian definition, Dr Dreyer states as 

follows : - "McDougall, following Shand, has defined a senti- 

ment as 'an organised system of emotional tendencies centred 

about some object. I The definition is a useful one, but it 
ought to be added that the organised system may consist of 

a single emotional tendency, and that, in the human being at 

least, it is the idea of the obj Pct rather than the object 

itself with which:: it is ass ociated." 3 So he gr oups Senti- 

ments into two, namely, simple and complex:- "A 'simple' 

sentiment c =sits of a single emotional tendency associated 

1. Dreyer. Instinct. in Man. p. 207. 
Shand, A.P. Char ac ter and the Emotions." Mind. (N. S . }Vol. 5 

4. Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychol cgy. Edited by 

J. M. Baldwin, New edi ti on. 192 0. Vol. 2. p. 521. 
3. Dreyer. The Psychology of Everyday Life. p. 36. 
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with an idea cr idea-complex." - -- "The 'c carrplex sentiment 

onsists of more than one emotional tendency, associated 

wilt an idea ar idea- complex. The great 'complex' senti- 

ments may be exceedingly complex on both sides." 1 Referr- 

ing to these authorities I should simply define a sentiment 

as an affective dïsp oeition with ideational refer ence to a 

particular obj pct, which is acquired on the foundation of 

instinctive tendency. 

In the next place let us turn our attention to the 

relation between sentiment and instinctive tendency. As to 

the question McDougall shows a broad coneepti on: "We shall 

have the word 'Sentiment' as the most general term to denote 

all acquired conative trends;" "while 'ins tinct' re- 

gains our name for directed conative trends which are given 

as such in our innate constitution. "2 But all acquired con - 

ative trends are not sentiments. As I have maintained in 

the last section, we have habitual tendencies as well as 

sentiments as acquired conative tendency. It is, of course, 

needless t o say that s entiments are acquired on the f ound- 

ati on of instinctive tendencies, which I have already ment- 

ioned. Another psychological distinction has been shown by 

1. Dr ever. Instinct in Man. pp. 215 - 6. 
2. ricDougall,. Outline of Psychology. p. 418. 
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Dr Dreyer; "The instinct 'dìsp csition' is perceptual, that 
1e, involves only perceptual consciousness, while the sent- 

iment disposition' is ideational, and is a sentiment be- 

cause it is ideational.' 1 

This idea ti onal aspect of sentiment is an imp or tant 

characteristic to distinguish sentiment from instinct. 

Stout also seems to emphasise the ideational aspect 

of sentiment; "Each system of ideas is a genera], tendency 

to feel and act in certain ways under certain circumstances. 

It is convenient to have a general name for ideal systems 

considered from this p oint of view. It does not appear 

that any better v; or d can be selected for the purp ese than 

Sentiment though in so employing it we extend its applic- 

ation bey end the range of ordinary usage. If we give this 

extended applicati on to the word, we may regard emotions 

which pre -supp ose mental disp csi ti ons organised thr ough 

previous trains of ideational activity as episodes in the 

life -history of sentiments." 2 Otherwise stated, "On the 

higher levels of mental life, where idea and concepts play 

a prominent part, emotional disp os i ti ons are very complex, 

and are called Sentiments or Interests." 
3 

Then it is again 

1. Dreyer. Ins tinct :i n p. 210. 
21 St out , t . F. A. lianual of Psychology 3rd ed. 1913. pp 699 - 70C 

3^ Op. cit. p. 419. 
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to be noticed that a sentiment is an affective disp ceition 

based on an instinctive tendency and containing an idea- 

tional system. This is why I stated sentiment as the more 

psychical and the more affective disposition acquired on 

the foundation of instinctive tendency in comparing it with 

habitual tendency which is the more physical and the less 

affective, disp csition. Thus, M rton Princels position that 

a sentiment is "an idea linked with an instinct." 1 and 

Warren's that "a sentiment is a mental state whose leading 

components are feelings and imagery. It is due to the com- 

bina ti on of systemic wi th ideational imp uls es . " may be 

regarded as suggesting one aspect of the nature of sentiment. 

The relation of Sentiment to pleasure -pain, emotion 

and c onati on can be fur ther under -stood by the following 

suggestion of Stout: "ti sentiment cannot be actually felt 

at any one moment, as emoti cns can be felt. Its relation 

to emotions, conations, pleasures, and pain, as actually 

felt, is twof old. On the one hand it developes out of them. 

It is through the varied forms of agreeable interest felt 

by me fr ors time t o time when I have s ocial inters curse with 

a man, that I begin to entertain a sentiment of friendship 

1. Morton prince. The Unconsciousness. 1914. p. 452. 
2. War rfn, F. C. Human Psychology. P. 302. 
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towards him. Cn the other hand, sentiments, when they have 

once come into being, are themselves independent sources of 

manifold feeling -attitudes and c onati ons, varying with vary- 

j ng circumstances." 

It is also to be noted that we may distinguish. a senti- 

ment as a mental structure fr om an activity or an actual 

experience determined by it, that is to say, we may have 

distinction be'twAen a sentiment and sentiment determined 

activity, It is the same distinction i,hat we give the 

instinct for innate determinant of activity and instinct- 

ive activity for actual experience itself determined by 

instinct. A sentiment may, theref are, be said to be a de- 

terminant of activity, possessing motive impulse to act 

in a certain way. So such a position as Hadfield's does 

not seem to be plausible. "Psychological constellations 

are composed of two factors, one fr om the envie onrnent - -- 

and one from heredi ,"Psychological constellations are 

of three fomrns: Sentiments, Dispositions, and..Compiexes. 

The sentiments are those constellations which we conscious- 

ly accept; the disp ositions, those which are unconsciously 

accepted. "2 The sentiment itself is a disposition, although 

it may become an actual consci axs process as we have 

- - -r 
1. St out Li, F. The ílr oundwork of Psychology. 1908. pp 223-4. 
2. Hadfield, J.A. Psychology and Morals. rev. 1925. pp20-21. 
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seen. Unless the term conscious is employed in the widest 

sense including unconscious or disposition, sentiments can - 

not be described as a conscious pr ocess. 

Since a sentiment has been modified, developed and 

organised with affective experiences and ideati erial activ- 

ities on the foundation of instinctive tendency, its mot- 

ive impulse t o our action is the more delicate or sensitive 

and intelligible,. and especially individual as compared 

with instinctive tendency, although it has not so crude and 

explosive motive force as some str cng instinctive tendencies. 

The formation of sentiments may, theref er e, be regarded as 

the process of mental evolution of instinctive tendencies 

in an individual. Well developed and organised sentiments. 

may become an important aspect of regulative and contr olling 

principle not wily to instinctive tendency but also to the 

whole personality or self. 

The development of sentiments depends on moderate sat- 

isfaction cf instinctive tendencies, rich affective expFr- 

ìences and intellectual culture. 'Reas on or 'ideal' is us- 

ually regarded as da tcrminant of our conduct on the higher 

Plane. But it shculd be noticed that in the inner aspect 

of 'Reason' or !Ideal', highly developed and organised sen- 

timents do work: as an engine to move us. Thus it may be 
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said that the more highly developed and the more perfectly 

organised sentiment can move us the more rationally and 

ideally. 

The detail of this point will be mentioned in Chapter 

Iv. 

Moreover it Must be remembered that sentiments are an 

important part of character. A character is an individual 

system of all c ona tive tendencies, or in mare detail it is 

a disp OBitional whole to act, which is organised by instin- 

ctive tendencies, i.e. innate Psycho-physical disp ositi on 

and habitual tendencies and sentiments, i.e. acquired phy- 

sical and mental dispositions on the foundation of instinct- 

ive tendencies. 

As a whole or as a concrete fact in our everyday life 
the character of an individual is often the determinant of 

our action. And it would be no exaggeration to regard that 

sentiments are the main part of character in the human adult. 

Finally some consideration will be given to 'Complex' 

relating to sentiment. McDougall suggests the use cf the 

word 'complex' for pathological or morbid sentiments: "The 

beet &S.age, I think," he says, "restricts the term 'complex' 
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to acquired conative settings which are in some degree mor- 

bid, by reas on of their lack of harmony with the rest of 

the character. Ad opting this usage, we shall have the word 

'sentiment as the mos t general term to denote all acquired 

conetive trends; and 'complex' will be used to denote sen- 

timents that are in some manner and degree morbid or patho- 
1 

logical." 

Rivers als o shows the f oll owing as one imp or tant dis- 

tine ti on between 'sentiment' and ' c omplex ',The sentiment 

is an abs olut ely necessary and cons tant feature of the normal 

mental life. Most of cur sentiments come into ac ti on daily 

and influence the beheld cur of every moment of the life of 

every dag.. The c omp l ex, on the other hand, in the s ense in 

which I should like to use the term, has essentially a path- 

ological implication. It is not only a result of suppress- 

ion, but the pr oduct cf independent activity of the suppress- 

ed content, whether accompanied by alternate consciousness 

or wholly wi thin the region of the unc onsci ous. There is, 

of course, n o har d-and -fast line between the healthy and the 

morbid, and it is possible, if not pr obable, that the com- 

plex will in some cases shade off into the sentiment, but I 

believe i t is us eful tha t pa thol ogy shall have it own terms 

1. 24cDougall, Outline of Psych clogy. p. 417 - 8. 
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and concept . "1 

4uite different fr Cori the a nove, Tansley employs the 

term 'complex in a very broad sense. Defining the 'comp- 

lex' as "an association of cognitive elements which have 

a coxünon affective bond, and thus tend to act in the mind 

and to enter consci ousness together. " Tansley further 

states, "Complexes are of all sorts and sizes. Sbrne dir- 

ectly relate to an inherited instinct common to all human 

beings; others are individual and depend primarily on educ- 

ation or experience. "3 Thus be presents 'sex -complex', 'ego 

-complex' and 'herd -complex', as three great universal com- 

plexes in human beings, and the particular complexes which 

depend on accidental circumstances and vary with each in- 

dividual, in contradis tinc ti on t o the universal conilexes. 

This Tansley's usage might be reserved as the widest sense 

of 'çonplex'. But I incline t °wards accepting McDougall's 

and Rivers's p esiti one as the ordinary sense of 'complex'. 

For since we have the term Sentiments most generally to de- 

note all dispositions in which acquired affective tendenc- 

ies most predominate and the term Instincts or Instinctive 

tendencies most generally to denote all dispceitions in which 

innate tendencies most predominate, it will be better to 

1. Rivers, W._7-T 

. 

R Instinct and the Une ons ci care. 2nd. ed. 
1922. p. 9 . 

2. Tansley, A.G. The New Psychology. rev. ed. 1922. p. 299. 
3. OP. cit. p. 61. 
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nee the term complex f cr the special cases of acquired a.f- 

feptive disp:psiti ons only, that is to say, patholobicai or 

morbid sentiments. However it is not necessary to restrict 
the sentiment to the nrrmal mental life only; as does Rivers. 
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CHAP TIM III. 

IüOTIV: I1PULSES TO ACTION; 

II . GENEHA.L MOTIVE IMPULSE . 

PLEASURE - UiúPI,k;AStII3E. 

section 1. Specific Motive Impulse and 

General Motive Impulse C ompared. 

Let us first compare pleasure- unpleasure as general mot- 

ive impulse with specific motive impulses such as instinct- 
ive tendencies, habitual tendencies and sentiments in some 

detail. 

In the first place specific motive impulse is to move 

us to act in specific or particular way, according to the 

specific nature of each instinctive tendency, habitual tend- 

ency or sentiment, which has its own end or termination of 

the activity; while pleasure- unpieasure has only two general 

and br cad impulses in opposite directions, namely keeping 

or seeking impulse and avoiding impulse or repulse for any 

activity in which pleasure -unpleasure is concerned. So 

pleasure and un Measure, as already s tested, are !impulse- 

towards v and tr epulse_towards t respectively fr om the dynam- 

ic point of view, and they are called general motive ine 
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pulses. It is to be noticed that the distinction between 

specific and 'general' instinctive tendencies quoted from 
Dr Dreyer in the previous chapter are relatively specific and 

relatively general among them as stated by him.l It is 
moreover to be remembered that the instinctive tjendencies 

which I use as specific motive tendencies in this thesis, 
include all those instinctive tendencies except 'unpleasure 

avoidance' and 'pleasure seeking' in Dr Dreyer Is classifica- 
tion in q úe:ß ti on. 

In the second place the special motive impulse is con- 

ditioned by innate and acquired disposition both physical 

and psychical; pleasure- unpleasure may be conditioned by 

the specific motive tendencies, although it may be condit- 

ioned by other activities. If a specific motive tendency 

is discharged with furtherance, effectiveness Gr harmony, 

it may cause pleasure, except some case being indifferent; 
if it is discharged with hindrance, defectiveness arr discard, 

it may cause unpleasure . 

In the third place the specific motive impulse may be 

modified by general motive impulses i.e. 'impulse- towards' 

in pleasure and 'repulse -towards' in unpleasure, pleasure 

Prolongs and strengthens the specific impulsive tendency, 

1, Dreyer, Psychology of Education. p. 51. 
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unpleasure tends t o discontinue or avoid it r to divert 
the tendency to other directions,. whenever an active tend- 
ency is acc onpanied by pleasure or unpleasure. Pleasure - 
unploasure may be modified 'by intensity, duration and qual- 
ity of the 'tendency in which pleasure- unpleasure is concern 
-ed. 

In the fourth place the specific motive impulse may 

pursue its end or termination without any reference to plea 
-surd- unpl.easure, that is to say, pleasure- unpleasure is not 
an absolutely necessary motive impulse or an indispensable 
motive impulse to action; while pleasure- unpleasure can never 
exist or can never be experienced without any active tend- 
ency. 

Nevertheless the effect of pleasure- unpieasure as gen- 
eral motive impulse, i.e. impulse- towards or repulse-towards 
the course of a specific motive impulse, is very remarkable 
whenever it arises during active process. And pleasure -un- 
pleasure is not only such a general motive impulse, but also 
a caution to the specific motive tendency in the pursuance 
of its end. pleasure- Unpleasure indicates effectiveness or 

defectiveness of an active tendency in the present situat- 
ion. It is also hardly doubted that the recurrence of plea - 

eure- unpleasure of the pESt may guide our active tendencies 
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in the present. 

Lastly in short: Pleasure- unpleasure may be regarded 
as the reinforcing motive impulse to the specific motive 

impulses or to any active tendency. 
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Section 2. Psychological and Physiological 
Remarks Regarding the Impulsive Tendency of 

Pleasure-Unpleasure. 

As we have seen the impulsive tendency of pleasure -un- 
pleasure, i. e. 'impulse- towards' and 1r epulse-t owards is 
remarkably effective to any activity ar action. The follow- 
ing writers have decidedly shown the point regarding the 
question as f oll ows . 

Wundt: - "Every feeling is an immediate motive; every 
feeling of pleasure marks a s triving towards the object 
that excites the pleasure; every unpleasant feeling â, striv 
-ing against its object, and the effort towards or away 

from the object becomes voluntary activity whenever it is 
not checked oy opp osing feelings. "1 

James: - "As present pleasures are tremendous reinforcers, 
and present pains tremendous inhibit are of whatever acti on 

leads to them, s o the thoughts of pleasures and pains take 

rank amongst the thoughts which have most impulsive and in- 

hibitive power." - - --uIf a movement feels agreeable, we re- 
peat and repeat it as long as the pleasure lasts. It it 
hur to us, our muscular contractions at the instant stop . "2 

1. Plundt,W. Ethics, Vol.3, Trans. by M.F.Washburn. 
Fr om.:2nd Gernan ed. (1892) p. 8. 

2. James,W. Principles of Psychology. Vol 2. p. bb0. 
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Stout: e "Every pleasing and every painful experience 

at the time at which it is actually taking place has a con- 

ative aspect. In s o far as the experience is pleasing, 

there is a tendency to maintain and develop it by whatever 

means may be found effective, until its pleasure- giving 

capacity is exhaus ted, or is overp owered by the intermix- 

ture of unpleasing elements. In s o far as the experience 

is unpleasant, there is a tendency to discontinue it by what 

-ever means may be found effective. "1 

Ward: - "Whatever be the variety in the sources of pleas 

-ure, whatever be the moral or conventi.cnal estimate of their 

worthiness, if a given 'situation' is pleasant we seek s o 

far to retain it, if painful, to be rid of it: caeterie 

paribus, we prefer a greater pleasure bef ere a less, a less 

pain bet or e a greater . "2 

Nevertheless Young, fr on his experimental result, pre- 

sented such a sugges ti on as that "the traditional relati on 

between Pleasure and seeking movements finds little support 

in our reports, while that between unpleasure and withdrawal 

is abundantly confirmed." "Pleasure is characterised by mere 

acceptance of the situation and passive yielding to it."3 

1. Stout, G.F. Manual of Psychology. 3rd ed. p. 326. 

2. Ward, j. Psychological Principles. 1918. p. 266. 
3. Young,p. T. "pleasantness and Unpleasantness in Relation to 

Organic Response." Amer. J. Psychol. Vol.32,1921, 
(PP 38 53) p.51 - 2. 
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young's experiment was carried out by using single stimuli: 

odor's, tastes, tactual impressions, and a few chords for 

five men and two w omen . 

Against the above view of Young concerning pleasure, 

Corwin concluded as follows, also from experimental study: 

"Definitely seeking or maintaining reaction to pleasant 

stimula ti on ar e f ound in 84.3 of the t otal number of plea- 

sant cases ; whereas Young f ound no direct involuntary tend- 

encies to movement, ar actual movement reports only 11 cases 

of the secondary type ( such as change in breathing, expLns- 

ion etc.) and classifies even these as voluntary. "1 Corwin is 

experiment was carried out by using olfactory, cutaneous 

and auditory stimulations for three observers, Young, a- 

gain experimenting with olfactory and auditory sti mulatione 

far two subjects, shows that "the statement that pleasant- 

ness is expressed by involuntary seeking movements is aban- 

doned." - - -- that "'seeking and 'ay oiding' are tele ological 

interpretations of behaviour" "that the traditional hed 

onistic doctrine be abandoned. " 2 It must, howevfer, be 

remembered that there are two modes of pleasure, namely, 

1. Corwin, 
Amer. J. 

2 Young, p 
Expressi 
Amer , J. 

G. H. "The Inv oluntary.f esp once to pleasantness." 
Psychol. Vol.. 32. 192:1. (pp 563 -570) p. 569. 

. T. "Movements of pursuit and Avoidance as 

ons of Simple Feelings. 
Psychol. Vol.33 1922 )pp 511 - 525) p. 524 - 5. 
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passive and p csitive, as suggested by ,iuiyers, Moore, ;Marshall, 

Dumont, and Bousfield in the last chapter in Part II. 
young's experiments seem to have been done on the passive 

mode of pleasure mainly. 

In the passive mode of pleasant experiences we gener- 

ally have keeping impulse rather than seeking impulse, that 

is to say, passively to keep the pleasant situation rather 

than p csitively to seek it. When Young states that "pleas- 

ure is characterised by mere acceptance of the situation and 

passive yielding to it ", it is only the nature of the pass- 

ive mode of pleasure. I have elsewhere suggested that plea- 

sure is seeking or keeping impulse fr on the dynamic point 

of view. As to the seeking impulse in pleasant experiences 

it is a t oo well -known fact to explain. It is plain enough 

even without such as Oorwin's experimental study. 

Moreover we have been shown good experimental results 

to confirm our view. 

Wohlgemuth gives the following conclusion fr an his 

great experimental work: "The conative tendencies produced 

ki sensory pleasure tend to the approaching of the pleasant 

stimulus, to the pr of onging of the pleasure, and to the in- 

;ensifying of it. The conative tendencies pr oduced by sen- 
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gory unpleasure tend to the getting away fr om, or removing 

of, the unpleasant stimulus, to the shortening of the un- 

pleasure or to the weakening of it. (Rule T,XXV) "1 Wohige- 

muthis work was carried out ".y 'the methods of impression', 

while Eng more recently presents the following results by 

'the methods of expressìonl in which the experimental sub- 

jects were eleven children (five girls and six boys between 

the age of ten and twelve years) and fourteen adults (seven 

males and seven females, most of them between nineteen and 

twenty years of age.) 

Displeasure: Fall in volume curve, decrease in pulse 

height, and generally (variable with a few 

displeasure emotions) accelerated pulse, 

and retarded, deepened, irregular respira- 

tion. 

Pleasure: Rise in volume curve, increase in pulse 

height, and generally (variable in a few 

pleasure emoti ons) retarded pulse, accel- 

erated and shallow breathing. 

Displeasure is an inhibitory (asthenic) emotion. 

Pleasure is a stimulant (sthenic) emotion. 
2 

l Wohlgeruth, A. "Pleasure- Unpleasure" 
Brit. J. Psychol. Mon o. Sup. VI. 1919. 

2. Eng)H. The Emoti onalf the Child. 1925. (op.cit) p 121. 
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Furthermore froth the general conclusion of the condit- 

ions of pleas u-re- unp1.aasure made: in Part II. , the impul- 

sive] state in the experience of pleasure- unpleasure may be 

deduce d c3 s f ol 1. ows ;- At the moment of a pleasant experience, 

certain activity ar' its active processes concerned in the 

pleasure may be regarded as fur thering, effective, cr har- 

moni cus, integrative in the attainment of its end. For the 

fur theranc e, effectiveness or harmony, integrati on, in cer- 

tain activity or its active pr ocesses in the attainment of 

its end, are the fundamental conditions of pleasure . 

b o, v o o, of an unpleasant experience. At the moment of 

an unpleasant experience, certain activity or its active pr o- 

cesses concerned in the unpleasure may be regarded as hin- 

dering, defective or dis c crd, disintegrative in the attain- 

ment cf its end.. Accordingly the c °native or impulsive as- 

Pact of any activity or active process concerned in pleas- 

ant experience may be understood as pr omoting certain act- 

ivity or ac ti on; contrariwise the c ona tive or impulsive as- 

pect cf any activity or active pr ocess c oncerned in unpleas- 

ant experience may be understood as thwarting certain act- 

ivity or acti on in which unpleasure is concerne& 

Thus that impulsive aspect in the pleasant experience 
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is to maintain ar promote the activity or action in vvin_ich 

pleasur is c one erned and in unpleasure to discontinue cr 

thwart it. may p os sibly- be explained frca car c onc 1 J. i on 

of the condi ti on cf plears ureunpieasure. 
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Let us now turn our attention to the more physiolog- 

ical remarks. r egar ding the agues ti on. 

Under the head of 'The Physiological. Basis of Simple 

Feelings', Münsterberg states that: "If the stimulus is plea- 

sant, the 'movements tend to make it go on; if it. is mnpleas- 

ant, the movements tend to stop it." "If the stimulus 

is disagreeable, the organism reacts by a contraction of 

the flexor muscles. It is a cramplike shrinking of the body, 

a tense strain. If the impressi on is agreeable, the organ- 

ism expands, and the extensor muscles are active." 

"Thr oughout life the appr oaching and the withdrawing move- 

ments are the leading reactions to pleasant and unpleasant 

stimuli, and under natural conditions the flexor and exten- 

sor contractions are their chief fact ors. "1 This can be ob 

-served in the distinguishable cases of pleasant and unplea 

-sent experiences. However it is only one aspect of the 

pYiysiologica.:l. basis regarding the relation of feeling to 

movement. 

Bianchi, showing the detailed somatic concomitants of 

pleasure and pain as e.g. circulation, pulse, heart's action, 

inspiration, visage, voice, secretion, muscular power etc., 

suies up that "Pleasure is dynamo -genetic" and "Pain is 

paralys ing .02 

1. kilns terberg, H. Psychology, General and Applied. 1914, pp198 -9 

;. Bianchi, T . The Mechanism of the Brain and the Function 
,of. the: Frontal Lobes. ( op. cit.) 1922. p. 273. 



As we have seen Mars ton h olds that the c arrela.ted re- 
lationship of mot or impulses t o a pleasant state is allied 
in the final common path, and that, to an unpleasant state, 
is antagonis tic in the final common path. In other wards 

it means that in the pleasant state the motor discharge is 

free a.nd in the unpleasant state the motor discharge is im- 

peded. 

Fir om Tr Oland, Th ar ndike and the others suggestions 

which have been stated in Part II, we have seen the read- 

iness of new ous c onduc ti on or increase of synaptic c on- 

ductance in the pleasant state and the unreadiness of ner- 

vous conduction or decrease of synaptic conductance in the 

unpleasant s tata. To quote Thorndike in a little more de- 

tail: - "The essential satisfyingness in these cases ( the 

lists given by him which have been cited in Part II) is 

the conducti on al ong neur ones and acr oss synapses that are 

ready far conducti on and the essential a.nnoyingness in these 

oases is the absence of such conduction. Now this law holds 

good not only in the cals of such definite behaviour -series 

as feeding, hunting, fighting or sex -indulgence, but thr ough 

-out behavi cur. Call the new one, neur ones, synapses synap- 

ses, part of a neur one, part of a synapse, parts of neurones 

or parts of synapses - whatever makes up the path which is 

ready for conduction - a conducti on unit. Then for a c on- 
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duction unit ready to conduct to do so is satisfying-, and 

for it not to de s,o is annoying."" 

The ahcve mentioned physiological aspects regarding 

the questi on are ale o very fav curable to confirm the anta- 

gonietic impulsive tendencies of pleasure and unpleasure 

to our activities and acti ons. 

Acc ordingly it can hardly be doubted that the present 

feelings of pleasure and unpleasure may become the anta on.. 

is ti c motive i apuls es to our actions. Then same further 

consideration with respect to the past experienced pleasure 

-unpleasure and the anticipated pleasure- unpleasure will 

be required. 

In Part I,I have suggested that we should not confuse 

the present feeling of pleasure and unpleasure with the 

object which has been pleased or displeased and the ob- 

ject which usually is pleasant or unpleasant, that is to 

say, pleasing or displeasing things; that the original feel- 

ing in the past experience is usually different from the 

feeling which has newly arisen in the recurrence of it; and 

that the newly arisen feeling in the recurrence is not an 

entir ely new one wi thout any relati on to the original ex- 

perience, but it seems to be caused by the retained origin- 

1. Thorndike, E.L. 2ducational Psychology: Briefer C ourse, p.54. 
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al experience and the present cizcumstances. The original 
feelings in the past experiences are apt to change, while 

the ideational aspects of the part experienced objects are 

approximately similar in character on their recurrence. So 

we are generally able to remember or recollect the past ex- 

perienced objects which are pleasant or unpleasant as pleas 

-ing or displeasing things. The pleasing or displeasing 

things, which we experienced before, may have feeling -tones 

according to circumstances. 

It is better to call it 'the pleasant or unpleasant 

past experience for the recurrence of the past experience 

which has been pleased or displeased. The impulsive effect 

of the pleasant or unpleasant past experience to our actions 

has been maintained by Bain, ;uicDougall and James as stated 

in the first chapter in this part. Especially it has been 

emphasised to have the same motive impulse with the present 

feeling of pleasur e- unpleasure by James; "The pleasures and 

pains which action brings modify its course and regulate it; 

and later the thoughts of the pleasures and the pains ac- 

quire themselves impulsive and inhibitive p ower, "1 and the 

other emphatic statement has already been cited. What 

James calls 'ideas of -pain and pleasure' or 'thoughts of 

pain and pleasure' seems to include the anticipation of plea- 

1. James. Op. cit. pp. 549 - 550. 
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sure and unpleasure. 

If in the pleasant ar un pleasant past experiences, 
great instinctive tendencies or highly developed and organ- 

ised sentiments predominate, the motive impulses of these 
past experiences may be strong on their recurrence. But in 
general the impulsive effect of the recurrence is not so in- 
tense as that of the present actual feeling of pleasure -un- 

pleasure. 

Impulsive tendency of the pleasant or unpleasant past 

experience may probably be due to the affective- conative 

disposition, cumulated by previous experiences of a cert- 
ain object or left by the intense original experience of 

the object. 

I have already suggested that pleasure- unpleasure is 

not only simply a striving f orce to actions but also a sel- 

ective guidance or a sign of cauti on to actions. From this 

p eint of view let us compare present feeling of pleasure - 

unpleasure with the pleasure- unpleasure on the recurrence 

Which is of course attached to the past experienced object. 

In the present feeling of pleasure- unpleasure, simply striv- 

ing f wee, namely, the f' ce blindly to promote or thwart 

action, is more predominant than the pleasure- unpleasure on 

the recurrence; while in the pleasure- unpleasure on the re- 



currence, the aspect of selective guidance or sign of caut- 
ion to action, is more remarkable than the present feeling 
of pleasure- unpleasure. This may be due to the fact that on 

the recurrence of the A.easant ar unpleasant pa!t experience, 

the ideational aspect cf the experienced object is usually 
remarkable and in the present feeling actual feeling itself 
which is just being conditioned by conative tendency is most 

predominant. 

As to the anticipated pleasure- unpleasure there is much 

to be said of the similarity of the pleasure- unpleasure on 

the recurrence or the pleasant can unpleasant past experience. 

Ve may have an anticipated pleasure- unpleasure about some 

new object which has not yet been experienced, cr about the 

similar or almost the same object that has pleasantly or un- 

pleasantly been experienced when we are going to experience 

it again. In the farmer the imaging ti onal process based on 

the prey'. cus experiences having some relation to the new ob- 

ject is remarkable, and the anticipated pleasure- unpleasure 

does not often correspond to the actual feeling caused by 

the experience of the new object. In the latter, namely, the 

cases of the similar cr almost the same object experienced, 

the past pleasant cr unpleasant experience is predominant, 

and the aspect of selective guidance or sign of caution t c 

acti on is remarkab].e,and the anticipated feeling may e 
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oftener c arr eep and to acctuai feeling when it is experienced 
than in the former case. 

Since Ithe anticipated. pleasure- unpleasure is not a 

present actual. feeling, it is better t o call it anticipat- 
icon of pleasant or unpleasant experience, or anticipation 
of a pleasing or displeasing thing. However it is a decid- 
ed fact that the striving aspect of the anticipation of plea 
-sant experiences or pleasing thing is 'impulse -towards and 

that of unpleasant experience or displeasing thing is tre- 

pulse -t °wards. 

Fr om my general c onclusi on on the conditi one of pleas - 

urc- unpleasure, let us again menti on regarding its motive 

tendency, namely, inrpulse- towards and repulse- towards any 

activity or acti on, or in other words, impulse of seeking o2 

a keeping pleasure and of aìtciding unpieasure. 

Seeking or keeping pleasure directly means seeking or 

keeping furtherance, effectiveness, or integration, harmony 

of activity or acti on, or its active pr ocesses in which the 

pleasure is concerned. For in the state cf pleasure the 

activity or acti on, or active pr ocesses is fur thering, ef- 

fective., or integrated, harmoni ous. 

Avoiding unpleasure directly means avoiding hindrance, 
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defectiveness, cr disintegration, discard cf activity or 

action or its active processes in which the unpleasure is 
concerned. For in -the state of unpleasure the activity or 

action or i tE active. pr ocesses is hindering, defective, or 

disintegrated, discordant. This is reas caably and naturally 
to be drawn from my general conclusion on the e azdi ti on of' 

pleasure-unpleasure, and the foregoing statements. 

Whatever the activity may be, say, instinctive activity 
or action, habitual activity or action, sentiment deter :Ain - 

ed activity or action, or intellectual or ideational activ- 
ity etc., it has the above striving tendency, namely, im- 

pulse- towards if it is pleasant and repulse -towards if it 
is unpleasant. Impulse -towards pleasure or seeking or keep- 

ing pleasure and repulse -towards unpleasure or avoiding un- 

pleasure are the fundamental and ultimate impulsive tend- 

encies in every activity . Or it may be said that seeking or 

a keeping furtherance, effectiveness cr integration of our 

activities and avoiding the reverse are the fundamental and 

ultimate nature of all activities. However I can not ac- 

cept the extreme type of the biological utility theory of 

pleasure-unpleasur e which holds that pleasure correlates 

to the utility of the individual or the race or both and 

arìleasure the reverse, as stated in part II. I only main- 

tain that the impulse -towards pleasure and the repulse -to- 
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wardo.:.unplsasure are the decided and fundamental. nature in 
any activity or active pr ocess. 

Nevertheless seeking or keeping pleasure, namely, s eek- 

ing or keeping well -going activity and the reverse even at 
that moment, from the biological point of view, cannot but 

be thought of as having a significant meaning to the self- 
conservation or to the psycho - organic adaptation to the en- 

vir on_ment. This is why I have held that the utility of 

pleasure- unpleasure concerns a certain activity at that mom 

-ent when we experience pleasure- unpleasure in the activity. 

If we attempt psychological classification for such 

tendencies, i.e. seeking or keeping pleasure and avoiding 

unpleasure,we incline tour grds accepting Dr Dreyer Is position 

that unpleasure avoidance and pleasure seeking are classi- 

fied as an instinctive tendency. For such tendencies are 

fundamental, ultimate, and innate, like other ordinal in- 

stinctive. tendencies. "The general 'Appetite' tendencies ", 

says Dr Dreyer, "are two, the tendency to avoid or get a- 

way fr an unpleasant experiences, and the tendency to seek 

or maintain pleasant experiences. We call these general, 

because the tendencies are determined -4- nothing specific 

in any experience, except its pleasantness or its unpleas- 

antness."1 In his 'Instinct in Man' he classified 'Innate 

i. Dreyer, J. Instinct in Ilan p. l6t3. 
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Tendencies' into two, namely, 'Instinct' Tendencies and 't,;p- 

petite' Tendencies in ' wrlic.h seeking of pleasure and avoid- 
ance of pain were subclassified as 'General Appetite Tend- 

encies. ' But in his later workslhe has classified 'Instinct 
-ive Tendencies into 'Reactive' and 'Appetitive' tendencies, 
and unpleasure- aiboidance and pleasure- seeking have been sub- 

classified as ,general appetitive tendencies.' The latter 
view is more decided. - 

Regarding the point, Herrick also suggests:- "It may 

be assumed that pain and an av aiding reaction and pleasure 

and a EEeeking reaction have come to be instinctively assoc- 

iated by natural selection or other biological agencies 

because this is an adaptation useful to the crga.nism" 2 

And if we attempt the more biological classification 

for such fundamental tendencies in dues 'ci on, they may be 

subclassifi .)d,so_me kinds under the ins tinct of self -cons er- 

vation ce^ -the instinct of adaptation or E. diustment. 

. . 

2. 

Dr ever, T. Psych cl ogy crf Everyday Life. pp 21 - 2. 
An Intr oducti on to the Psychol ogy of Education. 

1922. pp. 49 - 5 0. 

" "The Classification of the Ins tincts." 
Brit. T. Psychol. Vol. XIV. 1924. pp. 248 - 255. 
Herrick, C.T. An Introduction to Neurology. 3rd rev. 1922. 

p. 282. 
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Section 3. Pleasure- Unpleasure and Interest. 

The main purpose of this section is to consider the 
psychological nature of interest and its relation to pleas - 
ur e- unpleas ur e and other motive impulses to action. 

James views interest in the widest sense as f oil ays: - 

If one must have a single name for the condition upon which 

the impulsive and inhibitive quality of objects depends, 

one had better call it their interest. 'The interesting' 
is a title which covers not only the pleasant and the pain- 

ful, but als o the morbidly fascinating, the tediously haunt- 

ing, and even the simply habitual, inasmuch as the attention 

usually travels on habitual lines, and what -we- attend -to 
and what- interests -us are synonymous terms. "1 

Thus James seems to hold interest as not only pleas ur e- 

unpieas ur e but also all other impulsive tendencies. 

Dewey, differing fr an James, seems to mean by interest 

the feeling of pain and pleasure. "Feeling is the interest- 

side cf all consci cusness. "2 says Dev..sy as already cited. 

"The interest may be one of 1p e3sue r or of pain," 3a ccarding 

1. James, VT. principles of psycholoóy. Vcl.2. pp. 3 - 9. 
2.3. Dewey,J. Psychology. (Op. cit.) p. 247. 
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to furtherance or hindrance of any activity in self; other - 

wig: stated - "Cur consciousness is not indifferent or col- 
ourless, but it is regarded as having imp r taance, having 

value, having interest." "The fact of interest, or con- 

nection with the self, may express itself either as pleasur- 
able c painful." 1 

Viewing the r ela ti on of inter est t o action, Ir ons gr oups 

it into two classes, namely, primary interest or non -hedonic 

interest and hedonic interest. By primary or non -hedonic 

inter es t he means the impulsive aspect of primary or ins ti n- 

ctive tendencies . "The n on- hedonic interests are primary in 

importance as well as in p ositi on. These interests indicate 

the exis tence of primary tendencies t o activity." says Ir ons. 

"He has primary tendencies of a special sort; he de- 

sires to do certain things or attain certain ends. These 

ends constitute his primary interests." 2 By hedonic inter- 

es t he means the impulsive aspect of pain -pleasure, which 

is sec ondary t o primary interest as the motive impulse to 

action. "pleasure and pain are incidental results which 

app ear in c onnec ti on with the realisation of the primary 

tendencies. They possess an interest of their own, and thus 

a special influence on action; but the latter, like the 

1. Dewey . Op. oit. p.16. 
2. Ir ons, D. The Psych alogy of Ethics. (Cp. cit.) p. 118 . 
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f ormer , is secondary and subsidiary. 01 

Under the head of 'Ultimate Division of Subjective 
processes ' in his 'Gr oundwrcrk of Psycholc;y', Stout states: 

The best plan is to adopt a most comprehensive dual div- 
isi on into 'c ogniti on' on the one hand and 'interest on 

the other. C niti on may then be subdivided under the heads, 

Simple Appr Shensi on and Judgement; and interest may be sub - 

divided under the heads Donation and Feeling- attitude." name- 

ly: - 

[pee1in_attitude, 
Conation. 

Inter est 

Acc Cl" ding t o him under Feeling- attitude is included the 

being agreeably or disagreeably affected towards an object, 

or feeling s owe. kind of emotion t o4vards it; such as anger, 

surprise, or fear. Under Cana tion are included all felt 
appetency or endeav our, all longing, wishing, craving, de- 

willing. 

Although uch w me thod of ul tima te divisi on cf' sub- 

j e c tive pr oQryss es will s ti1.l leave s one ques ti ons, it is 

ps;¡chcl.ogically significant to regard both cbna fly G and feel- 

ing aspects as the essential constituent of interest. 

1. cp. cit. ;o.11B. 
2. S tout. ( Cp. cit.) p. 19 and pp ld - 25. 
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Referring tc Baldwin's and Stout's suggestion' that 
they hold the distinction between 'actual' and 'disposition 
-al inter e.s t, Dr Dr ever pr op os es the same dis tincti on with 
the terms " interes t experience" and "interest disp ositi on ", 

the former as applied to an experienced feeling and the 

latter as applied to that which determines the objects.2 
In his later work he expresses the same position applying 

the wards 'unconscious';_ "'Into°rest' May refer t o experience 

or to disposition, to the conscious or to the unconscious. 

As referring to experience, 'interest' signifies the funda- 

mental affective factor, which is always involved, and gives 

the experience what we call 'meaning'. 'Peeling of value' 

or warthwhileness' probably expresses with sufficient clear - 

ness and concreteness this aspect of experience. When we 

speak of an interest, h- Owever, the reference is not to this 

affective aspect of experience, but to a structual feature 

of the mind itself, to a disp ositi on. "3 And regarding the 

primary and acquired interest he s tatos: "The only aspect 

in which ins tinct- interest differs from interest in general, 

is that it is not determined by or derived from previous ex- 

perience of the situation, cc due t o needs which have arisen 

as a result of experience, but is due t o original needs. "4 

1. Baldwin's Dictionary of Philosophy and Psycholov. Vol 1. 

p. 562. 'Interest. 
2. Dreyer. Instinct in Man. p. 212. 
3. If Psychology of Educa ti on. pp. 12b - 6. 
4, It Ins tinct in Man. p. 141. 
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Fur ther considering the a :ove views regarding the clues 

-ti on, I put forward the following accounts of the psychol- 
ogical nature and function of interest. 

Interest is a tendency to strive us towards an object 
or a situation, having the predominant conative- affective 
aspect either actual or disp csitional. 

All impulsive tendencies - instinctive tendencies, 

habitual tendencies, sentiments and pleasure- unpieasure - 

may, therefore, be said to be interest. 

Let me deal. now with this -position in a little more 

detail. 

The affective aspect of interest may be regarded as 

the feeling of worthwhileness or of value arising in the re 

-laticn between self and an object a a situation. Psy- 

chologically considered the feeling of worthwhileness arr 

value is not merely the feeling of pleasing or displeasing, 

or the feeling of liking or disliking but also the feeling 

state of needing or wanting. The latter, namely, the feel- 

ing state of needing or wanting is the more essential nature 

of the feeling of worthwhileness or of value. 

And the c ena Live aspect of interest may be regarded as 

an impulsive tendency to attend to an object and at the 
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same time a motive impulse to activity or action in the at- 
tainment of the object towards which we have the feeling of 

worthwhileness. 

So Ba.ldwin's position that "we may define interest as 

the impulse to attend," land MMcÿougall's that "Interest is 

latent attention, "2 both may be said.: br oadly to express the 

conative aspect of interest only. 

Both the conative and affective aspects of interest in 

its active state above mentioned are inseparable as a con- 

crete matter of fact, though they can psychologically be 

observed as two aspects. In some interest the conative 

aspect is the more remarkable of these two, and in some the 

affective aspect is the more remarkable. 

As regards dispositional interests or interest dispos- 

itions there are instincts and sentiments as typical ones. 

They are the deter.:ainants of certain actual interests, in 

other words, they are the dispositional tendencies to act- 

ivate actual interests cr interest experiences in relat- 

ion to particular objects. In instinctive tendencies their 

interests may be said to be innate or primary intsz'est. In 

the acquired tendencies, which are of course based on the 

instinctive tendencies, like sentiments, their interests 

1. Baldwin,T. M. Handbook cf Psych c1 Qy: Feeling and Will.p147 

2. McDougall. Outline of Psychology. p. 277. 
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may be said to be acquired interests. 

Then let us review the relation between interest and 

both specific and general motive impulsed to action. 

I. Specific Motive Impulses. 

(1) Instinctive tendency. 

It is primary ca.' innate interest and interest disp osit- 

ion. In it both conative and affective aspects are most 

predominant. But in some instincts the conative aspect 

of interest is more remarkable than the affective aspect, 

and in some the affective aspect is more remarkable than 

the c ona tive aspect in such primary emoti one. When we 

experience a primary emotion, it must be said to be an 

actual interest or an interest experience. The affect- 

ive aspect of the primary interest may be called 'in- 

stinctive feeling.4 

(2) Habitual tendency. 

It is the mere physical dispositional- interest and an ac- 

quired interest ón the foundation of primary interest. 

In it the conative aspect of interest is most predomin- 

ant. Regarding the affective aspect of habitual tend- 

ency, I have not yet bot any good suggestion except 

Baldwin and Stout's position that habit is "accompan- 

ied by a feeling of familiarity. "1 However it does not 

1. Baldwin's Dicti onary cf Philos ophy and Psychology . 

new edition, 1918. Vol 1. p. 435. 
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ssaTr: impossible to observe that we may have some degree 

of the feeling cf w or thwhileness in habitual tendencies. 

(3) Sentiment. 

I' is the -more affective dispositional -interest and an 

acquired interest on the f ounda cion of primary interest. 

In it both conative and affective aspect of interest are 

most predominant. The sentiment is most common and gen- 

eral, as our interest in everyday life. This is why in- 

terest is s one times identified with sentiment, as some- 

times does Stout. (p227in this thesis.) 

II. General Motive Impulse. 

(Pleasure Un-pleasure.) 

It is an actual interest or interest experience. In it 

both the affective and conative aspect of interest are 

predominant. Bute the impulsive direc s on of its inter- 

es t is not in any specific way particularly like the 

other interests , ally in two general dir ecti ons, name - 

lÿ, impulse- towards pleasure and repulse -towards unplea- 

sure. 

S ome kinds of pleasure- unpleasure, such as the 

n original :satis fiers" or "ins tinctive likes" and origin- 

ai annoyers" or "instinctive aversions" presented by 
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Thorndike and "Primary likes and dislikes" .or" na aural 

likes and dislikes" pr _rented by Wocdw rthl typified 

by sweet and bitter etc., may seem t o have innate or 

primary interests. In general pleasure- unpleasure may 

arise according to the conditi ens of activity or active 

pr ocesses as we have seen. 

It is also to be noticed that as a result of the 

pleasant or unpleasant_ past experiences we slay often 

have acquir ed interests of pleasure- unpleasure which 

are attached to the past experienced objects and having 

s omewhat disp osi ti onal tendencies. 

The cena tive aspect of pleasant or unpleasant ex- 

perience, namely, impulse- towards cr repulse -towards, 

may be held an instinctive tendency as already stated. 

1. W o odw or th, R.S. psyc'r_ol.ogy. (,'p.,cit. pp 180 - 184. 
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Lastly let us briefly add some consideration on 

!desire' relating to Interest. 

A desire may be defined as a conative tendency striv- 

ed f crwar ds to the attainment of an obj ect which interests 

us, and the object which interests us is not actually pre- 

sented but the idea or thought of the object is remarkable. 

Especially the conscious state of wanting or needing is 

most predominant in desire.. 

Satisfaction or dissatisfacti on of desires, of course, 

causes pleasure or unpleasure. And furtherance or hindrance, 

or effective or defective in the conative progress towards 

the attainment of the object which we desire, may also 

cause pleasure or unpicasure. It is moreover to be noted 

that the conscious state of a desire may often be accompan- 

ied cy the s o- called past experienced feeling or the anti- 

cipated feeling. 

A desire itself cannot be identified with an actual 

motive impulse i tself t o- acti on, but it can or may bec ane 

a motive impulse to action when its obj ect is actually 

presented. 

If the activity or action towards the attainment of its 

object is thwarted or. prevented by som circumstantial 

difficulty internal or external, the desire in question 
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will remain with a more intense state of wanting or needing; 

or it may become 'repressed wishes or 'suppressed desires' 
which has been suggested by psycho -analysts; or it may sim- 

ply remain as a desirable idea or thought of the object if 
we find it almost imp cesible to realise in the near future 

for certain reas ans. 

It is certainly understood that ins tinctive tendencies, 

habitual tendencies, sentimenst or pleasure- unpleasure or 

sane of these, constitute the impulsive aspect of desires. 

We must dis tinguish between the subjective state of 

being desired which I call. 'desire' here and the objects 

that we find desirable. There are many desirable objects 

which have been pleasant, or valuable, or which. usually 

are pleasant or valuable. They are knovrledge of desirable 

things. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

DL:LASURE - UNPL:EASU;E AND THE, 

i2 CHI,R PLAIE OF AC TI ON . 

Section I Motive Impulses to the Higher 

Plane of Action. 

I shall use 'moral actions' for ail actions on the high 

-er level cr stage of human mental life, which .nave the fol- 
lowing characteristics relatively distin ,uished from 'fiction 

in general. 

Let me compare 'moral action' with 'action in general', 
mainly from a psych cl, ogìcal point of view. 

In the first place a broad characteristic distinction 
between the two will be given. I have defined an acti on as 

a total activity of the psycho -organic unity cr self-con- 

s ci ous pers on, having the external performance or the dir- 
ect outward effects in the attainment of its end, in the 

beginning of the present part. Then when I speak cf moral 

action by which I mean an action concerned in comparatively 

wh ole pers onali ty in which a total activity is integrated; 
while in the case of action in general a total activity 
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may be integrated or set in motion in a comparatively part- 

ial or is elated side of the whole pers onarity. Ace crdingly 

a total activity of the self- conscious pers on in the mcrai 

action is better integrated or organised than non -moral 

ac ti on. And it is als e assumed that moral acti on is more 

fur thering or effective for the self conscious pers en as a 

whole than non -marial action. 'Action in general' is used 

as covering moral action and non -moral action . 

In the sec and place the ìnt erac ti on among active pr o- 

cessees concerned in moral acticn is harmonised and integ- 
rated not only in one self conscious. pers on but also in a 

s ocial environment, namely, the interrelation of other sel- 
ves; while in the case of 'acti on in general' the inter - 
acti on among active processes concerned in the acti on may 

be worked in the relatively partial part of the whsle per - 

sona.lity and its environmental relation is not t o be r e- 

stricted to the inter -relati on of other selves. Ace ord- 

ingly a: t otal activity in the_mcral action is better har- 

monised and integrated not only in one self conscious per- 

s on but als o in a s ocial envir onment than non -moral asti on. 

In the third place in the moral ac ti on the self -c on- 

scious or self -awakening regarding the purpose and end or 

means of the acti on is clear, or more practically, the 
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sense of resp onsibility for the acticn is remarkable. But 

it does not concern action in general. 

So too of the relation and comparison between 'activ- 
ity in general' and 'moral activity in. th n in. 

The above c anparis on and distincti on between moral 

action and action in general may not be scientific in the 

strict sense, but rather for the sake of psychologically 

practical convenience. And it is also to be noted that 
'moral action' is not an entirely different kind of 'act- 
ion in general', but it is only a special case of action 
in general. 

Let us now turn our main attenti on to the motive im- 

pulses to moral action. 

We can regard two aspects of the motive to mcral act- 
ion, namely, (1) the prime motive aspect which is motive 

impulse itself, such as specific motive impulses (instinct- 
ive tendency, habitual tendency and sentiment) and general 

motive impulse (Pleasure- unpleasur.e) which are all to be- 

come motive impulses to 'moral acti on' as well as 'action 
in general'; and (2) the regulative aspect, that is, 'reason', 
but 'reas on' is not motive impulse itself. It plays an im- 

portant part as a regulative principle and guidance to the 

prime motive tendencies. 
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Two Aspects of the Motive to Moral Acti on; - 

The prime Motive Aspect. 

(Specific.) 

Instinctive tendency. 

Habitual tendency. 

Sentiment. 

(General.) 

pleas ur e -unp leas ur e . 

The Regulative Aspect. -seas on. 

The bar moni ous coo er ti on between two aspects, namely, 

the prime motive aspect and the regulative aspect can pro - 

duce ideal acti on, rati Cnt1 ac ti on or moral acti on. 

The place of Reason in the moral acti on has greatly 
been stressed by the rati onalis tic school. We of course 

recognise the very imp or tant play of reason in m a' l acti on 

but it cann of be accepted that reason is the only motive 

to moral acti on. 

The f oil owing writers may be said rightly to show the 

place of r eas on in questi on. 

James: "Reas on, per se, can inhibit no impulses; the 

only thing that can neutralise an impulse is an impulse 
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the other way. Reas on may, however, make an inference which 

will excite the imagination so as to set l.acee the impulse 

the other way. "1 

MoD ougall: !'Reas oning plays an imp or tant part in r 6- 

fining and harmonising, the moral sentiments. And reas cuing 

may help us to acquire a moral creed, ú belief that some 

one formula. may express the ulti_mategee] of moral effort;" 
- - - - -- And reasoning also helps us t o determine what for m~ 

of conduct and what qualities of character are most con- 

ducive to the realisation of the highest good, howrevcr we 

may have defined it. But 'Reason' is not a conative enerQ 

that may be thr own on this side or that, in our m or al c on- 

flicts." 2 

Freud's 'Reality principle' may be regarded substant- 

ially to be included in the function of reason. 

By cumula ting harm oni ous ' c o operati on of the prime mot 

ive aspect and the regulative aspect on the foundation of 

innate nature, we can develop our character more easily, to 

strive us towards moral activity or moral action. Thus we 

can gradually form a moral character. Moral character may 

be defined as in organised system of the prime motive aspect 

1. James, W. Principles of Psychology. Vol, 2. p. 393. 
2. McDougall, Outline of Psychology' . pp. 439 - 440. 
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and the regulative aspect, or as a 'Dispositional Whole' 

which guides and moves us towards Macal activity or moral 

ac ti on. 

Genetically considered, Moral character is a. cumula- 

tive disposition evolved by the previous moral activity 
both internal and external on the basis of instinctive ten- 

dencies. As a whole or as a concrete fact in the developed 

mental stage the moral character is often the dominant de- 

terminant of moral activity or moral action. 

Regarding the relation of character to sentiment I 

have stated that sentiment is the main part of character in 

the human adult, in the previous chapter . Now let us consid- 

er regarding the relation of moral character to moral sent- 

iment, and the relati on between moral sentiment and the 

motive impulses to moral action. 

At first the nature of moral sentiment will be consid- 

ered, co/Taring it with sentiment. in general. As already 

defined a sentiment is an affective disp csition with idea- 

tional reference to a particular object, which is acquired 

on the f oundati on of instinctive tendency. Then moral sen- 

timent may be regarded as an affective disposition towards 

moral activity either internal or external or both, and 
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having rational reference to the activity or reference to 
r eas on regarding the activity, and it is formed by well de- 

veloped and organised sentiments. 

More ethically expressed,Sullft's statement may be re- 
ferred to as follows: '/By the moral cr ethical sentiment 

is meant the feeling which attaches itself tc the idea of 

right or duty, and which is corsez only sp oken cf as the sense 

of duty, as the feeling of moral approbati on and disappr ob- 

a ti on. (i 
1 However it must carefully be noticed that moral 

sentiment is not to be regarded as a peculiar faculty for 

moral activity . 

Moral sentiment will be ev olv ed from the effect of har- 

moni cus cooperati on between 'the prime motive' aspect and 

the regulative aspect," and also moral sentiment will pr e- 

mote the harm oni aa.s coop era ti on between 'the prime motive 

aspect and the regulative aspect.' 

It may accordingly be understood that moral sentiment 

plays an imp orta.nt part in maral character, and ale o that 
moral sentiment is an important aspect in the motive im- 

pulses to moral action. 

Let us fur th E.ir inquire r ega.r ding the motive impuls e of 

moral sentiment t o moral action. 

1. Sully, J. The Human Mind, 1.892. Vol .2. p. 15b. 
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Sully sugges is regarding the question as f oli owe: 

"The most obviouä peculiarity of the moral feeling (he uses 

the words moral feeling to identify moral sentiment) is 
c onnec ted with the na túr e of its excitant or object, viz. , 

a c onsci ous and willed action, and the intenti on or dispos 

-iticn which precedes and conditions the overt act. As an 

appr oval or disappr oval of somebody's doing or c onduc t, the 

feeling of duty is differentiated fr an a purely contemplat- 

ive one (like the aesthetic), and becomes pre - eminently- a 

practical, i.e. , ac ti on -c ontr olling, feeling. This is plain 
en ough when the c onduc t contemplated is our own. To r ec ek;- 

nise and feel my projected action to be right is to be im- 

pelled towards it; wr ong, to be deterred from it But even 

where we are considering another Is conduct this active ele- 

ment is present. Here, however, the feeling pr ompts to a 

secondary and external form of contr ol, e.g. , prohibition 
of the action, punishment of i t, c ommendati on of it. "1Ribot 

especially stressing its impulsive aspect, states that "It 
(moral sentiment) consists, at bottom, in movement or ar- 
rest of movement, in a tendency to act or not to act; it is 

not, in its origin, due to an idea cx a judgment; it is in- 

stinctive, and herein lies its strength. It iç innate, not 

like an alleged archetype, infused into man, invariable, il- 

1. Sully, J. Op. cit. p. l5ri. 
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luminating him everywhere and always, but in the same way as 

hunger and thirst and other cons ti tuti enal needs. I t is nec 

-essary; it forces one to act (when not kept in check by 

c ounter- tendencies), as the sight of water f Toes the duck- 

ling t o plunge into it. Thus we mus t say that the man who 

impulsively thr ows himself into danger to save another is 
more thor out hly moral than he who only does s o after reflect 
-i on;" "Finally, like every other tendency, it results 
in satisfacti on or dissatisfacti on (e. g. remorse), In short 

its innateness and its necessity place it in the motor, not 

in the intellectual ordeer. "1 However it is not t o be dis- 
regarded that the impulsive tendency t awards moral ac ti on 

and the reverse in the moral sentiment is mainly cultivated 
by the moral eff art of the individual and his good social 
envir onment. 

1;ven Kant, who is a well -known rigor ous rati onalist, 

seems to regard the moral feeling or sentiment as an im- 

p or tant aspect t o promote us t owar ds 'Moral law'. This Mor- 

al feeling or moral sentiment, acc ording to Kant, is the 

feeling of respect (Achtung) for the moral law or the sense 

of duty ( Pflicht Gefühl)2 

7.. Rib ot, T. Psychol ogy of the Emoti ons . pp. 291 - 2. 
2. Kant., Critique of Practical Reason and other woks on the 

The ory of Ethics. Trans., by T.K. Abbott. 1898. pp.168 - 9. 
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Finally I cannot f arbear to cite Mar tineau's 'Table 

of Springs of Acti ont to illus trate how he values Moral 

sentiments as imp crtant spr springs of action. The following 

list, acc or ding t o him, presents the series in ascending 

or der of w ° th.l 

Z owes t. 
1. Secondary passions; Cens cri cusness, vindictiveness, 

suspici cusness. 

2. Secondary Cfrganic pro - pensions; Love of Ease and 

Sensual pleasure. 
3. Primary Cr anic pr cJpensi ons; Appetites. 

4. Primary Animal propension; Sp ontane ous Activity 
( uns elective) . 

5. Love cf Gain ( reflected derivative fr can appetite. ) 

6. Secondary Affections ( sentimental indulgence of sympath- 

etic feelings.) 
7. Primary pass i ons; Antipa thy, Pear, Resentment. 

S. Causal. Energy - Love cf Power, ar Ambiti on; L ove of 

Li ber ty. 

9. Sec andary Sentiments; Love of Culture. 

10. Primary Sentiments of Wonder and Admire. ti on. 

11. Primary Affec ti one, Parental and Social; wi th( ap- 

pr oxima.tely) Gener csity and Gratitude. 

1. martineau, J., Types of Ethical Theory. 163 . Vol,2.pp.246 -r 
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12. Primary Affection of Compassion. 

13. Primary Sentiment of Reverence. 

Highest. 

We may, thus, regard IUioral sentiment as the leading motive 

impulse to moral action, or as the reinf arcing motive impulse 

to maral action. 

S o called 'Loral Pleasure and Pain' or 'C onscientious 

pleasure and pain' have been argued ethically and psychol- 

ogically alike. It is not without importance to consider 

how these pleasure and pain relate to pleasure and pain in 
general, especially fr om the psychological stand point. In 

nay view these moral or conscientious pleasure and pain seem 

to have the cl ese,st relati on with the moral sentiment, and 

als o they seem to have an important effect on the impulsive 

tendency to moral ac tien. 

The nature of these moral or conscientious pleasure 
and pain compared with 'pleasure and unpleasure in general' 
and the relation of these to moral sentiment and actions 

are s o important in our mental life, and are als o of such 

psychological significanee, that a separate section must 

be devoted to the discussion of them. 
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Section 2. Moral Pleas ure- Ùnple.asure and 

Moral Ac ti an. 

(1) The Relation between iuioral Sentiment and Moral 

Pleasur e-Unpleasur e. 

Each moral sentiment, like sentiment in eneral ac 

other specific tendencies, has its own specific end, be- 

cause the moral sentiment is an affective disp ositicn to- 

war ds moral activity having rati onal r eference to a certain 
object in which the moral activity is concerned. 

But in general moral sentiments have a peculiar char- 

acteristic that the fundamental nature of each moral sent- 

iment is apt to be bip olar, in other w car ds each one is apt 

to have two general opposite directi ens. To take instances 

fr orn Baldwin, al th cugh it does not work out the wh ole nat- 

ure of moral sentiment: ' Moral appr oval and disappr oval. of 

others in different degr ees bec omes moral praise and blame, 

moral respect and contempt, moral reverence and disgus t: ap- 

plied to self, they are feelings of good conscience and re- 
morse, moral hope and despair. These latter take on pecul- 

iar f arms when complicated with the knowledge that others 

know and judge our cas s, i.e., moral pride and shame. These 
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two feelings are the most powerful and lasting of our moral 

nature." ." Other f arms of the ethical emoti one whose 

factors suggest themselves radically are r epentance, moral 

penance, moral res tituti on, and moral cowardice and hesit- 
ants, on one hand, contrasted with moral courage and res ol- 

uti on on the other . "l 

MacDougall also shows the point: "It is a peculiarity 
of our moral sentiments that each one is apt t,o be bipolar. 

For each moral quality that we name and rec ognise has its 
oop os i te; and in learning t o love the one, we can hardly 

faïl, t o learn to hate in s one degree its opp csits. Jus- 

tice and inj us tice, kindness and cruelty, hones -iy and dis- 
honesty, truth and falsity, loyalty and disloyalty, are 

such pairs of opposites. "2 

Then let us consider how the general feeling -tone may 

be in them if we experience these moral sentiments in the 

opposite direction such as, jus vice, kindness, honesty, 

truth, loyalty, moral appr oval, moral prays e, moral respect, 

moral reverence,(gcod conscience), moral pride etc. on one 

hand; and inj us tice, cruelty, dishonesty, falsity, disloyalty, 
moral disapproval, moral blame, moral contempt, moral dis- 

1. Op. cit. Hando ook of. Psychol o y; Feeling and Will, pp232 -3. 
2. Op. cit. Outline of Psychology, p. 437. 
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gust, (r emarse) , maral shame etc. on the other hand. 

It can be hardly doubted that in the experience of the 

former moral sentiments we may have a pleasurable quality as 

a general feeling -tone and in the latter moral sentiments an 

unpleasurabie quality as a general feeling -tone. 

To express it in more practical wards the general feel - 
inx tone in the experience of moral sentiment may be gr oup- 

ed into two general classes, namely pleasurable ar agreeable 

feeling for good, right, virtue ac 'moral! experience ar 

matter and unpleasurable ar disagreeable feeling for evil, 
wr ong, vice, linencrall experience or matter. 

This pleasurable ar unpleasurable feeling -tone in the 

experience of moral sentiment is of course a certain kind 

of pleasure- unpleasure in general, but at the same time it 
may be regarded as a special class of pleasure- unpleasure 

which is to be named 'moral pleasure - unpiec.sure. 

Fur therm cre we go en to consider the impulsive aspect 

of the moral sentiment in ques ti on. As sugges ted by Ribot 

moral sentiment consists,at bottom, in movement or arrest 
of movement, in a tendency to :act or not to act; and by 

Sully, to reccgnise and feel my projected action to be 

right is to be impelled towards it, wrong, to be deterred 
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from it. It can als o hardly be doubted that we may have two 

general. directions of the impulsive tendency in the exper- 

ienc e of moral s entiment, namely impulse- t swards g ood, right , 

vir tue or !moral ' activity and r epuls e- t avards evil., wr ong, 

vice or 'immoral activity. 

The ab cve general feeling t one and the general impulsive 

tendency of the moral sentiment are in 44orpo intrinsical re- 
lati on to each other. These two aspects of the moral senti- 
ment are very like tendencies to the relation between the 

pure feeling tone and the impulsive tendency in the pleasant 

or unpleasant experience. 

In the moral experience also moral pleasure may pro - 

mot jus to açt, and moral unpleasure may thwart our action 

even at that moment. 

It must be remembered that moral pleasure- unpleasure 

arises not only in the experience of moral sentiment but al- 
s o may arise in other moral experiences. The detailed con- 

di ti ons of the moral pleasure- unpleasure will be later con 

sidered. The moral pleasure -unpleasure as the general tone 

of moral sentiment may be supposed as being due tc an affect- 
ive' dis-p osi ti on cumula ted by ac tua 1. moral feeling of the 

previous moral experiences. 
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(2) The iíature and Conditions of Moral 

pleasure. - Unpleasare. 

Let us first see some writer 's views regarding the 

ques ti on. 

As is well known J.S. Mill, prosentls a qualitative dis 

- tine ti on between higher and 1 ower, or mental and bodily 

pleasure -pain from his utilitatian point of view: "There 

ìç no known Epicurean theory of life which does not assign 
to the pleasures of the intellect, of the feelings and im- 

ae7ination, and of the rcral sentiments, a much higher value 

as pleasures than to those of mere sensation. It must be 

admitted, however, that utilitarian writers in general have 

placed the superi ority of mental over bodily pleasures chief 

-ly in the greater permanency, safety, uncostliness, etc., 
of the former - that is, in their circumstantial advantages 

rather than in their intrinsic nature. And on all these 

points utilitarians have fully proved their case; but they 

'might have, taken the other, end, as it may "be . cailed, higher 

gr ound, with entire consistency. It is quite compatible with 

the principle of utility to rec o nise the fact, that some 

kinds of pleasure are more desirable and more valuable than 

others.''1 However it shows only one aspect of the distinct- 

1. Mill, J.S. Utilitarianisan. 1663. Chap. 2. p. 11. 
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ily. pleasure -pain. Of course we have noticed how he stress- 
es the amoral value of the hiher mental pleasure. "It is 

better to be a human being dissatisfied than a pig satisfied;" 
says Mill, "better to be Socrates dissatisfied than a fool 

satisfied. "1 

Ribot, in the chapter on 'moral pain, I states: 
"There is a fundamental identity between physical and naval 

pain, and they only differ fr ana each other in the p oint of 

departure, the first being connected with a sensation, the 
2 sec ond wi tla. s o.,r.e f orm of r epres ante. ti on, an image or an idea." 

But 'Moral Paint should not be identified with such a mental 

pain conditioned by ideational activity. Physical pain may 

be conditioned by physical activity mainly and it is not al- 
ways the reverse of _meal pain. Ideational or intellectual 
pleasure -pain may be sometimes moral pleasure -pain and 

sometimes not. Even physical pleasure -pain may be sometimes 

included in Moral Pleasure -pain. 

Baldwin does not recognise the qualitative dis tinc ti on 

between pleasures themselves or pains but holds their c on- 

di ti ons as the distinction of hi her fr am' lower. "It is a 

common distinction - that between higher and lower pleasure." 

"This attempt we have found to be unsuccessful, since 

1. Mill, C-1.). ciL. 14. 2. Op. cit. p. 
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it is not tone which hà.s quality, but it is rather mental 

quality which has tone. That is, it is in the conditions 

of pleasure, as higher and lower, physical and ideal, not 

in pleasure itself, that a distinction is to be made." i 

Marshall is of a s iar view to Baldwin; 

"We cannot experience an intensity apart fr om some men- 

tal item that is intense; so we cannot experience a pleasure 

as such apart from same mental item that is pleasant. S o it 
would appear that in speaking of 'higher! and 'lower' pleas - 

ur es we are dealing with ideas (which may or may .not be col- 

oured by pleasure at the moment of their occurrence), the 

qualitative difference between which must be given by char- 

acteristics that are quite apart from the pleasure present 

at the moment of o onparis on. "2 

Barley recognises moral pain -pleasure ar c onscienii ous 

pain -pleasure, but regards its distinction from mere pain - 

pleasure as due t o s orne special s our ce, that is, a view 

almost similar to Baldwin and Marshall. "Stolen fruits may 

be sweet and pleasant in their sweetness; but the pleasure 

got from them is not a moral pleasure; the moral fact enters 
only when the stolen fruit, though sweet and pleasant t o the 

taste, is als o a source of conscientious pain; and it is this 

1. Cp. ci c. Handbook of x sychol 9.1in;_, and ',Nil]. . p. 272. 
2. Marshall, kind and Conduct. pp. loi o 
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moral pain that needs explanati on. In the same way all that 
we desire may be called good -ky . 'us; but the rncral judgment 

is a discrimination between good and bad desires, and it is 
this dis cr imi na ti on which we have t o ace ount for , It is only 

a special kind of pleasures, therefore, cr pleasures got 

from sane special source, that can be identified with moral 

aper ova:t Ill 

These writers, however, do not show any satisfactory 
treatment concerning the nature and conditi ons of moral 

pleasure- unpleasure. We have to consider it more fundamen- 

tally and psychologically. I shall go on to resolve the 

conditions of moral pleasure -unpleasure in question from my 

general c onclusi on of the c onditi on or cause of pleasure- un 

-pleasure. 

The first law in my general conclusion cf the condition 

of pleasure- unpleasure is as follows in the briefest terms: 

Pleasure -unpleasure may be c onditi oned by the furtherance 

or hindrance, or effective or defective in certain actirityr, 

In the attainment of its end. 

In the case of 'pleasure- unpleasure generally', the 

'certain activity' above mentioned carp be any kind of act- 
ivity. It may be a relatively partial activity or a relat- 

1. S Orley, 117.11 . Moral Values and the Idea of God. 3rd. 1924. 
p. 56. 
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ively total activity of the self- conscious parson, or a 

comparitively isolated activity from the whole personality. 

If the 'certain activity in which pleasure- unpleasure 

will be concerned is the activity of the whole personality 
pcossessing the delf -conscious or self -awakening regarding 
the activity (in ?u ore ,rractical, p ossessing the sense of 

r esp onsibility) , we may have a special case cf pleasure -un 

-pleasure. This pleas ure- unplea.s ure c onditi one by the act- 
ivity of the whole pars one lity I will name 'moral pleasure - 

unp leasur e' in this thesis . 

is to be noted. that I use the activity of the whole 

personality for a total activity of the organised self -con- 

sci ctzs pers on as a whole, and it should be called 'the act- 
ivity of the comparativ -ely whole personality' or the relat- 
ively whole self activity' in the strict sense. 

T o compare relatively partial or is olated activity with 

the activity of the whole pers oneeli ty, the f culer is leas 

integrated or organised than the latter as a whole. The 

latter, namely, the better integrated or organis ea activity, 
or the whole pers one./ activity, may be called a moral act - 
ity :gis I have suggested in the beginning of the previ ous 

section . Thar e f ore from the first law of the c orrai ti on of 

pleas ur e-unpieasure, it may ce said that the moral pleasure 
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or unpleasure ie a conscious procese which is caused ca' con- 

ditioned cy furtherance or hindrance, or effective ctive or defect 

-ive in moral activity in the attainment of its end. And mor 

-al pleasure- unpleasure is not an entirely different kind 

of 'pleas ure- unpleasure generally I, out it is only a special 
case of pleasure -unpleasure generally. To take an example, 

stolen fruits may be pleasant in their sweetness, to quote 

S arley. This pleasant -sensation is only caused by a relat- 
ively partial and isolated activity of the whole pers onal- 

ity. The certain activity in the taste sensati on may be fur- 
thering or effective at that moment, but it is not the fur- 
therance or effectiveness of the activity of the whole per- 

sonality possessing self resp onsioility. In such a case as 

stealing the end of relatively whole self activity may be 

the removal of such immoral conduct. S o if the stealing act 

-ivity is done, the attainment of the end of relatively whole 

self activity may become hindering or defective. Then we 

may have an unpleasure fr an the hindrance or defectiveness 

of relatively whole self activity, namely, moral unpleasure. 

In this case of relatively whole self activity, moral activ- 
ities such as reasoning, moral judgment, moral appreciation 
or s ocial sentiment etc. may most predominate. Of course 

the activities of those who are in the state of moral in- 

ability are excepted. 
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But the condition cf moral pleas ur e-unpleas ur e. cannot 

completely be explained by the first law only regarding the 

ques ti on, the second law of my general conclusion is nec- 

essarily ale c c oncerrled in this case as in the case of plea- 
sur e-unpleasure generally 

The second law in my general conclusion of the condition 

of pleasure- unpleasure is as followe in the briefest terms; - 

pleasure-un-pleasure may be conditioned by integration or dis- 
integration, harmony or discard, or organisation or disorgan- 

isation in the interacti on among active pr ocess in which 'cer- 

tain activity' is c oncer-ned. And this interactive pr ocess in- 

cludes the relation between the psycho- organic unity and 'the 

envirlQnment' as already stated. 

In the case of 'pleasure- unpleasure generally, ' the in- 

teraction among active processes may concern the relat- 
ively partial part of the psycho - organic unity, and the en- 

vironment in which the psycho -ganic unity interacts is very 

br cad. I t may be any kind cf envir onmental r elati on and is 
not necessarily related to human society. 

If the integrcticn among active pr ocesses in which plea- 

sur e-un-pleas ure will be concerned is done not only in the 

r elatively whole pers onal activity p os sees ing the self -c on- 

scious of responsibility but also in its environmental n- 
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teracti on among self and its social envir onment, namely, 

other selves, we may have a special case cf pleasur e- unplea- 

eure. This is what I name 'moral pleasure- unpleasure'. 

Then,to compare the active processes concerned in plea - 

sure-unpleasure generally with that in maul pleasure-unplea- 
sure, the la tter may be regarded as better organised not only 

in one self c ons ci cus person, -out ale o with social envir on- 

ment, namely, other selves, than in the f annex case. 

Theref cr e, fr am our sec cid law of the condition cf plea - 

sure- unpiea.sur -e, it nay be said that moral pleasure-unpleas- 

ure is a conscious process which is caused or conditioned by 

harmony or disharmony, or organisation or die organisation a- 

mong the active pr ocess es of one s elf and social envir onment, 

namely, other selves; or in short, among the active pr ocesses 

concerned in moral activity. Fr om this sec end account it may 

also be said that moral pleasure- unpleasure is not an entirely 
different kind of 'pleasur e- unpleasure generally', but it is 
only a special case of pleasure- unpleasure generally. 

It is just as suggested in the case cf pleas ur e- unpleas- 

ure generally, that the first law and the second law regarding 

the conditions of pleasure- unpleasure have the closest intr in- 

s ical relation to each other, in the case of moral pleas ure - 

unplcasure as well. 

In shor t: - It may be assumed that moral pleasure -un - 
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pleasure may be conditioned ar caused cy the fur therance or 

hindrance, or effectiveness or defectiveness, Cr harmony or 

disharmony of moral activity in the attainment of its end. 

By moral activity I mean two classes as f oil ans, - 
like 

the activity generally : - (1) Internally predaniriant activ- 
ity, namely, c ons c i ode activity as e.g. m oral j udgment, mor- 

al appreciation and conscious experiences from moral senti- 
ments etc. and (2) extérnally predaainant activity, namely, 

moral action ar moral conduct in the wide sense. And it must 

again be noted that moral activity is concerned not only in 

the whole pers cnalì ty but also its social. envir onment . 

The moral pleasure- unpleasure which has thus arisen by 

the above conditions, may be retained with the object of th- 

moral activity in which the moral pleas= e- unpleas ure was 

c oncerned and ale o with the other specific emoti on al ac 

affective aspect in the moral activity in questi on. :ay re- 

peating these affective experiences concerning the moral 

activity in similar occasions, we may come to have s ome af- 

fective disp ositi on regarding the moral activity in quest - 

i on. This moral affective- disp ositi on is what we call 'mor- 

al sentiruBant'. As I have stated,moral pleasure -unpleasure 

as the general feeling- tone in the experience of a moral 
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sentiment, May thus be understood as due to an affective 
disposition cumulated by actual macal feeling of the pre- 

vious moral experiences. 
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(3) The Play of Moral Pleasure- UnA.easure on the 

Higher Plane of Action. 

It has already been sAen that fr or the dynamic p oint 

of view or the aspect of outward resp onse, 'pleasure -un- 

pleasure generally may be described as the general impul- 

sive tendency of two- opp osite directions, that is t o say, 

keeping or seeking impulse and avoiding impulse or repulse, 
or 'impulse- towards' pleasure and 'repulse- towards' un- 

pleasure. And these fundamental and primary impulsive -tend- 

encies in plea.sur oie or unplea.surable experience have also 
teen seen as a kind of instinctive tendency. 

Now let us turn our consideration to the impulsive tend 

-ency of moral pleasure- unpleasure. 

Fr am the c orisideraticn of the c =OA ti ons of moral plea- 

sure-unpleasure we have assumed that moral pleasure- unplea- 

sure is only a special case of pleasure- unpleasure general- 

ly.. They differ only fr om the mode of activity in which they 

are concerned. 'pleasure- unpleasure generally' concerns 

any activity and any kind of the envir onmental states; but 

'moral, pleasure- unpleasure' concerns the whole pers onal act 

-ivity (in the strict sense, the relatively whole personal 

activity) and s ocia.l envir onment, in other words, moral 

pleasure-unpieasure concerns moral activity. 
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As +pleasure- unpleasure generally' has its impulsive 

tendency to any activity in which the pleasure- unpleasure 

is concerned, moral pleasure- unpleasure may have its im- 

pulsive tendency to moral activity in which the moral plea- 
sure- unpleasure is concerned. For the latter is a special 
case of the former. 

It may Cherof a'e be assumed that the dynamic or outward 

aspect of moral pleasure- unpleasure is impulse towards moral 

pleasure and repulse towards moral unpleasure, a' may further 
be said as impulse towards moral activity and repulse towards 

immoral activity. Hence seeking or keepingmcaral pleasure 

and avoiding moral unpleasure may be regarded as the general 

impulsive tendency to moral activity and moral action. 

But seeking er keeping pleasure and avoidingg unpleasure 

as primary impulsive tendencies are not to be identified 
with seeking or keeping moral pleasure and avoiding moral 

unpleasure. 

Seeking,: or keeping moral pleasure and av oiding moral 

unpleasure, cr impulse towards moral pleasure and repulse 

towards moral unpleasure are mainly acquired by moral exper- 

iences or moral culture, or mental evolution in the widest 

s ens e, on the f oundati on of the primary tendencies. 
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In general the principal play of moral pleasure-unplea- 
sure on moral action or moral activity may be regarded as 

follows : - 

In the first place moral pleasure- unpleasure may be 

held as a reinforcing motive impulse to moral action or mor- 

al activity. However it must als o be remembered that moral 

pleasur e- unpleas ur e is not an absolutely necessary motive 

impulse or an indispensable motive impulse tc moral action 

or activity. For the mal activity or moral action may be 

impelled or strived without any reference to moral pleasure - 

unpieasur e, just as 'pleasure -unp ieasure generally' is not 

an abs motive to action 

which has cïr =a.dy been mentioned in the beginning of the pre 

-vi cus chapter. 

In the sec cnd place moral pleasure- unpleasure may serve 

a general ca 

lAiye 

caution, index 

ni 

ex or guide for moral action, as 'plea 

-sure- unpleas generally', may give the sae service to 

acti cri generally. 

Las by sore c onsidera ti on is given t o the ques ti on of 

the utility of moral pleasure- unpleasure as c compared with 

that of pleasure- unpl.easure general.,l,y. Regarding the util- 
ity of pleasure- urpleasure, we have concluded that it con- 
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terns only certain activl.ty. in which pleasure- unpleasure is 
c cnc er ne d at the moment, in the last chapter of Part II; 
otherwise expressed, the utility of 'pleasure- unpleasure 

generally ' is reliable only for a certain activity at the 

present, but it is not reliable for the individus] as a 

whole or the race and the future, that is to say, pleasure - 

unpleasure may or may not correlate with the utility of the 

individual or the race or both or with the future utility. 
This may be applicable to the utility of moral pleasure -un- 

pleasure because moral pleasure- unpleasure is a speci?..,.l 

case of pleasure- unpleasure generally, as we have seen. 

But it must not be disregarded that there are some differ- 
ences between the modes of conditi ons of pleasure-unpleas- 

ure generally and moral pleasure -unpleasure. S o we may find 

s ome difference between the utility of the two. 

As already mentioned the condition of moral pleasure- 

unpleasure concerns the activity of the comparatively whole 

pare finality or the whole self; while that of pleasure -un- 

pleasua° e generally may concern the c anparatively partial or 

isolated activity. Accordingly the utility or the effect of 

moil pleasure -unpleasure to activity may be under stood as 

laterally greater than that of the other pleasure- unpleasure, 

that is to say, the latter may be more partial or local 
than the f or mer . 
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And the c cndi ti on of moral pleasure -un pleasure o oncerns 

not only one self c one ci 0.lß person but als o social envir on- 

lent, namely, other selves; while that of pleasure- urpleasure 

generally does not necessarily concern the relati on to other 

selves . Accordingly it is also to be unders tcod chat the ef- 

fect or the utility of moral pleasure- unpleasure is greater 
and wider than other pleasure- unpleasure. 

Thus it may be regarded that the fur therance- hindrance, 

effectiveness- defectiveness, harmony- disc ard, integrati on- 

disintegration Cr organisdtion- disorganisation in activity 
concerned in moral pleasure- unpl.easure is greater than that 

of the other pleasure- unplasure. 

And it may also be regarded that the effect or the ut- 

ility of moral pleasure- unpleasure is ver ticall.y greater than 

that of other pleasure -unpleasure; in more practical words, 

the farmer is longer in the time relation than the latter; 
because the sphere, extent and degree of the activity con- 

cerned in moral pleasure- unpleasure is greater cr some times 

deeper than that of the other pleasure- unpleasure. And es- 

pecially in the activity cconcerned in moral pleasure-unplea- 

sure, self awakening regarding the purp cse and end ar means 

of the activity a' action, or the sense of resp cnsibility is 
remarkable as often mentioned; so it is clear that moral 
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easu-re-u:r.pJ-;sasare concerns s ome thing mar than momentary 

utiïi Lÿ cG`r effect. 

It is a Well r.kn.ovm fact that a pleasure accanpanying 

moral satisfaction by having done cur best may effect us 

deeper and longer than comparatively partial and momentary 

pleasure, in such as dissipated drinking; that an unpl:as- 

ure acc ompanying c ons cienti cus pain or remorse or a twinge 

of conscience from having done an immacal acti on may effect 
us deeper and longer than simple bodily urlpicosure or a 

feeling tone ace oraanying bad smell or the like sensations, 

although they are extreme ins.ta.nces. 

In short: - It may be assumed that the utility or ef- 

fect of moral pleasure- unpleasure t o activity or action 

is greater, both laterally and vertically, than that of 

the other pleasure- unpleasure. 


